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I. Overview 

In the months before the election, President Trump, hi allies, other Republican officials, and 
media personalities across the political right relentle sly attacked the integrity of the electoral 
proce . Large numbers of voter were primed to question the re ult despite a total lack of 
evidence of fraud. Years of declining trust. in in titutio11-including the media, government 
officia]s an"d political lead.ers-meant. no refutation of the 'big li could loosen its grip on their 
i1naginations. 

This i part of a larger tre:nd. For year , ob erver. have warned about the increru ing: inten,sity and. 
frequency of Republican politician .. ' dangerous and incendiary rhetoric. Calls to "take our 
country back" an,d war.nin,gs of' second amendment rem,edies" are in,dicative of a. Republican 
Party that is increa,gingty willing to use violence to pur .. U•e its political ends and increasingly 
tolerant of extremism within its ranks. Far too often and for far too long, political leader have 
capitalized on thi escalation instead of confronting it. Pre ident T1·u1np' _ beha-· ior was the 
culmination of this trend, not its origin. 

In recent years, thi dynamic has played out on the Internet a11d especially over social me-dia
though its roots are older ·than that indu try. As an increasing number of Americans receive news 
and i11fom1ation online, observers have que tioned whether social media platforms have 
indepen_dently contributed to the inflammation of politic.al discour e. Whet.her or not that is true,. 
social media companie own and profit from the service they provide to users. Regardless of 
their 1 gal liability, they hav • an ethical obligation to prevent tho, e • • rvices from b ing us • d. to 
commit crimes orchestrate violence, or otherwise contribute to offline harm. 

Thi is true whether or not the attention- eeking, algorithmically-driven busine . s model at the 
core of the social media industry is driving polarization and radicalization. In fact, the Select 
Cormnittee ·s in,restigation, supplemented by written expert testimony, suggests that shoddy 
content moderation and opaque, inconsistent policies were a larger contributor to January 6th 
than the-admittedly not in ignificant-challenges posed by reco1nmendation algorithms. As 
one scholar told the Committee the e algorithms are ')u t one factor in a broader et of social, 
economic, and technical i , ues and ince11tives baked i11to the platform[ s]. ''] 

As the debate ov • r social media s political significance continues . th • -online environment has 
grown more co1nplex. Mainstrea1n platf or1ns like ace book, Twitter,. Yon Tube, and Reddit have 
been joined by smaller alternatives serving as havens for extr mism and viol nt sp ech. When 
Reddit qu.arantined r/I'he_Donald, an online community su.pportive of President Trump and 
infamous for violent threats and hate speech users migrated to TheDonald.win as an alternative 
foru1n free from Redd.it's community standards. Other er ices such as Gab, Parler, and web 
forums like 4chan and 8k·un similarly attracted ·users who posted rhetoric as well as au.diovisual 

1 See interview of Becca Lewi by the Select Committee. 
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content that was unacceptable elsewhere. They have become places where neo- a2i~_ and white 
supremacists digitally mingle with '.militia members and. far-right acti,,ists as well a with curiou, 
Internet users - especially young people. 

In these darker albeit easily accessible comers of the internet, extremists mobilized in the weeks 
before January 6th. It was on TheDonald.win, for example, where users discus ed constructing 
the gallows that stood ominously in front of the Capitol the day of the attack. 2 On 
TheDonald. win and other alt-tech and fringe platform , users hared map of the Capitol tunnel 
systen1, exchanged tips about what type of restraint (e.g., zip tie·) would n1ost effectively detain 
Member of Congress, and discussed bri11ging weapons to the Capitol to prevent the certification 
of the election. Some called for mass lynchings of Democrats and 'RINOs' (Re-publicans In 
Name Only). These conversations were not relegated to alternative platform , however. 

The Select Committee has also collected evidence from a high-ranking e1nployee serving on 
Twitter's Safety Policy Team on January 6th; she said that he was deeply concerned about ·the 
content that was being posted on Twitter,. including real-time posts about the mo·vement of the 
crowd and breach points of the Capitol on the day. This, combined with the findings of experts 
and our in-hou e ocial media analyst , demon trate that this ort of mobilization and celebration 
of the siege was not just. occurring on fringe platforms. 3 

Indeed, while extremists mobilized on alternative and fring•e platforms, false claims of election 
fraud and violent, angry rhetoric spread like wildfir across larger mainstream platform, . Some 
of this was toked directly b)' the President himself, who tweeted on December 19th that t.here 
would be a ''big protest" in Wa hington on January 6th a11d that l1is supporters should 'be there 
will be wild.'' E id.ence provided. to the Select Committee shows that before this tweet January 
6th was not a major targ t for protest rs or violent actor . In th wak of the tweet it became th -
primary target, the' last stand' for Trump and. his su.pporters. Within Twitter's Safet Policy 
Team, for exan1ple, employees in1ffiediately noticed an escalatory shift in the tenor of content on 
the platform. Meanwhile, Discord ·hut down a pro-Tru111p server within hours of the tweet 
because of coordinated planning that began as an im1nediate response. 

On Face book, user coordinated to pread f al e claims of electio11 fraud over the platform. 
Internal Facebook research describes how the "Stop the Steal ' mo ement was propagated by a 
small core of individuals coordinating to se11d thou ai1ds of invitation to Stop the Steal 
Facebook group.· each day while : trategically e:vadir1g enforcement of platform policie . Many of 
these users did so using multiple accounts, a violation of the platform's terms of service. These 
group· were rife with incitement to violenoe, threats hate • pee ch an,d mjsinformation about the 
election. B·u.t because acebook had no explicit policy again t election denial and its ._ yste1ns for 

2 • Gallows or guillotines? The chilling debate on TheDonald.win before the Capitol siege ~ Washington Post, April 
15, 2021, <http ://v,,1ww.wa .hingtonpost.com/technology/2021/04/15/thedonald-capitol-attack-advance
democracy/>. 
3 Anika Collier Navaroli Deposition Continuance, Transcript Forthcoming 
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detecting violent rhetoric were unreliable it took down relatively few of these groups before 
January 6th. D·espite the knowledge that these group had tie to violent actors employee 
recommendations that the company take the problem more .. _ e1iou.sly ·were ignored or outright 
rejected. 

Much of the content shared on 'Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, and other sites came fro1n Y ouTu'be, 
the popular video hosting platform. Y ouTube claims that a serie of changes to its algorithm in 
2019 reduced the rate at which the platform recommends radical content to u ers. However,. the 
platform's tolerance of "borderline content" and its late application of a policy against election 
denial-which was al o not applied retroactively-allowed it to serve as a repository for false 
claims of election fraud. Whether or 11ot Y ouTube' s algoritlnn promoted these ,,ideos, they were 
deployed aero the rest of the internet. 

Maj or platforms' lax enforcement again ... t violent rhetoric,. hate speech and the big lie stemtned 
from longstanding fear of scrutiny from elected officials and go. ernment regulators. Many of 
these voice called for .. _ tronger platf or1n action and greater corporate responsibility; but on the 
right side of the pectrun1, critics made largely baseless accusations that platform integrity efforts 
were designed to somehow uppre s or cen or conservative political speech. 

Because of these accusations, platforms used a soft touch. Twitter,. fearing political blow·back 
and reveling in its status as the President ·s favorite app, was hesitant to write and enforce 
policie, again· t violent rhetoric that would disproportionately affect conservative users. 
Employees warned senior Twitter leader hip that the President was making coded appeal t.o 
extremists, driving an up tick in violent incitement on the platform; Twitt r leadership h sitated 
to act until after the attack on the Capitol. 

For at least two years before the election, Facebook executives intervened to make exception to 
their own policies for prominent right-wing partisan, on their platforn1, including President 
Trunip. The company was caught flat-footed by the surge of anger in Facebook Group, 
dedicated to d.enying the elections outcome. Exect1tives resisted pleas to take the problem more 
seriously. As with T'witter, they changed course only after it was too late. 

None of these platforms, main tream or otherwi e, are free fro1n extremist content. As experts 
noted in a written statement submitted to the Connnittee, '' _ tremist content can be found in all 
corner.· of the web: on message forums,: ocial networkjng platforms streaming ser,,ices, live 
chats of video gatnes, static websites, and encrypted communication applications." 4 These 
application. provide a diverse suite of tech_nical means for cultivating communication and 
organization, which political actors and extremists used to in distinct ways to spread 
disinformation and violent rhetoric related to the 2.02.0 presidential election. They also provide 

4 Expe11 Statement of Heather J. William and Alexandra Evans, RAND Corporation,. "Extremist Use of Online 
Spaces,." Submitted to the Select Comn1ittee on April 25, 2022. 
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bridges between one another. For example, the long-te1m boosting of TheDonald.win on a pro
Trump subreddit-which Reddit administrators allowed to contin.ue for men.tbs while the 
su.breddit was on probation for violent content- allowed the more extreme forum to attract a 
greater following when it eventually launched in 2020. 

The Select Committee sin estigation fotmd that these platforms were leveraged in varying way 
by violent extremist -with varying degrees of success-in the run-up to January 6th. Some of 
these platforms took steps to curtail the propagation of extremist content prior to the attack on 
the Capitol, but in mo t cases the most dramatic actions were taken after January 6th despite 
clear warning signs that tretched across platforms. Other platforms covered in this investigation 
such as Gab, 8kun an.d TheDonald. win, .-howed. no • erious appetite for content moderation, 
which allowed truly extreme forces to hijack the sites with little hope for curtailing them. A 
documents provided. to th S 1 • ct Committee shows, these xtr • me user· got out ahead of ven 
the ad1ninistrators of far-right platfo1ms. For example, Parler was sending internal emails to the 
FBI warning about the possibility of danger on the 6th. Moderation logs from TheDonald.win 
show a futile attempt to remove the mo t violent content, e-ven while other moderators boosted it. 

The sum of thi is that alt-tech, fringe, and mainstream platform were exploited iJ.1 tandem by 
right-wing activists to bring American democracy to the brink of ruin. These platforms enabled 
the mobilization of extremists on smaller sites and whipped up conservative grievance on larger, 
more mainstream ones. Seeing the fury of their base, Republican leaders abdicated their 
respon,.ibility to the Republic by ca·ting doubt 011 the election's outcome and, in some cas s 
plotting to overturn it. The sheer scale of Republican post-election rage paralyzed 
decisionmakers at Twitter and Facebook, who£ ared politica] repri, als if they took strong action. 
The Select Committee has collected both docutnentary and testimonial evidence to confir1n this 
as detailed in the following eport. 

Recent event demonstrate that nothing about America's stormy political climate or the role of 
social media within it has fundan1entally changed since January 6th. Following the lawful FBI 
search of President' Trt1mp' s residence at Mar-a-Lago both main .. _ tream platforms and the sites 
where extremists plotted to assault the Capitol were again aboil with violent speech. Just days 
later, an armed man threatened the FBI bt1ilding in Cinci11nati, Ohio; reporting soon co11firmed 
he was present at the Capitol riot. Until the incentives for violent, extreme, and even apocalyptic 
rhetoric are dimini hed, the threat of political viole11ce will persi t. The Select Co111111ittee ·s 
investigation shows that social media platforms were a key driver of this exact sort of rhetoric 
prior to the attack on the Capitol. An evalt1ation of tl1e platfor1ns' shortcomings in responding to 
these thieats is an es.· ential part of examining the ongoin"g challenges posed by violent far-right 
extre1nism and its attempts to cr-ush American de1nocracy. 

Social media.' s rele,,ance to the January 6th attack and the • ociopolitical conditions that enabled 
it extends far beyond bad code or algorithmic manipulation. The Internet has become an easily 
searchable library of dangerous disinformation and extremi t propaganda conveyed as factual 
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news. This library sits within a broader media environment wrought with anti-democratic 
disc.our e and fearmongering as well as encouraging the wid.e, prea.d distru" t of government an.d 
its institutions. AL~ long as this library exi .. ~ ts, and all info1mation within it is treated as equally 
valuable, people will continue to u e it to infon11 their views about the world. 

The report that follows analyz.es the Select Committee's findings by each platform, focusing on 
highlight of testimony, documents, expert tatements,. and original analysi by Comnuttee staff. 
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II. Key Findings 

This bulleted list of key findings should erver as an overarching road1nap for the report that 
follows. We have organized the report in a largely platform-by-platform analy i , but these 
investigative findings, to the extent they fit into the structure of the report, are pre ent in the 
analysis of all the relevant platforms. 

• Social media companies ,vere prepared for threats to the voting process but failed to 
anticipate post-election violence. Facebook and Twitter both relaxed key policies 
following the election which might ha:ve helped mitiga.te the spread of ·violent incitement 
in advance of January 6th-suggesting that a defensive posture during election eason is 
i11adequate for civic h1tegrity. 

• Social media platforms delayed response to the rise of far-right extrem,ism-and 
President Trnm p's incitement of his s·u:p:porters-helped to facilitate the attack on 
January 6th. 'The Select Committee foun•d that major social media con1panies all failed 
to adequately gu.ard against the pos ibility that their platform . would be utilized b·y the 
rising far-right in the lead-up to 2020, as seen by: (1) Twitter's refusal to implement a 
policy again t coded incitement to violence de pite multiple war11ings from it employees 
throughout the fi11al 1nontl1s of 2020· (2) Facebook's refusal to adequately police the 
spread of disinforma·tion or violent content on Stop the Steal grot1ps despite their known 
nexus to militia groups; (3) Reddit s yearlong quarantine of r/The_Donald, which 
allowed moderators to fr ely and consistently pro'.mote TheDonald. win as an alternate 
platform; and ( 4) YouTube • s failure to take significant proactive ste-ps against conte11t 
relat d to el ction disinformation or Stop the St al. 

• Far-right platforms were the site of violence and grew their user bases as a response 
to moderation actions by major com.panies. For platforms more closely associated. with 
the far-right, ranging from Parler to Gab to TheDonald.win, bare-bones moderation 
policies m"ade it impo·· sible to even rem"ove tl1e m"ost violent posts in the run-up to 
January 6th and. it was not clear that site leadership wanted that to happen. 

• Social media platforms did not have significant outreach from law enforcement 
prior to January 6th. Speaking with multiple platforms, the Select Comn1ittee did not 
find ignif1cant evidence that law •enforceme11t was warning the e companies about the 
possibility for conflict on January 6th. ·any companie. did not recall proactive outreach 
from la,v e11forcement wl1atsoever, as con1pared to a ''war-room"-style crisis 
communication . ystem that was present on Election Day. 

• Recommendation algorithms are only part of the problem. Inadequate policy creatio11 
and implementation play an outsized role in the continued presence and proliferation of 
harmful and eve11 violent co11tent across social media in the we,eks before January 6th. 

• Facebook did not fail to grapple with election delegitimization after the election so 
much as it did not even try. Stop the Steal proliferated through Facebook groups and the 
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company declined to study false claims of election theft even when adviL_ed to by senior 
staff. Though the company removed the initial Stop th;e Steal group, a coor,dinated. group 
of user .. worked to evade 1acebook' s takedown and. grow the movement on the platform. 
After the election, nearly all of the fastest-growing groups on Face·book were related to 
Stop the Steal, and the con1pany took action against only a small fraction of the~.e groups. 
De pite warnings, Facebook leadership declined to take the problem eriously because it 
would "only create momentum and expectatio11 for action. ' 

• Fear of reprisal and accusations of censorship from the political right compromised 
policy, process, and decision-making. This was especially true at Facebook. In one 
in. tance, senior leadership intervened personally to prevent right-wing pu.blishers from 
having their conten·t den1oted after receiving too many strikes from independent fact
checkers. After the election,. they debated whether they should change their fact-checking 
policy on former world leaders to acco1nn1odate President 'Trump. 

• Donald Trump's "1illingness to encourage violence online ,:vas a challenge to social 
media companies, large and small. Both Facebook and Twitter faced significant 
headwinds in taking aggressive action against problematic content by President Trump 
and his supporters, cpartly out of fear that they would 'be clas ified as overly partisan. 
Twitter i11 particular 'relished' its place as the Pre ident s platform of choice and put in 
place policies that elevated hitn above all other Twitter users. The result was an 
unwillingness to take aggressive step to clean up Twitter of inciteful content prior to 
J a11uary 6th and a disorganized, panicked attempt to permanently ba11 the President after 
the attack had concluded. For • mailer platforms, such as Di· cord and Twitch, the 
Presidents bel1avior on January 6th prompted changes i11 how they look at the potential 
for removing speech by influential accounts or world leaders that could incite violence. 

• Key decisions at Twitter were bungled by incompetence and poor judgement. 
Twitter's Safety Policy team, responsible for policies related to iolence and incitement, 
warned for months that the risk of election-related violence was high and ri ing. They 
were ignored and retaliated against. 

• Twitter was also "paralyzed" by fear of political reprisals. President Trump's account 
was protected from policy enforcement in uniqu.e wa)rs-not. even other world leaders 
received the same in ulation fron1 accountability. Likewise, Twitter avoided important 
policy calls around violent incitement becau e they would di proportionately affect the 
President s supporters. 

• Twitter fa.iled to take actions that could have prevented the spread of incitement to 
violence after the election. An insider account of a f on11er Twitter employee showed 
how leadership rejected policies in the immediate aftermath of the election that would 
have allowed the con1pany to remove i1nplicit calls to violence, which they saw in 
re ponse to President Trump s tweets. This policy was proposed as a direct response to 
President Trump s exhortatio11 for the Proud Boys to ''sta11d back and stand by, ' and grew 
ot1t of a fear that he would use the platform to call his supporters into violent conflict. 
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• YouTube's policies relevant to election integrity were inadequate to the moment. 
The co1npany did not ban, election fraud claims until December 9th, and even then did not 
enforce that policy retroactively. :orms of election delegitin1ization not related to ballot 
fraud were also not considered in violation of this policy, meaning a great deal of election 
denial remained on the platform through J anu.ary 6th and into the current day. 

• Facebook's em.ergency' break tb,e glass'' measu.res were regarded a.s successful in 
their goal of protecting election integrity. To its credit, ·acebook took steps to slow 
down the spread of content and pace of connectivity on it platform, to remove large.
degrees of hate speech and violent incitement, and to boost higher-quality civic content. 
These ·were re.earch-backed viewpoint neu.tral proposals which some co1npany leaders 
hoped could becon1e pen11anent. 

• Social media companies largely did not receive clear warnings of violence from law 
enforcement before January 6th. Many of th·e.m describ d their interaction, with law 
enforcement as mostly focused on preventing foreign interference or effort.i.;, to disrupt the 
voting process. Law •enforc•etnent did not ee111 focused on the possibility that post
election violence would be planned on or inspired by social media. 

• Extremist users on vari.ous platforms took their cues directly from President 
T rt • 1 1 aft h. D b 19th • - Th S I C • h rump, pa: 1cu ar .y • er .... ls __ ecem er ... tweet. · e. .e.ct omnuttee .as 
gathered evidence to how that far-right forums uch as TheDonald. win, Parler. and 8kun 

were telegrapl1-ing theix plans for violence following President Trump's December 19th 
tweet that pu.shed Janu.ai··y 6th as a critical day in the Stop the Steal movement. Ho·wever, 
this phenomenon wa not confined to extrentist platforms; on places like Twitter, 
Facebook, and Discord, supporters of President Trump closely tracked hiL claims about a 
stolen election and subsequently his calls to descend on D.C. to protest the Joint Se sion 
of Congres on January 6th, 2021. 

• Trump's December 19th. tweet was a transformative moment across social media. In 
addition to causing a shift towards more explicit targeting of D.C. on a singulai· date on 
Twitter the President's 'be there, will be wild" tweet cat1sed major shifts in other 
platforms. The Select Committee has collected evidence to show that Di cord shut down 
a server, DonaldsArmy.US,ju.st hours after the tweet because it immediately became a 
hu'b for users of TheDonald.win to organize and coordinate their travel to D.C. and 
strategize how they could bring firearms into the city in response to tl1e President s call. 

• Smaller platforms did not react quickly enough to the threat posed by an organized 
far-right extremist movement cent.ered around President Trump. Aside from 
Facebook and Twitter, other social media companies did not move quickly enough to 
i11terrupt networks of extremists who threatened American democracy. The most 
damaging example is likely Reddit's belated takedown of r/The_Donald; by waiting a 
year to remove the subreddit from its site, Reddit allowed n1oderators to free! y advertise 
TheDonald. win, an alternate forum that ho ted violent conte11t prior to J a11uary 6th. 
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• Less developed social media platforms ,vere forced to make entirely new content 
m.oderation. policies to respond to President Trump's incitemen.t. ln several cases 
platforms such as Twitch and Discord altered their policies on incitement or shifted 
re ources to focus on domestic extremist violence to position themselve to better 
reL.pond to another sit.u.ation like Ja11uary 6th-or another lea.der like Donald Tru.mp. In 
the case of Twitch, their new policy on incitement was a direct response to President 
Trump. 

• Fringe platforms use the cover of ''free speech'' to excuse a dangerous lack of 
content moderation. Far-right platforms including Gab Parler, 8kun, 4chan,. and 
TheDonald .. win, in mo t ca e. lack even a remotely adequate content moderation system. 
In the case of Gab, there was only one e1nployee responsible for surveying posts by 
million of u. ers on the day of January 6th. These platforms u.se the langu.age of the • irst. 
Amendment ·to ju tify these minimalist content n1oderation decisions; however, the Select 
Committee··s i11vestigation has shown that this dynamic prevents even content that the 
owner, of these sites themselve, admit . hould be deleted from being detected ahead of 
real-world harm such as on January 6th. And even in these spaces, exect1tives were 
concerned about the potential for violence; Parler s employees emailed the FBI that they 
were 'worried' abot1t the Joint Session just a few days before the attack. 

• President Trump could soon return to social media-but the risk of violenc.e has not 
abated .. On Facebook, the President s suspen ion is due to be reviewed after two year . 
As Elon Mu k attempts to acquire Twitter h•e has publicly state he intends to undo the 
suspension of Trump's account. YouTube has set no clear d.ate or benchmark for the 
reversal of Trump's suspension ai1d continues to mo11itor for reduced risk of violence. 
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Beginning in 2019, Twitter began to publicly reckon with how to moderate statements from 
world leaders on it platform. The e con ideratio11 would inform its approach through the 
COVID-19 pandenuc, prote ts following the murder of George Floyd, the 2020 election , and 
ultimately the January 6, 2021, attack on the Capitol. 5 President Trump's prominent use of the 
platform was a particu]ar challenge, demanding a special level of attention from compa:ny 
leader hip during hi Presidency and, especially, during the 2020 election and it aftermath. 
Twitter's efforts to safeguard the election from activity on its platform largely relied on a 
CO'.mbination, of labeling tweets containing mi·· information and downran.king or d.e-listing certain 
trending topics or hashtags. 

De pite the, e efforts, offline political tension· in the United State· manife ted on the ervice as 
terms like "civil war" trended and were subseqt1ently de-li ted. At the same time, President 
Trump u.ed the service to communicate directly to extremists who came to Wahington on 
January 6th with the intention to commit violence on his behalf. Twitter failed to prevent their 
call-and-response from reverberating across its service. 

As the election approached, Twitter s Safety Policy team-which is responsible for writing 
policy guida11ce for co11tent moderators dealing with violent speech and other issue - truggled 
for months to get guidance from management and to con vi nee company leadership to take the 
risk of political violence more eriously. On the eve of January 6th, they warned that violent 
rhetoric on the platform could lead offline act: of viol nee. Their concerns w • re dismi sed. 
Ultimately, Twitter' s efforts to safeguard electoral di . co,urse were u.ndercut by poor management 
of key teams and poor judgement by executives who were concerned about the consequences of 
angering President Trump's su.pporters. The S'Wiftne ·s with which the company acted against 
Pre ident Trump's account following January 6th belies its prior recklessnes . 

In the fall of 2020, T•witter leadership privately feared that President ·Trump would use 
their service to incite violence. After the President instrt1cted the Prot1d Boys to "stand back and 
sta11d b)' • on national television during the first presidential debate, Twitter leadersl1ip instructed 
the Safety Po]icy team to develop a po]icy concerning: implicit calls for violence. Drawing: on a 
''Black Lives Matter playbook • developed during the. protests in sunnner 2020, the Safety Policy 
team created a policy against coded incitement. to viole11ce, ' or CIV. 

The Committee deposed a former Twitter employe who worked. on th Safety Policy t am who 
gave an inside accotmt of the company's actions leading up to January 6th, some of which 
contradicted what Twitter represented to the Committee. The fo:rmer employee's testimony 

5 'Twitter Policies and Enforcement: A "Timeline of Events Surrounding the 2020 Election and the January 6th, 
2021 Attack on the Capito],.' Prepared for the Select Corr1mittee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United 
State Capitol, March 3 . 2022. 
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confirms that Twitter saw President Trump's potential violent incitement of his supporters 
as a cause for concern even pri.or to Electi.on Day but chose not to take eff ecti.ve acti.ons to 
prevent him from using the platform in this way. Moreover, this failure to act was 
consistent with Twitter's longstanding deferential treatment of President Trump .. 
The former employee told the Committee that the CIV policy was a direct response to the 
President's 'stand back and stand by" comments, since the employee and other at T'wi tter were 
worried that the President would use Twitter to incite his supporter to violence. 6 

This policy was fmalized on November 4; two days later, T'witter claims was integrated into 
"post-election protest guidance' n1eant to instruct c-011tent moderation teams 011 how moderate 
potentially harmful content in the week following the election. 7 The Safety Policy team felt that 
this docun1ent was significantly less thorough and les clear tha11 the policy they initially 
propos -d and. they followed up with th.· ir leadership frequently for guidance and. clarification. 8 

However, according to the former employee, the inclusion of the CIV policy in the post-election 
guidance did not mean that the policy ·was able to be enforced,. since had not yet been made 
public or finalized. 9 Instead of folding in the CIV policy into its po t-election guidance, Twitter 
leader hip team cho e to revert to a le s-nuanced restatement of it existi11g policie on content 
that wishe.__ harm on others. 10 This made it impossible for the Safety Policy Team to remove 
posts that were increasingly suggestive of civil war in the weeks after the election. 11 The former 
employee said that their team never received guidance on the implementation oft.he policy prior 
to January 6th, even as they say ' i11dividuals becoming increasingly armed and the rhetoric 
becoming increasingly 1nore violent' during the post-election period. t

2 

Twitter's leadership and the Safety Policy tea1n never aligned on how to handle the risk that 
post-election violenc would b incited on the -ervice and th -Safety Policy team complain d 
that leadership was' confused" about the policy's,. origin, urgenc-y, and ultimate purpose." 13 This 
is especially significant because tl1e policy was escalatio11 only' -tweets flagged a in violation 
of this policy were referred to the judgement of Trust & Safety leadership, over ·een by Twitter 
Vice President for Trust & Safety, Del Harve·y. 

Del Harvey personally obstructed the CIV policy. To assist in its development, the .Saf et.y 
Policy tean1 asked Twitter engineers to create a bot which would pull examples of tweets with 
language to which the policy mig,ht apply. It was rare for the team to receive this kind of 
engineering support, but in thi- case the effort was made, and the bot collected. hundreds of 

6 J. Smitl1 Depo, ition, 15:7-15. 
7 TIVITIER000 19259 ~ TWITIEROO0 19229. 
8 J. Smitl1 Depo,_ition, 21:1-22:22. 
9 Id. at 21:8-22:21 
10 Ani. a Collier Navaroli D position Continuanc , Transcript Forthcon-1,ing 
u Id. at XX. 
12 Id. at 22:23-24: 13. 
13 Documents on file with Select Committee. 
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example tweets. Many of the tweets includ.ed phrases like 'locked and loaded" ( associated with 
discourse aroun,d the Kyle Ritte11-house shooti11g) and '·'stand ba.ck and stand by' (President 
Trump's directive to the Prou.d Boys dtrring the first Presid.ential Debate). 14 

On Nove1nber 9th, the team met with Del Harvey to disc:u~_s their findings. Harvey pushed back 
on the application of thi policy, as erting that the hash tag ' locked and loaded" could be a 
reference to elf-def en e and should not be the target of content moderation. The team pointed 
out that only a minority of cases where this ha htag appeared in their analy is could be 
interpreted as clear references to self-defense, and it was only one of several relevant hashtag , 
but Harvey was unmoved. The policy was piked. 15 

After this point, the Safet)r Policy Team realized that it would be unable to use its already drafted 
cod.ed ·ncitement policy to ower the temperature on th·. platform which was continuing to se • 
content that was s·ugge ti ve of civil unrest, which the fo11ner employee characterized as a 
gradually amplifying trend that begat1 to accelerate with the President's 'stand back and stand 
by' comment at the debate and continued to gather strength after he failed to concede the 
election, at which point calls for overthrowing the government became clearer. 16 

Through November and Dece1nber, the team warned management about the level of coded 
incitement they were seeing; they wrote that • viral content ... needs to be addressed 
immediately" and predicted that online speech would be ''the precipitati11g factor" to post
election violence. Their manager,. however express d discomfort about remo,,ing content u • ing 
the language "locked & loaded' as coded incite1nent. At one point, they told a 1nember of their 
team that there was no CIV policy,' full stop.' The team raised tlus issue and their n1anager s 
general lack of guidance directly with Del Harvey, to no avail. 17 

Poor management of the Safety Policy team was a longstanding problem. Their previous 
supervisor had left the company in summer 202 ,-a departure two individt1al familiar with the 
situation said was likely involuntary and due to the "psychologically unsafe work en ironment" 
they created. Bu.t where the precvious 1nanager was hypercritical and thi11-skinned, their 
replacement wa disengaged and seenlingly unintere ted in the policies their tean1 managed. 
Frequently, they did not even show up to tean1 meeting , and at one point during J a11uary 6th 
itself shrugged their shoulders when asked about whether a post had the potential to incite 
violent. 18 

In the last months of 2020, the situation grew so bad that at least two team members went to 
Twitter s mployee Relations department witl1 their concerns. They said that their manager was 

14 J. Smith Deposition 20:3-21:7; Interview with J. John~ on. 
is Id. 
16 Ani a Collier Navaroli Deposition Continuance at XX. 
17 Depo ition with J. Smith at 39:8-10. 
18 . " • • - . ~. . ~ .. • Depo 1t1on with J. Smtth. 125:5· Interview v-1 th J. Johnson. 
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disengaged and that they needed to be retrained on key policies in the Safety Policy team's 
portfolio. Th,e e indi,,iduals told. Select Co'.mmittee staff that th,eir concerns were treated 
dismissively and that, while a later review did reco1nmend the manager be retrained on policy 
related to how to deal with violent content, to their knowledge no additional training was ever 
supplied-even after the cata ... trophic violence of January 6th.19 

This mai1agement turnover and neglect damaged the company· s electio11 preparedness. A former 
member of that team told Select Committee staff that the company had only one Safety Policy 
project related to the election a late as Augu t 2020; it addressed the potential use of slurs 
again t candidates. 20 Whe11 Twitter created an electio11 threat model to explore it preparedne 
for • pecific threat· , key Safety Policy is, ues received poor marks because of insufficient 
processes to guide staff respon es. These included policies related to incitement of violence. 2 

t 

Team m • mb rs b • lieved they could be b • tter prepared by setting concr • t goals for example,. 
shorter turnaround time on tough deci ions regarding borderline content-but manage1nent 
consistently failed to do o despite their reque ts.22 

This was not the only way in which the team felt hamstrung. In September, they con1plained to 
management that they did not have access to vital back-end note on account violations which 
they needed to do their jobs. 23 

Later, in a meeting on October 21st, counterparts to the Safety Policy team in Asia-who handle 
th US night shift-also expr ssed. unoertainty about how to operat in the tense w ks b fore 
the US election. Afterward, the manager called a member of their team to complain about the 
colleagu who asked the question· the team memb r felt th phone call was inappropriat and 
pointed 011t that their colleague's qt1estion was important beca:use neither of their teams had 
r ceived suffici nt guidance. 24 

As Twitter struggled to prepare for potential violence foil owing the election, the President 
was upping the ante. In the weeks after the election,. T'witter staff were concerned by escalating 
violent rhetoric on the site, 1nuch of ·which ·was coupled with narratives about election fraud. 
While Twitter acted against users who spammed hash tag like ''#stopthe teal,' when a report 
from the advocacy group Advance Democracy alleged that election fraud narratives domi11ated 
the top five tweets, top ten hashtags, and the top links shared on Twitter, a senior 1nanager called 
tl1e finding "unsurprising." 25 

19 Deposition with J. Smith at 108:25-109:9; Intervi • w with J. Johnson. 
20 Interview with J. Johnson. 
2I TWITIER00020545. 
22 Summary Memo of Int rvi w with J. Johnson. 
23 File provided to Select Committee, p499. 
24 Depo ition with J. Smith~ Interview with J. Johnson. 
25 TWfI'l'ER00022749· TWITIER000227772. 
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Then on D,ec,ember 19th Pr,esident Trump tweeted:26 

Tweet 

---- Dona'ld J .. Trump 
@.realDonaldTrump 

;p·eter Navarro releases 36-page report alleging election 
fraud: 'more th.an suffici,ent 11 to swing victory t:o lirump 
washex.am/3nwaBCe. A great report by Peter. 
Statistically impossibl•e to have lost the 2·0120 Election .. 
1Big protest in 01.C. on January 6th. Be there, wiU be wHd! 

G) This claim a out lection fr ud 1s disputed 

ODO 

This tweet crystallized the threat of violence, and the former employee told the Committee that 
tl1is wa the first time that cont '.nt on Twitter coalesced arou.nd a, ingle event at the Capitol on 
Janu.ary 6th, which the employee ,described as 'essentially, taking a flag in D.C ... tor his 
supporters to con1e and rally. '27 In a deposition with Select Cominittee staff, a former :rne.mber 
of the Safety Policy t,eam said that the attack would not have occmTed with the same magnitude 
without this tweet, and they testified that there was a di· tinct shift as u ers 'began focusing 
specificall)' on the Capitol and the day of January 6th, with user treating the event as a 'plac.e to 
be' and posting specific calls to ar1ns uch as • I am locked and loaded and ready to be in D.C~ 
for a civil war on J ant1ary 6t.h.' 28 The Pre ident bad is ued a call; the response was a violent 
attempt to prevent the Pre idential transition .. 

Th. farmer employee explained to the Committee that Twitter s reluctanc . to put i11 plac,e its 
CIV policy prev,ented. it from re po·nding approptiately to the Dece·mb r 19th twe t, which. wa 
not itself an explicit call to violence. but cau .ed an avalanche of violent and dangerous responses 
aero,. the platforn1. They • aid th.at the pre ence of a ·CIV would hav•e allowed Twitter to be 
• more proactive in responding to the response of this tweet'' a11d "would have allowed T~.titter 
to rein in the extensive call for violence' that were focusing on the Joint Session following the 
President s tweet.29 

On January 5th Safety Policy staff again raised the issue of coded incitement to violence and 
asked for guid.ance on e11forcing a policy against it.30 Unfortunately, their mana,ger wa out of the 
office on this day owing to a death in the family. The supervisor on duty was based in Ireland. 
As staff warned of the possibility of violence and a ked for guidance in this area. that manager 

26 Retrieved from https ://new, . , y. om/slory/capitol-rjoL -ho\v-were-proleslers-in-dc-organised-1_181496. 
27 l. Smith D position 79:1-23 
28 Id. a:t 80:7-19. 
29 Id. at 80:2-16. 
30 A video recording of thi • meeting is on .file with the Select Committee. 
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was only able to tell them that they could escalate policy violations if violence occurred. She 
further advised. the-m. th,at he would be-unavailable during night hours on lri h time. Because the 
next su.perviL_ or in line was a recent hire, there was no experienced supervisor was on duty the 
morning of the certification of the Pre idential election. 31 The former e1nployee was present at 
this 1neeting and told the Committee tl1at she "realized no intervention was coming. and even as 
hard as I had tried to create one or implement one, there was nothing, and we were at the whims 
and the mercy of a viole11t crowd that was locked at1d loaded. '32 

The Safety Policy team was not the only source of warnings to T,vitter's leadership. The 
weekend before the attack, a represe11tative from the Georgia-based civil rights advocacy 
nonprofit Fair Fight reported several violent tweets to Twitter targeting the Georgia special 
election, which ultimately decided control of the US Senate. Among these were tweets from 
Ov rstock.com CEO Patrick Byrne, who threate11 --d to 'ly11ch'' an el ction official and claimed 
to have paid an operative to break into a voting facility to retrieve 'samples.' These tweets led to 
individual threats to the phy ical safety of a specific, named individual on pro-Trump me ·sage 
boards. 

Another was from the promine11t white nationalist. ick Fuentes, who said during a livestream 
that Georgians had 'no other recourse'' than to kill state legislators. Yet another came fro1n 
Project Veritas, which na1ned a specific advocacy center, rest1lting in se eral of the center ·s 
employees receiving deat.h threats a11d being <loxed by far-right activi ts. 

Amazingly, Twitter s initial response to Fair Fight said tl1at 111any ofthe-se tweets did not violate 
it policy against violent threats or were only eligible to be labeled not removed. Those that 
were eventually retnoved remained on the platform until after the Georgia election, on the 
morning of January 6th. 

On January 6th, Twitter management stru.ggled to respond with.in its policy framework. 
When the as ailants breached the Capitol, the Safety Policy team's regular manager logged on 
and joined a meeting with two 1ne1nbers of the team. They gacve two directives: find a rationale to 
suspend the President's account from the service, and "stop the insurrection.' When asked how 
to fulfill the second objective, the manager hrugged. The team was left to re pond to rampant 
incitement on Twitter under its own initiative, once again without clear instruction. 33 

Twitter has provided the Select Committee with a curated version of eve'.nts in the days around 
January 6th, which inclu.des an asse1tion that there was impleme11tation of the CIV policy after 
the breach of the Capitol· this was contradicted. by the former employee in her sworn 

31 Depo ition with J. Smith~ Interview with J. Johnson. 
32 J. Smith Deposition at 118:8-14. 
33 Id. at 123:1-18. 
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testimony. 34 They said that there still wa .. _ no fmalized coded incitement policy that could be 
operationalized on that day and that they were forced to draft a last-minute enforce:ment 
guidance with other members of the Safety Policy Team that spelled out how they would ad hoc 
apply the CIV policy. 35 There wa no prior preparation to make that policy clear before the start 
of the attack itself. The fom1er employee, who had helped t.o develop this policy in re .. ponse to 
concerns about the President using the platform to whip up violence, confirmed that this policy 
was implemented haphazardly in a matter of hour ,. while the attack was ongoing, in order to 
help Twitter get a handle on what was going on. They said that this was the same policy 
leadership had been resisting for two 1nonths and that' it took violence occurring on the ground' 
in order for the approval to be finalized. 36 

Twitter saw highly detailed posts about the attack on the day of January 6th itself .. The 
form· r employee who was one of th· few employe,e - monitoring content that day, , aid that 
Twitter was faced with a barrage of posts that essentially· 'live-streamed'' the attack with details 
that were specific enough to focus on individual breach points and different areas of the Capitol 
that the crowd had reached. 37 They recalled that, because there was not a CIV policy or pecial 
response team in place for the Joint Ses ion-as would have been routine practice for other 
event with a risk of ocio-political um·est-members of the Safety Policy Team were manually 
taking down violent tweets, including those including • #ExecuteMikePence," using only the 
Twitter search function. 38 This understaffed, ranishackle made the former employee feel like she 
was a security guard hovering over the Capitol, trying to d.efend the building a the crowd 
twe,eted. out its progr , • d.uring the course of the assault. 39 

Th former mployee also xplained that the cont ·nt on Twitter that day was highly correlated to 
event on the ground. They noted that President Trump's call to go to the Capitol resulted in an 
immediate shift in th kinds of post on the platform and that u, er, responde-d to his 
condemnation of Vice President Pence. 40 They also recalled a tweet. by Ali Alexander, which 
appeared to be supportive of the stonning of the Capitol, caused the fom1er e1nployee to ask her 
boss for clarity on how to apply the CIV policy, and decided on their own that the tweet wa 
grounds for re1noval. 41 

34 '~Tw·tter Policies and --nforcement A Timeline of Events Surroundi_ng the 2020 Election and the January 6th 
2021, Attack on the Cap·tol.' 
35 J. Smith Deposition, 81 :20-82:3. 
36 Id. at 128:4-5. 
37 Ani. a CoBier Navaroli Deposition Continuance, Transcript Forthcon1in 1• 

38 Id. at XX. 
39 • Id. at XX. 
40 Id. at XX. 
41 Id. at XX. In a video posted to T,vitter during the January 6th attack,. Ali A]exander said "I don't disavow this,." 
while pointing at the crowd surging· oward· the Cap·tol. Will Sommer, .Stop the Steal Organizer in Hiding After 
Blame for Riot Daily Beast (Jan. 10, 2021), available at http ://www.thedailvbeast.com/ top-the-steal-organizer-in
hiding-after-den ying-blame- for-riot. 
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During this period, Twitter senior managers and executive leadership received hundreds if not 
thousands of pleas from, the public to take trong action, against Pre ident Trump an,d. fal e claims 
of election fraud. The Select Committee has reviewed many of these me ... sages,. but at least one
from a technology advi er to a US Senator-led to a longer exchange. Received by the head of 
US Public Policy during the Janu.aty 6th attack on the Capitol, it alleged that: 

''We re rapidly approachi11g a stage at whicl1 the President's use of your service to incite 
violence and insurrection is concretely and very directly producing violence and civil 
disorder. I would strongly encourage your company to make clear where the red line is
and be ready to enforce it. We ve reached a really unprecedented point. Steps that large 
platforms take in the 11ext 24 hours can have significant effects. '42 

T"vitter s head of US Policy responded that they v,,ere watchh1g the situation ' very closely. The 
original sender re ponded that: 

• I am telling you emphatically that you need to put out a statement about where yo·ur 
redline is and be prepared to draw it. Platforms are going to bear a lot of responsibility for 
helping facilitate this. I really hope you do more than watch today. There are reports of 
shots being fired by these militia groups. You are continuing to allow right-wing voices 
to stoke this iole11ce. It is not OK. 

In tl1e excl1ange that follow· d tl1e origh1al sender also wrote that' It is amazing tom· that people 
like Ron Watkin till have Twitter accounts." 

When Twitter's US Policy lead responded, 'Who is Ron Watkins" they replied.: 

'For real? He and his dad 1·un 8chan/8kun. They are widely belie, 1ed to have taken over 
the QAnon conspiracy a few years ago ... you sl1ould also check out [ name redacted by 
Twitter's counsel] - she's the QAnon- brain-poisoned woman who was shot today for 
stonning the Capitol. Active Twitter user, where he conscn1ned an *enormous* amount 
of QAnon content but also (particularly recently) Lin Wood content calling for Rod 
Rose11 tein and Democrats to be extra-judicially arrested and tried for treason.'" 

Meanwhile, T'witter staff fumed that their warning of po ible violence had gone unheeded by 
leader, hip. They wrote an open letter to their colleagues: 

42 TWfl'I' ER00022925. Italic in original. 
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Text of letter.from T11,·itter staf{on the events of January 6th, 2021. ~3 

In the end, only the first of their de111and was n1et. By th,e end of the week, President Tru1np 
would b,e perma,nently suspended from the platform. But Twitter ultimately t.ook no transpai-ent 
steps to, accou11t for its pre ious treatment of his account or Twitter's own co11tribution to the 

violence that day. 

In. the meantime, other teams also responded to the attack on the Capitol. The Product Trust 
team for instance noticed that #CivilWar was trending on the platform. This hashtag was 
denyli. ted fi·om trending topics. along witl1 #stormth,eCapital, Antifa, #Amei-ikkka and other 
ha htag and. phrases. 44 Twitter S rvices-which over .ees frontline co·ntent mod· ration and 
escalates tweet as necessary to Safety Policy and other tea'Jns for po]icy as es ments-updated 

3 TWITTER00000736. 
• 4 TWITTER00019287. 
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its enforcement guidance to recommend. an "aggres _ ive approach," incl u.ding proactive filtering 
an,d :manual re, 1iew. for tweets with "the prope11sity to i11cite offiine viole:nce. 'Accounts which 
used one of a specific set of phrases and had recently received a • • safety label," su.ch as an abuse 
strike, would be either permanently suspended or filtered from visibility. 45 

This list of phrases included,. locked a11d loaded," which Del Har ey pre iously argued should 
not be treated as incitement because it could ref er to self-defense in the home. The team asses ed 
tl1at ''stand back and stai1d by' • was being used in ways too nuanced for automatic enforcement 
and reconnnended that borderline case using that phrase be escalated for further review. 

rump's suspension ended the preferential treatment Twitter ga,1e his account for years. 
The evening of January 6th, a member of the Safety Policy team drafted a memo recommending 
Trump r-c ive a 12-hour su-pension for multiple v·olations of Twitter's policies. Specifically, 
three of his tweets were • bounced with a strike'' for policy violations including glorification of 
violence. 46 However, the forn1er employee told us that 'there was no monitoring by Twitter to 
d.etermine what would happen 'When the President's temporary suspension ended., and that the 
platform was "continuing to fly by the seat of its pants." 47 

On January 8th, Trcump-his account now unlocked-tweeted again: 

''The 75,000 000 great American Patriots who voted for me A RICA FIRST and 
MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN will have a GIANT VOICE long into the future. 
They will not be disrespected or treated unfairly in any way, shape or form!!.'· 

And again: 

''To all of those who ha,1e asked,. I will not be going to the Inauguration on J arru.ary 
20th." 48 

In response, Y oel Roth, the head of Site Integrity asked another member of Twitter' s Trust & 
Safety tean1 to write a men10 on the possibility of permanently su pending the Presidents 
account. 9 In a11 initial draft, thi individt1al recommended again t u pen ion because the tweet 
in question did was significantly less violative that previou tweets for which Trun1p escaped 
enforcement. Unbek11ownst to tl1e author this draft was provided to Jack Dorsey ai1d Twitter's 
Chief Legal Officer, Vijaya Gadde. While that first draft wa,- un_,der review. the team met again 
and produced a second draft incorporating broader context: Trump's tweets were actively 

45 TWITIER000205 57. 
46 ~Twitter Polici s and Enforcem nt: A Titn lin of Ev nts Surrot nding th 2020 Election and th January 6th, 
2021, Attack on the CapitoL" 
47 J. Smith Deposition, 140:20-25. 
48 ·'Twitter Policie and Enforcement: A "Timeline of E-vents Surrounding the 2020 Election and the January 6th, 
2021 Attack on the Capito].' 
49 . • • • - • Depo 1t1on Wllh J. Smith. 
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inspiring more violent incitement on the platform,. with user'". targeting Jarru.ary 17th as another 
day for armed prote ts at state capitols and in, Washington D.C.50 The former employee 
explained that they were ~_eeing individuals who were upset tha.t they had not participated in 
January 6th posting about their desire for another opportunity to join in another, similar event, 
and that it appeared that this would be an even worse version of the January 6th attack. 51 At the 
saine time, the FBI was warning that state capitols could face significant threats on that day. 52 

The tean1's second draft recommended pe1manent suspension. 

In their deposition, the former employee who was involved in this stage of the process
emphasized that tl1e Safety Policy Team was seeing '~he e Tact sa1ne rhetoric and the exact same 
language that had. led up to January 6th popping unde-meath" Preside11t Trwnp s tweet a:bout not 
attending the inauguration, and that they believed that the aine sort of attack wa likely to recur 
if Pres id nt Trump continu d to tweet in the sam - way .53 The former employee at o d scrib -,d 
Del Harvey's disbelief that another attack was likely, to which she responded. 'd.o yott 'Want to 
ha e more blood on your hands?"54 

Refusing to take swift action against the obvious potential for violence spurred on President 
Trun1p s Twitter account was, in the mi11d of tl1e former employee, ''absolutely i11dicative and 
emblematic of Twitter's hands-off, willfully ignorant approach to the former President's rhetoric 
on the service and 011 the platfor1n' • and the hwait-and-see approach' that the co1npany s 
leader hip adopted with regard to the former President. 55 

The author of the second memo met later with their manager and Del Harvey; Y oel Roth al o 
attended. Harvey suggested tl1at' minds can differ" 011 the qu -stio11 of Trump's suspension and 
su.ggested Twitter wait until Trump crossed the line again before acting. The memo author 
obj cte,d that thL was the rational that led to the January 6th attack and. noted that Harvey made 
a seemingly opposite decision in a previous case. They left the meeting unsure of Harve 's 
ulti111ate opinion on the matter-but later that day, the second draft of the me1no was reached the 
de k of Jack Dorsey, who asked Harvey to make unknown edits to it. Twitter announced the 
su.spension later that day. 56 

The former employee pointed out that T\\ritter leadership s deferential treatn1ent of President 
Trun1p was reflected in their response on January 6th itself. They pointed out that it took hours 

50 According .o documents provided by Twitter, "#Jl 7' was among he hashtags proact:i ely swept for and enforced 
on by the company after January 6th. See HTwhter Policies a11d Enforcetnent: A Timeline of Events Surrounding the 
2020 Election and th · January 6th, 2021 Attack on the Capitol.'' 
st Ani. a Collier Navaroli Deposition Continuance, Transcript Forthcon1in 1• 

52 John Eligon et a ., FBI Ur 1 es Police Chie_fs Across the U.S. to be on High Alert for Threats, New York Time," 
(Jan. 13, 2021 ), available at hups ://w·wv.; .nytimes.com/2021/0 l/ 13/us/ lbi-police-lhreats-inauguration.html. 
53 J. Smith Deposition, 147:22-148:3. 
54 Id. at 148:4-9. 
55 Id. at 148:8-24. 
56 "Twitter Policies and Enforcernent: A Timeline of Events Surrounding the 2020 Election and the January 6th 
2021, Attack on the Capito]." 
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after the attack on the Capitol had begun for Twitter to lock President Trump's accotmt. 'In other 
circu:mstances or situation in which violence was occurrin.g: on the ground, if we kn.ew that th;ere 
would be a leader or some sort of promoter of that, we would've taken it dovm quickly." said the 
former en1ployee.57 

Curiously, not long after the suspension, Twitter's board took interest in a neglected side project 
on rehabilitation of banned users. Staff took this as a sign that they were exploring ways to 
revoke tl1e suspensio11 of Trump s account. They noted that the project was rooted in co11cepts of 
restorative justice, which requires individuals to recognize the harm they have caused and accept 
respon ibility for it. They felt that. this was unlikely in the case of the former President, who 
made election denial a litmus test for Republican politician in the month. after January 2021. 58 

In interviews co11ducted by the S lect Comn1ittee Twitter staff familiar with the co111pany s 
action, during th lection and January 6th d scribed. an organization paralyzed by fear of 
political reprisals. They attributed Harvey's reluctance to enforce the CIV policy to the 
knowledge that it would o envhelmingly affect the President's upporters and invite accusation 
of anti-conservative censorship. This fear also explains why the company ·was so reluctant to act 
against the President's account until the summer of 2020, though the company may al o have 
"relisl1ed its status as the President's sig11ature app. Trmnp s ac,eom1t received protections 
afforded to no other world leader: for instance, attempts to view his account in the company's 
back-end dash.boards triggered a security alert system. Only Jack Dorsey or Vijaya Gadde could 
approve policy enforcement against the President's account. 59 

The aftermath of the January 6th attack hows a company rapidly backtracking on previou 
decisions while faili11g to reflect on i11stitutional failure. 011 January 15 2021, Twitter .• Safet)1 

Policy team requested a se en-d.ay proactive ' Sweep" for phrases used in connection with post
el ction violence and. the January 6th attack, sucl1 as "Stop the Steal" 'America First' Take 
back our cot1nt1·y,'' "Civil War 2,'' and "6MWNE'' ( 'Six Million Were ot Enough,'' a reference 
to the Holocaust). 60 The company al o banned 70,000 accounts associated with QA.non.61 But 
the former employee said that this belated action the fact that this step was reflective of the fact 
that, "it often took ·violence or death to occur in order 6 for Twitter to prioritize ma.king policy 
decisions. "62 

In the weeks after January 6th, Twitter hired outside counsel to conduct a retrospective 
assessment of the company's actions leading up to that day. Attorneys interviewed men1bers of· 
the Safety Policy team, who ne,,er saw the final product of this process. Meanwhile, at least one 
member of the Safety Policy team asked their 1nanager on seven separate occasions between 

57 J. Smith Deposition 136:6-9. 
58 Id. at 63:23-64:5. 
59 Id. 
60 TWIT'l'ER00019282. 
61 "Twitter Policies and Enforcernent: A "Timeline of Events Surrounding the 2020 Election and the January 6th, 
2021 Attack on the Capito].' 
62 I. Smith Deposition, 140:5-6. 
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Feb1Furu·-y and July 2021 about an internal retrospective of events leading to Donald Trump's 
suspension. This individual was not aware of any internal retro,pective con.ducted by the e:nd of 
2021-by which time many members of the _ S tea1n who were employed at Twitter on Jarruary 
6th had left the company. 63 No retro pective docun1ent of this kind was provided to the Select 
Committee despite multiple requests to Twitter's counsel. 

In a briefmg for the Select Committee with Twitter's current Global Lead for Trust & Safety 
Policy Juan Felipe Rincon, the exte11t of Twitter s efforts to bury this cl1apter of its l1istory came 
into stark relief. 64 Rincon was not e111ployed by Twitter during the January 6th attack, having 
assumed his role in July 2021. Committee staff asked Rincon if he had reviewed any company 
retrospective· of January 6th in h·s capacity as Global Lead for Trust & Safety Policy. He replied 
tl1at he had 11ot because the company's respo11se to January 6th was "controversial " ai1d he 
would rather focus on improv·ng the policymaking process rath ·r than que tioning d • cisions 
made during a specific event. F·urther, Rinc6n said that he' intentionally tried not to ask 
questions' about this topic. 

When asked if he was aware of any retrospective accounts of Twitter s handling of the e ents of 
January 6th, he said that he was not and that he tried not to be, because such a retrospective 
wou.ld be subject to legal scrutiny and. a ailable only on a ''need-to-know'' basis. When asked 
who, if 11ot the head of Trust & Safety, wa need-to-know, he answered,. 'those i11 olved. '65 

Select Committee staff asked multiple time· how, as the Global Lead for Trust & Safety Policy, 
Mr. Rincon could have failed to take a full inventory on the state of his team and Twitter policy 
by revie\\ 1ing the company'·s response to January 6th· her plied that h and the Select 
Co1nmittee taff mu.st merely have different styles of management. 66 

Individu.als familiar with Twitter's Safety Policy work told Select Committee staff they fowid 
these answers unusual and trou'bling. 67 The Select Connnittee was also told that after ninety days 
on the job, Mr. Rincon produced an assessment of the company s safety policy comparing it to 
that of its peers. This assessment found Twitter' s policies on violent incitement lacking. Despite 
this, no su·b tantive work was done to in1prove the situation in 2021. The CIV policy was not 
u ed in other high-profile election that year, uch as the 2021 Brazilia11 election . o one at the 
company seemed intere ted in pushing for the CIV policy ha ing been ' traumatized ' by the 
event of J anuar)' 6th. 68 

63 L tter to Candyce Phoenix, May 19, 2022. 
64 Memo on March 23, 2022, Select Committee Briefing with Twitter. 
65 Id. 
66 Id. 
67 J. Smith Deposition 112:19-22; Summary Memo of Interview with J. John on. 
68 Summary Memo of Interview with J. Johnson. 
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Since January 6th, Twitter's challenges have not eased, nor has the risk of violence abated. 
Safety Policy professionals who spoke with the Select Com1nittee believe tl1at the company's 
lack of transparency fuels the accusations of bias it fears. They said that if the company more 
proactively explained its decision-making processes and the data they are based on,. it might help 
the pu.blic appreciate the rru.ance of those deci~ ions and help hold the company more accountable 
for policy inconsistencies like tl1e treatment of Trump s accotmt. As one professional put it, r"the 
pre-ventio11 of hann is an apolitic-al goal. ' 

Unfortunately, they feel that the company has not accepted accountability for its role in the 
violence on January 6th. They do not believe the dynamics within the company have changed. 
An,d they warned continued rise of right-wing extremism in the United State means that there is 
a very real ri k of another day like January 6th-and that next time, it will be worse. 69 

Outside experts ha·ve atte ted tha.t V•erified high-follower acco·unts were not held proportionately 
responsible for preading election-related disinformation. They told the Select Connnittee that 
• 'social n1edia sites dev·eloped policies aimed at acco·unts that repeated.I y spread f al. e and 
misleading content about the election, but preliminary research suggests that the rules were far 
more likely to be enforced for 'unverified' accounts while verified, highly-followed account 
contirrued to spread false and 1nisleading content.'' 70 This finding mirrors Twitter's treatment of 
Trump s accotmt, the ultimate high-follower breaker of Twitter s rules, and suggests that 
reluctance to act against high-visibility users extended beyond the former President. 

Twitter's response to violent rhetoric is the most relevant affect it had on January 6th, but the 
company's larger civ·ic integrity effort· relied h avily on labeling: and downranking. In Jun of 
2019 Twitter anno,unced that it would label tweets from world leaders that violate its policies 
'but are in the public h1ter st' with an "i11terstitial 'or a click-through warning u.er. mu.t 
bypass before viewing the content. 71 In October of 2020,. the co1npany introdu.ced an emergency 
form of this interstitial for high-profile tweets in violation of its civic integrity policy. 72 

According to inforn1ation pro ided by Twitter, the company applied this interstitial to 456 tweets 
between October 27th and ove1nber 7th, when the election was called for then-President-Elect 
Joe Biden. After the election wa called, Twitter stopped applying this interstitial. 73 From the 
information provided by T'witter, it appears these inter titials had a measurable effect on 
exposure to hannful content-but that effect ceased in the crucial weeks before January 6th. 

The speed with which Twitter labels a tweet obviously impact· how many users see the 
u.nlabeled (1ni .. _ )infor1nation a11d how many see the label. For Plls applied to high-profile 

69 Deposition with J. Smith~ Summary Memo of Interview with J. Johnson. 
70 See expert testimony from R ne DiResta and Kat Starbird; se also memo by Select Committee staff, 
~'Platfonn-specific finding.,' Meghan Conroy & Alex Ne.,;vhouse Augu, t 31, 2022. 
71 D position with J. Smith; Interview with J. Johnson. 
72 "Twitter's Responses to Select Committee Staff Quesf ons of March 16, 2022.' T\vitter (April 15, 2022). 
73 "Twitter Policies and Enforcernent: A Time line of Events Surrounding the 2020 Election and the January 6th 
2021, Attack on the Capito]." 
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violation .. _ of the civic integrity policy, about 45% of the 456 labeled tweet~ were treated within 
an. hour of publication and half the impression on those tweet occurred after Twitter applied 
the interstitial. This number rose t.o more than eighty percent. during election week, when staffing 
resource for civic i sues were at their highest; after the election, staff were reas igned to broader 
enforcement. work. 74 In an .. wers to Select Conunittee que ... tions during a briefing on the 
company's civic integrity policy, Twitter staff estimates that Plls prevented 1nore than 304 
million impre sions on violative content. But at an 80% success rate, this still leaves million of 
• • 1n1pres 1011 . 

On May 26th,. 2020, Twitter applied a fact.-checkit1g label to a tweet from the President 
containing "potentially misleading information" about mail-in ballots. 75 This wa the fir.· t time 
Twitter had labeled the President s account. Days later the Pre ident tweeted: 

.... Tl1ese "THUGS are dishonoring the memory of George Floyd, and I won't let that 
happen. Just spoke to Governor Tim Walz and told him that the Military is with him all 
the way. Any difficulty and we will assume control but, when the looting starts, the 
shooting starts. 'Thank you~ 

Twitter applied an interstitial to the tweet, which violated its glorification of violence policy. On 
June 23rd,. Twitter applied another interstitial to a tweet from tl1e President's accotmt. It did so 
again on August 23rd

. 

Starting at least with the August 23rd tweet but possibly before, Twitter limited the ways in 
which users could interact with Trump s tw • ets which had receiv • d an interstitial: they could 110 

longer like, reply to, or retweet it, but cou1d retweet with a comment. Twitter's rationale was that 
this last£ ature wa5 usually used to signal disagr . ment though later analysis found that once 
the ability t.o retweet was removed, retweeting with a comment quickly became another way to 
signal support. 76 

The_ e actionL occurred against a backdrop of political tension and high stakes. Twitter was under 
intense pressure to act due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and nationwide protests again t 
police violence; but it faced other pres ure , too. On May 28th, Pre ident Trump igned an 
e ecutive order targeti11g social media company' protection against legal liability for content 
moderation deci ions. 77 He did so t111der the pretense of unsubstantiated claims of anti
conservative bias tweeting that 'This will 'be a Big Day for Social Media. and F AJRN S S ! " 

74 Id.; ~'Twitter Policies and Enforcetnent: A Timeline of Events S1urounding the 2020 Election and the January 6th, 
2021 Attack on the CapitoL'' 
75 '~Twitter labels Trump'. nveets with a fact check for the first titner,' Washington Post (May 27, 2020), 
httpL ://www.washinglonpost.com/technology/2020/05/26/trump-l will r-]ab ]-[acl-check/. 
76 TWITTER00000374. 
77 "Trump signs an executive order taking direct a·m at social media companies," Tech Crunch (May 28, 2020), 
https://techcrunch.com/2020/05/28/trump-social-media-executive-order/. 
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'Twitter used other, less disruptive "annotative" labels in lieu of removing content. These 
labels did not ne d to be clicked tl1_rough and liJ1ked to '~reliabl • information O'0 the rel va11t 

topic." As 'With interstitialc; labeling speed matters: according to Twitter, the median time to 
apply these labels wa 2 hours and 28 min·utes. Between October 27th and N,oven1ber 11th . the 
n1ajo1·ity of all in1pressions on labeled tweets occurred after the label was applied. 78 As with 
interstitials, thi rate was higher-about eventy percent . n election day before taff were 

reassi,gned to other duties. The click-thro·ugb rate on these links was between three and five 
percent-high perhap for online advertisements or urvey responses, bt1t still only a s1nall 
fraction of users exposed to the labeled tweet. 79 

Unlike the ernergency interstitials applied to pre-election civic integrity violations. Twitter 
continued to apply these annotative labels to civic integrity violations, including for election 
fraud. claims after election day. Between .ov,ember 8th an.d January 6th. 102 tweets from 
President Trump's account were· labeled for violati11g tl1e civic integrity policy .. 80 

LS 
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78 ~Twitter's Response to Select Com1nittee Staff Questions of March 16 2022.' 
79 id. 
su T • •·l1 b ,, • 1 t·· s:-· .i:- . ·1 a· · 1 d d. th 1 • · • 1 • • w 1tter wi .. . •. ounce v10 a 1ve tweets 1or en 1orcement, Lnc lL ing rem ova ; epen 1.ng on • . e po icy v10 at1on, 
they may or tnay not receive a strike. Many policies dudng trus period appear to have been 1~bounce ,vi.th no strike" 
policie, , which may (along with hi political position and notoriety) have allowed Trump to escap a ban befor 
January 2021. According to statements made to Select Committee staff any enforcement action against 'fnunp~s 
account could on y be approved by the CEO or Chief Legal Officer. See a]so 'Twitter Policies and Enforcement: A 
Timeline of Events Surrounding the 2020 .Election and the January 6th. 202 I. Attack on the Capitol.' 
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Like interstitials, deamplification was an effective measure for reducing views of harmful 
tweets. T"ritter estimates th,at 'by dea:mplifyi11g labeled tweets a:nd h,ashtags i11 users' feeds it 
redu.ced impressions on this content by 40% during the week of the election and by about 80% 
by December 14th.81 The use of"soft interventions' like this to reduce views ofviolati e tweets, 
hashtags, and trending topics was a key part ofTwitter's strategy. 

Twitter also ''deny1isted •• certain phrases from its search and trendi11g topics functions includi11g 
"Stop tl1e Steal 'whicl1 Twitter permanently de11ied from appeari11g i11 search results on 
November 6th. 82 

Twitter also engaged in account-level deamplification: on November 7th
, the company 

announced a "super-spreader ' initiative • whicl1 den1oted tl1e visibility of tweets fron1 accom1ts 
which repeatedly spread misleading information v· olat·ng Tw·itter's civic integrity policy. 83 More 
than 2,500 accou.nts were deamplified under this policy in the first ·week. 

81 ~Twitter~s Response to Select Committee taff Questions of March . 6 2022.' 
82 "Twitter Policies and Enforcement A Timeline of Events Surrounding the 2020 Election and the January 6th 
2021 Attack on the Capito].' 
83 Id. 
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IV. Meta (Facebook) 

Facebook began preparing for the 2020 election more than a year in advance. 84 The company 
was worried that it service would once again be abused to mislead voters. It knew that the AI 
systems it used to proactively identify misinformation, hate speech, and violent incitement were 
insufficient. And it feared critici m of it enforcement actions from both ide of the political 
spectrum. 

Among other cha11ges, staff advocated for making ''big ranking bets' to ''drive down top-line 
1nisinfo' i11 users' n,ewsfeeds. They experimented with promoting content that users reported as 
useful, important, or interesting. As early as February 2020, there were threats they warned 
would be difficult to prepare for in tim,e for the electio'.n. While th,e 2016 e lectio'.n in, -pired 
Facebook to in- est heavily in combating foreign information operation_ and "coordinated 
inauthentic behaviors," it had not made similar strides toward combating inauthentic activity 
fr,om domestic actors (which n1ight include 'political parties,. PACs. and social activist grot1ps," 
as well as "dangerous organizations'· and "commercially-moti ated parties.') A ranking exercise 
early in the compai1y· s efforts found the ri k of domestic inauthentic behavior being used to 
uppre s vote or pread misinf ormatio11 was "very high ' because the co1npany "was doing 

nothing to address it' in early 2020. They needed buy-in from lead.er hip; but even if they could 
gain pem1ission to tackle this problem they fore casted that tl1e threat would only fall fro1n '(very 
lugh' to ' l1igh. ' 

F a.cebook' s civic integrity team worked ,d 'ligently to addre, competing comp Jex ri -k areas • n 
advance of the election by developing 63 • break the glass' measures designed to lo·w the flow 
of viral, potentially harmful content. 85 These measures were the subject of ongoing internal 
debate and even resi tance bu.t they eventually won ov·er skeptic of these 1nea~ures including 
CEO Mark Zuckerberg and other executives. After the election, their mood mixed triumph and 
relief. 86 Unlike in 2016, the company had weathered the election without landi11g in the center of 
a political firestorm. 

This mood was sl1ort lived. The early warnings of "domestic inauthentic behavior' proved 
pre,cient. In the weeks after th election,. a relatively sma11 group of organizers coordinated to 
overcome the compail)' s content moderation effort and propagate hu11dreds of Face book groups 
devoted to' Stop the Steal. Despite a 'spirit of the policy decision to remov -_ the first Stop the 
Steal grou.p its replacements quickly became the faste t growing on Facebook. When the 
compan_y removed one, the organizers would quickly r con, titut it with a backup som times 
using fake accounts to bypa s ban and other measures. Calls for violence were rife within these 

84 FB-CAP-00005233. 
85 FB-CAP-00009657. 
86 FB-CAP-00013763. 
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groups. Meanwhile, right-wing media went into overdrive supporting President Trump's' big 
lie,." providing an endless source of outrage to fuel the movement. 

Failure to swiftly make judgement calls and fill policy gaps limited Facebook's response to Stop 
the Steal. The company had no polic:y against u ... ing false claims to delegitimize the election, 
meaning moderators had to wait for other types of ~'strikes" to accrue in Stop the Steal groups 
before acting. When senior manager warned leadership to take Stop the Steal more seriously, 
the company den1urred. 

It is worth 11oting that Facebook s Stop the Steal groups ''helped solidify the Stop the Steal 
1novement's offline component. For example,. on· ovember 5, Facebook events were sched.uled 
for locations including California; Virginia· Washington DC; Pennsylvai1ia; and Florida.' 87 

Facebook's hesitance stemmed front long-ru.nning fears that even-handed policies aimed at 
objectively improving the quality of information and di course on the platform would 
dispropo1tionately impact the right-wing media ecos·y· .. _ tem, ang,ering Rep-u.blican politicians. On 
many occa ions since at least 2018, company leadership bent over backward to make policy 
exceptions for right-leaning outlets and individuals. More o than a11y profit-seeking pur uit of 
greater u._.er engagement, this trend led to the company's failtrre to control activity on its service 
that ultimately contributed to the events of January 6th. 

Facebook spent much of 2020 refining: its policies against dangerous organization. in response to 
events that presaged the attack on the Capitol. Brian Fishmai1, Facebook's Director for 
Counterte1Torism and D·ang rous Organizations Content Policy, began to worry about an ev nt 
like Jarruary 6th almost a year earlier during the Virginia Civil Discourse League's Lobby Day. 88 

As arme-d indi, 1idua]s gath r d at the Virginia, tate capital in Richmond, the FBI b came 
concerned about ' reall- nasty" online chatter by members of the Boogaloo movement who were 
present at the protest. Ultin1ately, the Bureau arrested plotters hoping to incite violence be·twee11 
protesters and police. Fishn1an said that these event caused "quite a bit' of reflection for him 
and his team. 89 

The Dangerous Organization policy became more complex with time. 90 In the beginning, 
Fishman's work focused on hate groups, terrori t organizations, and organized criminal 
enterprises. Even expression of prai e and support for these actors was in violation of the 
policy. Later, it grew to include indi, 1id.uals like AJex Jones who spread hate speech-but support 
for Jones, or haring of content. from his website Info Wars, was 11ot forbidden beca-use they were 

87 '~The Long Fuse: Misinformation and the 2020 Election.' The Election Integrity Partnership. 2021. Pg. 87. 
88 See '~2020 Richmond L,obby Day: Blueprint for a Violent Y ar ,, Anti-Defamation Leagu , January 18, 2021,. 
available at https://www .adl.org/blog/2020-richmond-lobby-day-blueprint-for-a-violent-year. 
89 Transcribed Interview with Brian Fi hman, 26:24 27:10. 
90 Id. at 110: 15. 
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patticipants in political di .. course. 91 (Public reporting claim .. that this distinction was a pei-sonal 
intervention by Mark Zuckerberg.) 92 

In February of 2020, the company publicly announced an update to the policy on dangerous 
organiza,tionL .. It separated dangerou.. actors into three tiet\ . Tier one included violent 
organizations which target civilians, uch as hate, criminal, and terrorist groups. Tier two 
included 'violent 11011-state actors" which did not primarily target civilians. Tier one and tier two 
organizatio11 and their members were prohibited from operating on Facebook. For tier one 
entities, any form of praise or vocal support was prohibited; for tier two, the company disallowed 
prai e for explicitly violent acts. 93 

Actors like those on tiers one and two were bam1ed from Facebook under previous versions of 
the policy, 'but tier three vva • more novel. It included '1nilitarized social 1novements ,. and 
• '·violence-ind.·ucing conspiracy networks ' which: 

• ... repeatedly engage in violations of otrr Hate Speech or Dangero11s Organizations 
policies on-or-off the platforn1 or demonstrate trong intent to engage in offline violence 
i11 the near future, but have 11ot nece sarily engaged in violence to date or advocated for 
violence against others based on their protected characteristics. "94 

The e tier three organizations included anti-government militias and hate groups which had not 
yet carried out explicit acts of violence, though they might inspire them. Th se actors wer 
prohibited from having a "prese11ce'' or coordi11ating on Facebook' platforms, but the company 
did not exp]icitly prohibit praise or vocal support of them. 95 

Month, later,. in June ·20·20 an internal Facebook intelligencer port warn ,d of growing dang r 
fro1n QAnon activity on Facebook and other . ocial media platfor1ns. 96 The report noted that in 
2019 the FBI identified the conspiracy theory as a potential don1estic terrorisn1 threat, and 
QAnon was becoming more popular within extremist militia groups such as the Oath Keepers. It 
noted at least a dozen instances where believer ... caused real-world harm through murder, 
atten1pted kidnappings, and other acts of violence. Troublingly, the authors warned that ''QAnon 
believers have clearly indicated that they hope to influence the upcoming US elections; should 
conspiracy theorie or other mi information be perceived to sway the results, the company will 
face intense scrutiny." But tl1ere was also a countervailing risk: "given the significant 11u1nber of 

91 Id. at 19:4. 
92 '~Joel Kaplan's PoHcy Team ways Big Facebook Decisions Like Alex Jone. Ban 'Buzzfeed, 
htlpc://www.buzzfeedn.ws.cotn/articl /ryanmac/mark-zuck rb rg-joel-kaplan-facebook-alex-jones. 
93 ~Dangerous lndividuais and Organizations,' M ta Platforms accessed May 22, 1988, available at 
http. :/ / lransparency. lb.com/policies/community-standards/dangerou. -indi viduals-organizalion. /. 
94 ~Dangerous lndividua]s and Organizations ~ Meta Platforms, accessed May 22 1988 availab]e at 
https://tran parencv. tb.com/poHcies/community-standards/dangerous-indi vi dual -organizations/. 
95 Id~ 
96 FB-CAP-00001597. 
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politicians to include the President,. who have ... hared QAnon theories. the con1pany may also 
face charg·es of anti-con ervative bia based on its policy d cisions.' 

On August 19, 2020, Facebook decided the first risk outweighed the second and applied the 
dangerou.s orgatrizations policy to groups. pages and Instagram account. linked. to QAnon as 
well as to offline anarchist gro·ups that support iole11t acts amidst protes·ts and'" S-based 
nulitia organizations .. " 97 The company removed thousand of groups, page . account and ad . 
tied to Q Anon and variot1s militia groups and acted to reduce the reach and di tribution of 
remaining accounts and hashtags on the platform. 98 This number swelled well into the tens of 
thou ands through the end of 2020 and the beginning of 2021. 

The Dangerot1s Organization Policy is' actor-based -it i not de igne,d to affect individual 
pieces of content but rather to prevent entire organization or move,ments from n1obilizing on the 
platform at all. While actoi-~based policies they are le, s reactiv,e than waiting for an organization 
to post s01nething which violates policy, they are also more likely to generate false positives. 99 

For this reason,. Face·book has historically been he itant to deploy thern aggres ively. 

On October 19, 2020 the Tech Tran parency Project publi bed the result of its investigatio11 into 
the way, in wh.ich Facebook allow,ed .militia groups to not only exist but actively recruit on th,e 
platform. Indeed, the study idetrtified ads on the platf 01m, and those ads reached t:ens of thousru1d 
of u. er . : the investigatio11 identified more than 50 Fac.ebook page , and group dedicated to militia 
organization. , including some associated with the o-called Three Percenters an anti-govermnent 
extremi t movement.' The investigation found that ''activity is continuing despite Facebook s 
announced action against militarized social movements'' in Augu .. t 2020. 100 Some of the key 
takeaways fron1 the inve tiga.tion include: 

• ''Facebook for years allowed 1nilitia groups to run recruitment a.ds on the platforn1 and 
profited from the activity. Some of the ads reached ten. of thousands of user . 

• AB recently as October [20201, Facebook hosted an ad encouraging militia. to attend a 
• free,dom march • i11 cities across the country just days before the election. 

• At least 53 Facebook militia page,, and group [were] still active on tl1e platforrn. Son1e of 
them even [had] the word 'militia in their na1ne. 

• acebook s recommendatio11 algorithm [was] still pointing users who V"isit militia pages to 
other militia pages potentially accelerating radic.alization. 

• Member of 'pat1iot and pro-Trump Facebook page [had] posted explicit threats to kill 
public officials and racial justice prote· ters.' 101 

97 FB-CAP-00000262 .. 
98 FB-CAP-00000262 .. 
99 Transcrib--d Intervi,- w with Brian Fi. hman. 15:3, 20:10 .. 
100 Tech Transparency Project "Facebook Ran Recrujtment Ads for Militia Groups ' (October 19 2020) available at 
http :// w .tech ran parencyproiect.org/article ·/facebook-ran-recruiunenl-ad -mjlitia-group 
101 Id. 
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Militia ads were not the only concerning ads that Facebook allowed on its platform. Between 
August 15 2020 and Election Day, the Trump ca:m,paign ran. over 750 uniqtie ads aero 
Facebook and Instagi~am s01ne of which questio11ed the integrity •Of the voting process. 102 

These echoed the sentiments of Trwnp' s Facebook posts, some of which i11cluded 103: 

• ''Big proble1ns and discrepancies with Mail In Ballots all over the I SA. Must have final 
total. on. ovember 3rd' (October 26 2020· 156 569 likes; 22. 318 comments· 8 299 
shares) 

• ' A 3 day • xtension for Pennsylvania is a disaster for our Nation, and for Pennsylvania 
itself. The Detnocrats are trying to steal this Election~ We ha e to get out and VOTE in 
even larger numbers. ·Toe Great Red Wave is co111ing. ! !" (October .29, 2020; 144,209 
likes; 14 947 comments; 11,174 shares) 

• ''The . lection should end 011 ovember 3rd., not weeks later! (October 30 2020; 
606,513 likes; 51,386 con1ment ; 22 382 hare·) 

• "The Supreme Court decision 011 votmg h1 Pennsylvania is a VERY da11gerous one. It 
will allow rampant and unchecked cheating and will undermine ou.r entire ystems of 
lav;rs. It will also ind11ce violence in the street . Something must be done! '(November 3, 
2020; 108 521 like •• 13,136 co1mnents; 6,921 share,) 

After th·e election, Facebook rolled back key protections and di. mantled it civic integrity team 
while w.atching "Stop tl1e Steal' grow. As Fishman's team worked to update and enforce the 
dangerouL organizations policy a different team,. led by Samidh Cbakrabat1i under the 
manageme11t of Faceboo·k Vice Pre ident for Integrity Guy Rosen, developed a. set of' break the 
glass' measures designed to slo,,l the spread of viral mi information, hate spee-eh, incitement to 
violence,. and. other tl1reats to the el ction process on Facebook .. Many of tl1ese measures came at 
the expense of lowi11g growth, a source of friction between Chakrabarti's tean1 ai1d other parts 
of the organization. These mea ures were debated robustly within the company. and whil,e some 
of them were d layed or dill1ted, the company did ultimately deploy a robl1 t set of protective. 
measure before the election. 

But the larger threat proved to b·e to the transition, not the election. In the day after the voting 
stopped, Faoebook saw a significant spike in ,,iole11ce and inciten1ent on the platform-by some 
cou11ts, it rose as high as 45%. 104 As rates misinformation also ros,e ignificantly due to false 
clai111S of oter :fi:aud, tl1e company rolled out a second suite of 'break glass' ineasures. 105 These 
included the use of a ,.. ews Ecosystem Quality • • Q) score to demote content from 

102 Dr. Jennifer Stromer-Galley Statement for the record, submitted to tl1e Select Co1n1nittee on May 16~ 2022. 
103 Id. 
104 ''Facebook Has A Metric For Violence And Incitement Trends. It's Rising,' Buzzfeed News (November 5 
2020) http ~/ /www.buzzfeedne\Vs.com/at1icle/rv anmac/facebook-inten1al-metric- io]ence-incitement-rising-vote. 
105 FB-CAP-00014390. 
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untru tworthy news publishers; as much aL L eventy percent. of delegitimizing content from pages 
came from pt1bli her with ]ow NEQ cores. 106 

I 

l 

Violence and incitement ori .Facebook piked i1n1nediately after _ lection Day 2020. 107 

By the beginning of December, Facebook's metrics related to violent incite1nent had returned to 
pre.~election level ., and the company felt omf ortable rollin 0 back the break glass measures .. Ir. 
set a target rollback date of Dec rnber 8th. 108 .After that date at lea t thirty-four of the sixty-three 
break-glass measures were rolled back. 

Not all of the break gla s mea trred were rolled back at the same time and ome were not rolled 
back at all be-fore January 6th. Several n1ea ures related to auto-deleting den1oting, and filtering 
content which might include inciteme11t to vio,lenoe for example, were extended multiple time. 
due to concerns about the pt· valence of violence and inciteme:nt on the platfo.rm especially in 
comme11t sections. 109 

The rollback process was touch-and~go as staff d.ebat d the merits of each :measure.110 There 
were mistake : for example, on December 8th one staffer noted th.at three measures were 
dea.cti vated 'prematurely due to execution. error ; the company declined to rea.ctivate thern 
becat1se tl1ey \Vere ·not lilcely to be obvious' and. it wasn't ·worth tl1e risk." These were a freeze 
on comn1ents in groups with high rates of hateful and ,riolent speech; a trigger to auto-disable 

106 FB-CAP~000l 1450; FB-CAP-00013022; FB-,CAP-00013693. 
107 FB-CAP-00013552. 
108 FB-CAP-00015604 .. 
109 FB-CAP-00013552. 
110 A full list of the Break Glass mea ures deployed by Facebook, a well a the dates dur~ng which they were 
operati e has been made available to the Select Committee. Thi file i available as FB-CAP-00024827. 
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commenting in group threads with high rates of violent incite1nent; and a. measure to prevent 
groups from changing their names to delegitimizing terms. 111 

Rollout and Deprecation of Select ''Brea.k Glass'' Measures 112 

• Proportional demotion (5% confidence of violation-> 5% demotion), for violence and 
incitement a:nd hate • peech. 

o Launched. for b.ate p ech and graphic violen.ce on 10/20 at 25 % , boosted. to 50% 
on 10/22, then to 100% on 10/28 

o Launched for violence and incitement at 50% on 10/26; increased to 100% on 
10/29. 

o Reduced to 50% on 12/2, then deprecated on 12/3. 
o Relaunched in response to 1/6. 
o Deprecated on 1/25 

• Demote videos de· ignated ci, 1ic ' from :news pages with a low NEQ 
o Launched 10/12 
o Never deprecated 

• Remove Feed boosts for non-recommendable Grou.ps content. 
o Launched 10/20 at 25%, boosted to 50% on 10/22, boosted to 100% on 10/28 
o Deprecat.ed on 12./7 
o Relaunched in respon e to 1/6. 
o Deprecated 4/5 

• Freeze commenting on posLi;; in Groups that have a high rate of hate speech and violence 
and incitement connnents 

o Launched 1/21 at 10%, then at 80% on 10/2.3 
o Deprecated on 12/1 
o Relaunched in response to 1 /6 
o Deprecated 1/29. 

• Remo e all ci ic Grups from recommendations in ~Groups you should join ' to address 
low recall of grot1ps a sociated with real-world harm 

o 10/20 launched 
o Never deprecated 

• Filter low News Ecosyste1n Quality (NEQ) pages from Pages you May Like to prevent 
low quality and misinformation pages from becoming viral. 

o Launched 10/2.2 
o Reduced to 75% on 12/1, then 50% on 12/3, 25% on 12/8, and deprecated on 

12/10. 
o Relaunched in response to 1 /6 

Ul FB-CAP-00013709. 
11•2 A full list of the Break Glas measure and their dates of activation/deactivation can be found in FB-CAP-
00024827. 
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o Deprecated 2/16 
• Deploy the virality circuit breaker, which prevents the likelihood of URLs from new or 

unknown external domain that may contain mi information from being boo ted 
o 10/9 launched at 1 OOx threshold 
o 10/23 launcb,ed at 25x th~reshold 
o 12/1 reduced to 75% then 50% on 12/3 then 25 % on 12/8 
o Deprecated on 12/10 

• Remove all Group created in the la t 21 days from Recommendation in order to offset 
th,e low reca]l and. d tection, of Groups poten,tially associated with viol n,ce and oth r 
harms. 

o 10/4 launched 
o Ne- er deprecated 

• Demote post predicted to be hate speech at a 50% confidence level by 50% 
o 11/5 launched 
o 12/9 modified to keep on permanently with a confidence threshold of 70% (p70) 
o 1/6 relaunched at a confidence threshold of 50% (p50) 
o 1/25 modified to keep pe1manently 

• Temporarily demote content that contains keyword matches for voter fraud or 
delegitimization claims. This measure was launched. at 80% strength. 

o Launched 11/5 
o Deprecated 11/30 
o Relaunched on 1/6 for claim ''Antifa was responsible for the violence at the 

Capitol" 
o Relaunched on 1/12 for claim "Do11ald Trun1p invoked or signed the Insurrection 

Act' 
o Deprecated 1/30 

• Demote content from users who posted multiple pieces of third-party fact-checked 
nli information in the pas·t 30 day . 

o Launched 11/5 
o R ,duced. to 50% on 12/2 then depre,cated 12/3 
o Relaunched 1/14 
o Depre,cated 1/29. 

• Demote low NEQ news a11d 'boost high NEQ news in order to increase the average 
quality of news in connected news feed 

o Launched. 11 /7 
o Reduced to 75% on 1:2/1, then 50% 011 12/3 25%· on 12/8, and deprecate,d 12/10 
o Relaunched 1/13 
o Deprecated 2/16 

Not everyone inside or outside the company agreed with the decision to roll these measures back. 
On December 3rd for instance, ·acebook leadership discussed a request from Senator 
Blun1enthal that they 1naintain their protection for the general election through the Georgia 
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runoff on January 5th
; their stance was that the break glas... measures were for national level 

event which threaten,ed to overwhelm their usual processes,. an,d that a state election did not 
,qualify. 113 

As the rollback process continued, Facebook moved to restructure the team behind the 
break glass measures. On December 2.nd, Guy Rosen announced that the civic integrity team 
which led Face-book's election preparatio11s would be reorganized into tl1ree pillars split across 
separate teams: one to deal with long-term respon es to inauthentic behavior and other harm ; 
one to support this work 'by creating tools and infrastructure; and one which develops active 
monitoring and mitigation strategies. 114 This announcement coincided with the departure of 
several team members from Facebook. 

Fa.cebook's stated purpose for the-reorgan·zation was to optimize its integrity • fforts and 
integrate the lessons of civic integrity into the re. t of the organization. 115 Others, such as 
Facebook whistleblower Frances Haugen, believe it inhibited integrity effort at a critical 
juncture. 116 

Document provided to the Select Committee uggest the reorganization was month in the 
planning with Civic Integrity head Samidh Chakrabarti and other comparry leaders providing 
feedback on proposals in su11uner and fall of 2020. Internal con1pany correspondence and 
interviews with other Facebook employee suggest that Civic Integrity was not beloved by other 
Facebook teams: it often clashed with the public policy t am, for xamp]e which had final 
approval over Civic Integrity's work and it was not especially beloved by other i11tegrity 
t ams. 117 In an mail xchange betw en Guy Ros n (VP for Integrity) and John H geman (th 
head of ewsfeed), Rosen noted that· we're exploring a few models in a very ,1ery tight group ... 
r st assur d that things like simplifying the re]ationship b tween Surface T ams and th c ntral 
team (as well as the rocky relationship your team has with Civic Integrity specifically) are very 
top of mind. ' 118 

The tension between Ci vie Integrity and other teams was enou.gh of a pain point that in 
Chakrabarti s biannual performance review, Rosen said that to 'meet e pectations" Charkabarti 
needed to have "zero draina in [cross-fu11ctio11al] collaboratio11.' • Chakrabarti felt. this was a 
thinly eiled attempt to discourage him from ''bringing dis enting viewpoints to critical topics," 
and noted it was a tactic Rosen used on others. 119 

u 3 FB-CAP-00012137. 
u4FB-CAP-00005676; Metno on May 12, 2022, Select Committee Briefing with Meta. 
115 Memo on May 12, 2022, Select C:om.mitt e Briefing with M ta. 
u 5 Transcribed interview with Frances Haugen. 
117 See memo on Select Committee int rview witl1 Sophie Zhang. 
118 FB-CAP-00007665. 
119 Facebook conduct pe1formance review twice a year ( ee memo on Selec Committee interview with Sophie 
Zhang)· FB-CAP-00009657. 
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Pu.bile reporting claims that Chakrabarti went on leave arou.nd the time his team was 
restructured· he would later leave the company altogether in fall of 2021. On hi. return from 
leave in late January 2020, Srunidh Chakrabarti forwarded feedback on Rosen's leadership of the 
integrity organization to Facebook's HR. 120 

In hi feedback, Chakrabarti criticized 
Rosen for "prioritizing PR Risk over 
social harm '-a tende11cy which fatally 
inhibited the comp an)'' s response to 
Stop the .Steal. Chakrabarti believed 
that the ''torrent of election 
delegitimizi11g content 011 Facebook' • 
following the el ction could b • as 
serio·us a threat to the co1npany a the 
revelations about Russian election 
interference in 2016-but when 
Chakrabarti sugge ted the formation of 
a delegitimization working group to 
look into the issue, Rosen said no. 

When , -h·a/cr,abarti . ,u - e ted the 
formation of .a· delegitimization worlcing 
woup to 'study tl'l'e torrent ofelection 
dele • itimizin • c,ontent on Fac.ebool,, ,a 
problem _ hakrabarti believed ,could 
bejust as s,evere .as the 2016 election 
ch·allenge '.Ro -en told -halcrabarti 
that even studying the problem w,ould' 
''just cr·eate momentum an·d expe,ctation 

Jo,~ action 'that h,e ,d·d not .-z,pport. 

Charka'barti quotes him as saying that even studying the pro blen1 would • 'just create momentu1n 
and expectation for action that Rosen did not support. 121 

Meanwhile, Stop the Steal groups proliferated rapidly across Facebook and began to 
metastasize into a violent movement. During this p riod, Brian Fi -hman s Dangerous 
Organizations team closely following rallies in support of President Tru1np around the country, 
including the Dec mber 12th event in which Proud Boy. participated .. But it was not until 
• immediately after the first of January when it became clear the rhetoric had changed across the 
web, that Fislunan and his teain began seeing signals lie called "really concerning.' 122 

Fishman s fears 'becan1e reality on January 6th, when a group of armed individuals breached the 
United States Capitol building. S01ne of them ·were involved with militia gro,ups or other violent 
organizations, like the Proud Boys; other came motivated by their belief that the election had 
been stolen and determined to overthrow constitutional process to reverse it. 

The individual who participated in the insurrection that day had come to "Stop tl1e Steal," a 
rallying cry which echoed. across social media. in the two months after Election Day. Facebook 
flagged the hashtag "Stop the Steal" for review the morning of Elect.ion Day-before 'Voting had 
even concluded. 123 But the primary mechanism the movement grew through was Facebook 
groups. 

120 FB-CAP-00009657. 
121 FB-CAP-00009657. 
122 Brian Fishman Transcribed Interview 29:13. 
123 Id. 
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The first Stop th•e Stea] grol1p was created on. ~ ov•ember 4th ·by well-k~nown figures on the right, 
including Ali Alexander and the Kremers (who oi-,ganiz.ed the tally in Washington on January 6th 
that preceded the attack). 124 By the nex day November 5th

,. the initial Stop the Steal group had 
alread.y accun1ulated more than 360 000 member .. and. more than 7,000 po ts on which there 
more than 200 000 co1nn1ents .. Worried about calls for violence within the group, Facebook 
removed tl1e group througl1 what the company calls a ' spirit of the policy" call-Facebook did 
.not have a policy against election delegitimization so in tead it made an ad hoc decision to 
remove the group due to the risk of violent incitement. 125 
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Facebook-produ .ed Tinieline of Stop the Steal activity. 126 

As electio11 delegitimating natT.atives spread throughout the conservative media ecosystem the 
platform decline·d to act in a imilarly decisive fashion for the copycat grou.ps which quickly 
emerged.127 It did however, take the unusual step, of restricting Stop tl1e Steal· from search 
results. 128 (Because searching for a term is an indication of user intent Facebook i generally 
wary of restricting results frotn that feattire.) 129 

124 FB-CAP-00001800, aL o available via Buzzfeed and whistl blower doctunenls. 
125 May 18, 2022 Sel ct Com.milte Briefing with Meta. 
126 FB-CAP~00013392. 
127 Facebook had election misinformation policie. related to vot- r fraud but con. id. red election d .legitimization to 
be a tnatter of politica] opinion and was hesitant fo act again. t it. Se .' transc1i.bed intervi w with B1ian Fishman~ p54 
line 5. See also FB-CAP-00013392, May 18, 2022, Select. Committee Briefing with Meta➔ 
128 FB-CAP-00013728. 
129 FB-CAP-00014770. 
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On Noven1ber 7th Facebook received an intellie.ence repo1i 1no·njtoring activity on. four other 
social n1edia platform.c;;: Parler, MeWe Telegram, and MyMilitia. The report noted that the Proud 
Boys were initially angry at President Tru1np for losing the election rather than at its alleged 
theft and that Proud Boys leader Enrique 'Tarrio had been silent. The Three Percenters ( or 
Tirreepers) n1eru1v..rhile \Vere mobilizing. around nascent Stop the Steal protests. 13° Facebook 

continued to rec,eive similar i11telligence rep,orts from a variety of sources. Mo t of these cover 
event during the month of November· by December 7th a Trump- s opportunitie to overturn 
the election. dwinclled, Facebook s i11ternal security team assessed that the protests were ' losing 
1nomentum. 'r3t 

Stop th stea Grou1p In nnatlon 

• 22hallll, 

• M,emb rship,grew o,3·61292 

• 7 3 34 posts durl ng ffie H ecycr • of the group 

• 206,196 comm nts 

• 
1 • 

• 
1104 I 11 I I 

Facebook .. producedfigure on.the gro1,vth of the initial Stop the Steal group. 

In the coming day. and week·~ a bevy of grot1ps arose to replace the 01iginal Stop the Steal 
group. They po ,ed a quandary for Faceb,ook: because 't did not have a policy again t election 
delegitimization with which to act swiftly and decisively company staff were. forced to wait for 
groups to accumulate sufficient strikes for content. policy ·violations across a variety of other 
areas. Meanwhile, staff tracked 'the number of VPVs on the most far-reaching delegitimizing 
content as part of ,a r,egular rundown of proble111atic content on the platform; they did so for 
~, sitt1ational awareness, ' noting that there was no policy agai1ist false claims of election frat1d. 
The con.tent flagged in this update receiv·ed tens of 1nillions of views on the platforn1. 132 

13° FB-CAP-00004893. 
131 See FB-CAP-00004557, FB-CAP-00004567 FB-CAP-00004578; FB-CAP-00005489, and FB-CAP-00002563. 
For the claim that the prate t were losing momentum, ee FB-CAP-00010504. 
132 FB-CAP-00013420. 
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The .growing ize of the moveme"nt's offline .adherent po ed another chall nge: as Brian 
Fishn1an told Select Cotnmittee staff, "what led. to violence was misled :people i11f ormed by 
misinformation." Faceboo:k was not the sole source of thi • misinfonnation: it came al o from 
cable television per. onalities other social media sites and the President of th,e United States. 
Fish1nan argued that Stop the Steal represented a ·genuine n1isinformed view' and that banning 
election delegitimization would have been impo sible without silench1g a huge swath of the 
political right-including publisher , political figure commentator ~ and other influential 
actors. 133 The company wa in a political vice grip from which it could note cape without 
con equence. 

But to Fishman s recollection, Facebook did not follow up on Chakrabarti s plea to tudy Stop 
the Steal or election d • legitimization before January 6th. 1 

•
4 Ultimately, 321 Stop the Stea1 group·s 

prolifer.ated across Fac,ebook between election day· and the end of . ovemb,er. Of these Facebook 
took action against o,nly forty-three. 

I 

Facebook took action again t only 43 Stop the Steal Group· it? November 2020. 135 

An i11ternal Facebook report found that following the deletion of the fir t Stop the Steal group 
th movem nt e perienced ~'meteoric growth· as cop;ycat groups sprung up to replace it. At one 
point nearly all of the fa test growi11g civic group . on Facebook were related to Stop the 

1 Brian Fishn1an Transcribed Interview 71:15, 92:14; 53:16. 
134 ld. at 77: 15 87-89. 
135 FB-CAP-00013392. 
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Steal. ; 36 These groups had more hate speech and violent incite1nent than other civic groups by a 
large rr1argin .. 137 Their membership al o overlapped. ignificant]y with 1nilitia pages previously 
removed by the platforn1, which led Fishman to advocate that the company mov.e more 
aggressively to take down Stop th·e Steal groups and content. 138 While the Stop the Steal 
n1ovement had arguably not yet carried out. acts of violence, it included calls for violence and 
unlik,e other protest mo,,ements it was not explicitly non-violent; in Fishman's words 'they 
stood up next to folks that we knew had a track record ofviole11ce. 'Based on this Facebook 
could have designated Stop tl1e Stea] a viol nce-it1ducing conspiracy network' U11der a policy 
dev,eloped that fall to justify the removal of QAnon content. Facebook declined to take thi 
step.139 

As noted above, Facebook s automated systems wer 11nable to detect harmfi1l groups less than 
two we,eks old-but as Facebook VP for Integrity Guy Rosen noted e.arlier that year, group can 
gro,w exponentially in their fir t days after creation. This latency gave Stop the Steal groups time 
to balloon dramatically in membership before Facebook reacted. Stop the Steal was not unique in 
this a pect. Like antivaccine group before it, Stop the Steal folio.wed. a well-established-a.rid 
fores·eeable-growth pattern. 

A significant portio11 of this growth resulted fro1n the work of super-inviters'': thirty percent of 
all invites to the .e group cat11e fron1j1ist 0.3% of members. 140 The e sttper-inviters were highly 
com1ected to one another-they frequently interacted through comments, me ages ai1d tag . 
Initially they may have been slowed omewhat by a break-th· -glass measure li"miting bow many 
invitations to a grot1p an individual user could send per day but this mea .ure wa rolled back on 
December 16th.141 

Super-inviters al o circumvent d the·. e limits by using multiple accounts (a violation of 
Fac.ebook s terms of ser,,ice). When Facebook did catcl1 and remove these groups,. their 
organizers would often recreate them using backup groups and send invitatio,ns to the 
men1bership of the previoa groups. As Fi bnian said to the Select Committee, this was typical 
of ho\v da1.1gerou.s groups grow because "organizatio11s .al\.vays }1ave organizers.' 142 

136 u top the Steal and Patriot Party: Th Growth and Mitigation of an A.dversarial Harmful Movement." A leaked 
ver ion of this r po1t is available via Buzzfeed here: h ps://www.huzzf7eednews.con /article/rvanmac/ful -facehook
stog-the-. t a -intemal-reporl. Another version compl. te with graphics ha. been provided to the Committe · here: 
hllp. ://drive.goog e.con,Jfile/d/1 uJ 0XeaKJ-XDe8Pl2n88LTwP0fA50rnMF7/vi,ew?u. p=sharing. 
137 '~Stop the Steal and Patriot Party~ The Growth and Mi igation of an Ad ersarial .Ha11nful Move1nent. ' 
138 On thL point , ee also FB-CAP-00011546. which claims more than half of account involved in QAnon and 
Militiarized Social Mov ments belong to user. egments related to cons rvative US politics and ov rlap with. Stop 
the Steal 
139 B • p· h· · · T· · · "b d I · • - 54 60 89 ram 1, man ran. cr1 e ntervtew. - 1 . .. 

1.io Id. 

141 Memo on May 12. 2022., Select Cornmittee Briet1ng with Meta· FB-CAP-00024827. 
142 Brian Fishn1an Transcribed Interview 82:9. 
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Fishman does not believe that the platform ever identified these organizers' offline identities-a 
task which might have fall en, to his team. To his recollection he was n,ot given a clear leader hip 
directive to do so, and his priority after January 6th was to determine if the Oath Keepers and 
Proud Boys had organized violence directly on-platform. In the weeks after the election, 
Fishman's team tracked. the Proud Boys and the Oath Keepers and fou.nd that both had difficulty 
coordinating on Facebook. 143 

What Fi hman observed online during this period concerned him enough that he prepared for 
potential violence on the 6th. The day before, Fi h1nan called for an IPOC, or a cross-team crisis 
coordination center, to be set up for the 6th. 144 If something happened, he knew employe,e 
would need to be on hand to take down livestream of violent content, detect coordinated 
inauthentic behavior, and re pond to any outbreak of violent i11citement. 145 

On the morning of January 6th,. Pacific Time Fishman went for a ·walk as he took a reg-ular 
standing phone call with Nathaniel Gleicher, Facebook's head of Security Policy. Durit1g the 
call,. the two men received new· that the United States Capitol building had been breached by an 
armed mob seeking to prevent the certification of the Pre idential lection. Fishman ran back to 
his home, where he co11tacted the IPOC and began monitoring the ituation. 

As the as law enf orce1nerrt 111oved to sect1re the Capitol building, Face book staff began 
redeploying many of the election-related break-glass measures they rolled back in December. 146 

Some of these~like th prohibition on recommend.ations for new and civic groups would 
remain permanent. 147 Others W•ere later rolled back again; the e included the limit on bulk 
invitations like those that fueled Stop the Steal's growth. 

Facebook's reengagement with the break gla • • measures co11tinued for s • veral days. On 1/6 or 
the da:-y after, it relaunched an intervention which more powerfully demoted content evaluated as 
likely violative of ·the violence and incitement policy, keeping thi policy in place until January 
z9m_148 

On January 8th
, Facebook de listed "Stop the Steal' from Groups search (In addition to the steps it 

took to remove the term from main earch i11 November). This was the fir t time the company 
had ever intervened in the S•earch functio11 to return a' null result" for a term in Group search. It 
did so because, in the words of one en1ployee the company recognized that Stop the Steal was "a 

143 Id. at 28:7. 
144 Id. at 15:9. 
145 Id. at 36: 3. 
146 ~~capitol Riots - BTG Response," provided to the Select Commit ee here: 
http. ://driv .google.com/file/d/ly5JbIZRolQsRW APkTny6FJUO-LoyRFti/view?usp=sharing. See also FB-CAP-
00024827 and FB-CAP-00016107. 
147 FB-CAP-0000282. 
148 FB-CAP-00034827. 
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potential gateway to violence and incitement " beca11se "the 01tly way to 'stop' would be 
extrajudicial having exhausted all lawful re,m die ." 149 

On January 11th, Facebook began remo ing conte11t containing the phrase ' Stop tl1e S,teal • from 
the platform. 150 

The company also moved to put 8,500 users identified as a -~bad risky actor cohort • (BRAC in 
read-only mode, meanin.g they could not create groups livestream or events, nor could they run 
pages. 700 of the e were the admins and the 0.1 % top, commenters in pages ren1oved as part of 
Facebook's recent policy against militarized social moveme11ts and.violence-inducing con p,iracy 
11etworks. The remaining 7 800 were fo]lower of a pecific Facebook page. the name of which 
remains unknown to Select Committee Staff. 151 

Because of the role Facebook Groups played in Stop tl1e Steal's growth before January 6th the 
fate of break glas measures controlling group growth is especially ignificant. In the weeks 
after the attack, Face·book looked at the tradeoff between the speed of group growth and tl1e ri k 
of civic harm. Knowing what had ah·eady transpired, the company decided that tl1e lilnit on 
group invitation should be deployed only in emergencies. 

In February 2021, just weeks after tl1e mslnTection Facebook's Growth team' urge11tly' 
reql1ested the rollback of all groups-related break glas measures citing their negative impact ot1 
growth. 152 An assessment of these mea ures' impact 11oted that 'low r invite li1nits l1a.d a 
consistently negativ•e and [ tatistically significant] impact on confirmed invites (-16% to -29%), 
join. (-3% to -5%), and daily active group (-1 % to -2%) but not providing any [ tatistically 

ignificant] effect 011 any oftl1e downstream metric that we care most about." 153 

However the authors also flagged Stop the Steal pecifically as an example of the kind of risk 
mitigated by thl measnte writing: 

... we have anecdotal evidence that tlri measure d.oes slow down fast-growing 
·problematic groups: for example, we now understand that the infa:mous stop the steal 
group had400 people rate limited on Nov. 4th and 250 people on N·ov. 5th

."L
54 

In a briefing for ,Select Committee staff,. Facebook indicated that this ass,essment was con1pleted 
in February-n.early two :months a.fter the rneasure had alread.y been rolled back. Facebook staff 
were disr11issi,ve of the claim tl1at violent i11citement, hate speech, and civic misinformatio11 were 

149 FB-CAP-00016157 .. 
150 FB-CAP~00000352. 
151 FB-CAP-00006653;,. ee al. o FB-CAP-00024827. Th· name of th- relevant page bas been redacted in docutnenL 
provided lo the Select Committee, lik ly for reasons related lo th Stor d Communications A.ct. 
152 FB-CAP-00020178. 
153 FB-CAP-00003700· Memo on May 12 2022, Select Committee Briefing ·with Meta. 
154 FB-CAP-00003700. 
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widespread in quickly growing Stop the Steal grou.ps which were largely u.nchecked by 
Face-book.155 The con1pany's focus on rapid growth and connectivity remain"s a liabi]ity. 

Facebook staff reacted to the attack with anger and disappointment. Seeking to address staff 
morale, Fa,cebook CTO Mike Schroepfer reshared a note to all employees from Mark 
Zuckerberg, adding his own cover note: 

"I' 111 saddened [ ic] the attack on the mo t fundamental part of America: the peaceful 
transition of power. Hang in there everyone as we figure out the be t ways to support our 
teams and n1anage discourse on our platform to allow for peaceful discu ion and 
organizing but 11ot calls for viol -nc --. I know I've had trou'ble focusing today as I'm 
watching event unfold. So if this is impacting you you [sic] are not alone. Hang in 
tl1ere."156 

Many staffers reacted strongly and negatively. One wrote, 

'I'm truggling to match my values to my employment here. I came here hoping to affect 
change and improve society, but all I've seen is atrophy and abdicatio11 of responsibility. 
I'm tired. of platitudes; I want action items. We're not a neutral entity." 

Another pointedly noted that Facebook leadership failed to deploy all the po sible measures to 
promote tru, t & • a£ ty on the platform: 

' You mention the list of thi11gs we've changed in the past few years but ho\\r are we 
expected to ignore when leadership overrides research-based policy decisions to better 
serve peopl like th group inviting violence tod.ay. Rank and file work rs have don 
their part to identify changes to improve om~ platform but have been actively held back.'' 

To which another replied, 'so many research-·backed ideas get shut down. We need to do a better 
job making decisions from a re._earch-first perspecti, 1e.' 

Another dre\\7 a "straight line from decisio11s made by Facebook years before to tl1e events of 
January 6th: 

• 

' Never for get the ,day Trump rode down the escalator in 2016 . called for a ban on 
Musli1ns entering the _ S, we determined that it violated ou.r policies,. and yet we 
explicitly overrode the policy and didn't take tl1e video down. T11ere is a straight line that 
can be drawn frotn that day to today one of the darkest days in the hiL_ tory of detnocracy 

155 Memo on May 12. 2022, Sele.ct Committee Briefing with Meta. 
156 ''Comments on Zuck's Response to Capitol Riots·' provided to the Select Committee here: 
https:/ /drive.google.com/file/d/1rG2z3NTgcZ53kJJOs5J 4zmGEm WLDd8Px/view ?usp=sharing. 
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and self-governance. Would it have made a differenc•e in the end? We can never know, 
but history will not judge us kindly.' 

Following the insurrection, Face book filled gaps in policy and enforcement. 'The lack of a 
policy against election delegitimization meant that Facebook' s integrity workers did not have a 
strong policy l1andle with which to address Stop the Steal s rapid growth.157 In a policy proposal 
written after the January 6th attack, Facebook employee wrote that this policy gap meant ''high
profile entities were able to serially spread uch claims without cro sing our falsifiable
misinformation threshold for enforcement. ' 158 

Fa.cebook's lack of forethought on l1ow to address coordinated. harmful activity by group.· of 
domestic users also allowed Stop the Steal to evade the co1npany • s moderation efforts. For years 
th· company prioritized ·nve· tments targeting coordinated in-authentic behavior of th· sort us d 
in Russian efforts to interlere in the 2016 US Presidential election. t59 

Coordination iu_ elf is not a violation of Facebook policy (many social 1novements coordinate 
online),. and not all harmful networks are inauthentic: recent movements like Stop the Steal, 
vaccine skeptici m, and QA11on involve coordinated authentic activity, or purposeful 
collaboration among networks of users operating u.nder their real identities.160 

In 2021, Facebook workh1g groups like the Disaggregating Harmful . etworks Task Force 
addressed harmful coordinated auth ntic behavior with an w policy on "coordinated social 
harn1." Tl1is polic)' allowed Facebook to act against networks of accounts which, while not 
inauthentic or otherwise violative of Facebook policy engage in activity which h ight ns 
instances of hate speech, violent incitement, misinformation, and other harmful content.161 

Io\'\rever, tl1e concept of ~social l1arm' became difficult to obj ecti v • Iy define or ide11tify, so the 
policy was changed to "Coordinated Violating etworks''-grou.p efforts to violate acebook 
policies while evading enforce1nent. This shift n1ade the company less reliant on a subjective, 
undefi11ed notion of ~'harm ' and allowed Facebook to draw on defined policie to identify 
adversarial networks. 

Sometimes a central user ( or grot1p of u er ) sits at. the core of these 11etworks and may 11ot 
engage in content policy violations themselves but coordinate or encourage others who do. These 
adversarial actors sometime work t.o keep their conte11t on just-the-right- ide of a policy, or t.o 

157 Memo on May 18, 2022, S lect Com.mitt e Briefing with Meta. 
158 FB-CAP-00001786. 
159 '~Coordinated inauthentic beha ior , is a term used by Facebook to describe accounts and pages ,:vhich ~'work 
togeth r to mislead others, about their identity and activit.ies. Se ~coordinated Inauthentic B havior Explain d , 
http. ://about.Jb.com/new./2018/12/inside-feed-coordinated-inauthenlic-behavior/. See also Me1no on May 18, 2022, 
Select Com.mitt e Briefing with Meta. 
160 Memo on May 18. 2022 Select Committee Briefing with Meta; see also FB-CAP-00001786. 
161 Id.~ In a document prepared by Face book • taff, at thors recommended an 'actor, network and ecosystern 1

·' 

trategy for tackling the problem. 
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distribute strikes for violating policies across multiple accounts to avoid takedowns of content, 
groups, pages, etc. The new policy circu~mvented. thjs problem by enforcing against a harmful 
network, rather than against individual accou.nts or piece .. _ of content .. 162 

The Coordinated Violating Networks policy dovetailed with the Dangerous Orga1rizations team's 
policy again .. _ t Violence Indu.cing Con~ piracy etworkt and Militarized Social Movemen~_ . Both 
teains struggled to deal with loosely organized movement which were 1nobilizing in ways that 
contribute to the risk of violence or other harms. 

Stop the Steal took advanta.ge of longtime struggles at Facebook to detect, moderate, and 
slow the growth of toxic groups. Groups are a ''surface'· of Facebook (like tl1e newsfeed 
e-vents or pages) which users can join to connect with other users interested h1 tl1e group' -
theme. If a user joins a group, content from that group n1ay appear in a user's newsf eed. 
Facebook may recommend groups to us rs through a featur called Groups You Should Join 
(GYSJ). Some grou.ps are public-anyone can join-and others are private. If users are invited to 
a private group, they will have an opportunity to preview it. Groups also have administrators, 
who in some circumstance are responsible for approving member and posts in the group. 
Harmful content-from COVID-19 misinformation to hate speech was rampant in "ci ic 
groups," or groups with a high degree of content commenting on political issue .163 To ide-11tify 
ci ic groups Facebook relied on AI systems to assess how much of a group's content was 
related to civic or political issues. At least according to one metric, a group was classified as 
civic if: 

The group's "subject ele1nents·· were civic; 
Mor than ten percent of the po· ts ,,iewed were civic in the past sev n d.ay, • or 
More than ten percent of the posts created were civic in the past seven da-ys. 

Once a group was marked as civic, it remained civic 'for life.'' 164 

The labeling of civic groups was not foolproof: it relied on AI systems which struggled to 
properly label gro·ups younger than 2-3 weeks old due to lack of available data. There was also a 
delay (or, "latency ) when group changed topics, and they could do so quickly. During ·the 
August 2020 protests in Kenosha, for in tance, neighborhood dis cu ion groups became, in the 
words of one Facebook emplo)'ee, a space for heated con ersation.' 165 Facebook's AI ystems 
also uffered from "recall gaps,' • or hortcoming in their ability to identify problematic content 
including hate speech an_d violent incitement especia11y in the com_ment under group posts. 166 

162 Mero on May 18, 2022, Select Committe · Briefing with Meta. 
163 FB-CAP-00010172. 
164 FB-CAP-00013164. 
165 FB-CAP-00010609; FB-CAP-00015560. 
166 ''Recall" differ from "precision' ; the former describes what fraction of a type of content an AI can identify from 
• he total, while the latter de cribe how often an AI correcly discerns that a type of content matche what it is 
looking for. A low recall rate ,vill produce false negative.; a low precision ra.te, fal e positives. 
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Notes from a September 29th document suggest that in at least some tests, civic classifierL. had a 
fals·e negative rate as high a· thirty-five percent. :iG7 

Under ome circumstances. Facebook will make gr,ot1p. non-recommen.dable to user so they 
will not show up in GYSJ if those groups have a risk of low-quality or 'toxic content but do 11ot 
rise to the level of outright ren1oval. At an At1gust 2020 all l1ands meeting for Facebook's 
integrity organization of which civic integrity was one component pre enter hared that most 
(around evenly perc nt) of the top 100 civic groups by viewport view . (VPVs) were non
recommendable. ·Of these, the top three were dedicated to President Trump, right-wing 
commentator Candace Owen , and White House Press Secretary Kayleigh McEnany, and were 
flagged for high rates of bate speech and violence and incitement (V &I) in their comments ( the 
group devoted to President Trump reportedly had fiv,e time more hate and V &I than any other 
group on Facebook). 168 

In August,. Guy Ro,sen (Vice President for Integrity), Samidh Chakrabarti (head of the Civic 
Integrity team), and Tom Alison (who was then VP of Engineering) 1~eceived an up.date tres ing 
that ~harmful ci ic groups grow faster than our i11tegrity systems can handle .... we are still ery 
exposed to risk during US:2020 as the e group proliferate and evade detection." In otl1er 
co11espondence, . ·acebook staff noted that groupL can go from zero to n1i11ions of VPV in a 
matter of week .169 Facebook staff reco1nme11ded etting up a team specifically to monitor fast
growing potentially problematic grottps in real time ai1d creating protocols for deali11g with 
harmful groups not det ,cted by automated systems. 170 

Rosen. replied to the update ackn,owledgin.g that th. growth of problematic grot1p.c was a eriot1s 
challenge. l11 response Facebook'. integrity organization created. a groups task force to n1anage 
this pro bl m and dev • lope,d a ·tool to prioritize pro bl • matic group., for hum.an review call d 
HERO-CO. 171 By December, the HERO-CO review process led to the removal of four hu.ndred 
toxic and harmful civic grou,ps with more than a billion VPV s, which Facebook called a 
po·wderkeg risk.' 

The proposal Rosen received flagged that designating a point-of-contact on Facebook s policy 
t. an1 would be a necessary step toward implen1e11ting tlns project. Changes to Facebook s 
policie or product (as the platform is called internally) are reviewed not ju t by content policy or 
product team for impact on u er experience and engagement, but also b)' public policy taff for 

167 FB-CAP-00005842. 
16 ' FB-CAP-00009887. VPV 7 or viewport views are a metric by which Fae book usually measures how many 
u . ers see a piece of content. 
169 FB-CAP-00008597. 
17° FB-CAP-00010702· .. ee also FB-CAP-00011291. 
171 HERO-CO stands for "'High Risk Early Review Operations for Complex Objects,. HERO is a more general 
proces for reviewing viral content early in its spread. See briefing with Ryan Beie1mei ter. See also FB-CAP-
00007267 for a general overview of HERO .. 
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• • d.efensibility'' and ~ legitimacy.'' concepts related to PR and political risk. Rosen agreed that 
such a counterpart would be :nece sary next step. 

Ro en then set a separate email to a counterpart on the policy side of the company, writing that: 

' In parallel to review of groups which are being set up, the Grot1p Integrity team is 
figuring out how to put some brakes on the growth vectors these group user [sic] to grow 
super fast (some of the largest civic groups are literally a couple of weeks old - o 
imagine these growing fast in October or November before we get our arms around 
then1) ... they eem mostly product levers (the u ual growth v . integrity tension - but 
Tom Alison is very supportive of slo~ring them down l1ere), ·but I'm hearing that the 
people 011 your team working with Groups are nervous about a few aspects. • 

And'y O'Connell (then-head of Product Policy & Strategy) wa.g keptical. Fir t, he noted that 
much of the content in question, while possibly concerning, did not necessarily violate a clear 
written policy. Indeed, the original propo . al noted that th•e team would need to tnake "spirit of 
the policy" calls due to 'known gaps in our protocols for enforcement, essentially foreseeing 
ome of the challenges pre ented by Stop the Steal. 

0' Co1111ell also had reservations abot1t slowing groups' growth by capping the number of daily 
invitatio11s au er could send, recalli11g a prior case involving "groups with vaccine misinfo ... 
500 users accounted for 70,000 invites [to those groups].' In that case, Facebook COO Sheryl 
Sandberg was a ''hard '110 • on limiti11g the 11U1nber of invitations those users could send (he did 
not recall why). 172 

172 Ro en replied that the propo ed limit rejected by Sandberg was on user • n that instance not on the group 
them elve . 
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Facebook groups grow quickly in the day5• after creation, and invites are a major driver.173 

Rosen rec,eived another email about groups less than a 111onth later on September 2nd when a 
data cienti t sent a note outlining wl1at they belie,1ed, ere 'lrrgent e istential threats' faced by 
the contpany. 174 The sender was pessimistic about Facebook's prospects of s-u.ccessf11lly 
def ending ci ic integrity before the election, and called for drastic action: 

"The US is in the mid t of a violent cri is,·les. than 10 weeks form what will be the most 
divisive US election in mod.ern history, and a great deal of the iolence at1d divi ion is 
playing out on Facebook. Our existing y tern, cannot catch even a mall fraction of the 
hate, violenc •~ or misinformation on Facebook. We have heavily overpromised regarding 
our ability to moderate content on the platform. We are br,eaking and will continue to 
break our :r ce:nt promi, s about r commendations .. ' 

The se11der suggested pausing all recommendations for groups through the 2020 election. They 
also asked Rosen to drastically limit growth and connectivity on new entities leading into the 
election,'' and raised the above issue of 'super-in\1iters' who send htmdreds of group il1vites a 
day. Later in the exchange, another e1nployee added that pau ing groups recommendations 
would do nothing to address pro·blematic groups that are already large. Given the violence of the 
suiruner they wrote that: 

173 FB-CAP-00010441 .. 
174 FB-CAP-00012605. 
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'It's totally reasonable to look around at the developme:nt of the last two weeks an,d say, 
hey, facts on the grotmd actually did change. In particular while we've long known about 
the horrible discussions happening in comments on our platforms, we' e now clearly 
moved beyond the "it's just bad people talking'' and into • 'and it's leading to offline 
violence ... " we've made a number of commitments to the public that are tri ially non
falsifiable, and that falsification exposes us to massive risk ... we have no 1neans to 
comply with these commitment in the next everal months while they run the maximum 
risk of doing harm ... fmally, part of the reason for these proposals i because we don't 
seem to be able to find a sufficiently ju tifiable reason to take the group down.' 

Another Facebook staff er de cribed a11 ' Armageddon sce11ario, • in which a group reached te11s of 
1nillions of VPV s and 'dumped' nu· i11fonnation 011 users before the electio11. Ironically,. thi 
threat played ou.t G:fter the election, imperiling the peaceful transfer of power but did not 
meaningfully impact the voting process. 

To Facebook s credit, the company took multiple step to temporarily slow the growth of groups 
during the election period. Near the end of .September, the company placed a pause on 
recommendation for groups less than 21 days old. Steps were also taken to require mandatory 
administrator approval for especially risky civic and health-related groups; a byproduct of this 
change was that Facebook could better assess the intent of group admins, a key fact.or in deciding 
wh ther or not a group • hould be tak n d.own (group, with admins who intended to allow 
violating content can more justifiably be-shut down . Additionally, Facebook li1nited "repeat 
off ender' admins from creating new groups for thirty days a11d took steps to prevent the 
reetnergence of previously removed 'recidi, 1ist" groups. 175 

Ryan Beiermeister, who oversaw the work tream on abusive groups,. announced these changes 
and laid out some of the biggest challenges in this area: 

'One of the biggest challenges in grorips enforcement is the overall low recall of o·ur 
classifiers for things like hate speech and V &I. That,. and the fact that 1nost of the 
concerning groups have very low rate of user report - which we hypothe ize i due to 
homogeneity in membership.' 176 

Homogeneity in membership limited. user report because members of groups with frequent hate 
speech and violence ma:y be less bothered by that content and therefore less likely to report it. 
This concentration of harm in particular com~munities was a vexing issue for Facebook, which 
was set u.p to respond to viral, widespread content but less o for harm concentrated in one 
community or user segment. Such 'narrowcast' misinformation could be tlp to two or three 

175 FB-CAP-00004004. 
176 FB-CAP-00004004. 
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times as common as viral misinformation, but harder to detect..177 This notion of harm which 
disproportion.ately occurred in certain communities was an on.going research. topic for Facebook,. 
and later became an is'" u.e with St.op the Steal and election delegitimization.178 

In another October update Beiermeister also di .. ~cussed a site event (Facebook parlance for a. 
serious technical issue) during which groups did not receive strikes for violence and incitement 
for months. The update claims that hundreds of groups, prot1les, pages, and accounts that should 
have been disabled were not, and once the is ue was co1Tected more than 10,000 group received 
strike , with more than fiv•e hundred di abled as a result. The author of the update ·tressed that 
human review of the riskiest groups was an importa11t process for holistically evaluating the 
integrity of groups as a urface.179 

Th company took further steps in mid-October: it would filter out recommendation not only for 
all grou.ps less than 21 day old, but for all grou.ps classified a"'" civic in the United States (a 
position the Mozilla Foundation publicly called for around this time).180 Both of these were 
considered temporary 'break glass" n1easl1res aro1md. the election, tho·ugh aro·und March of 2021 
both would be made pern1anerrt.181 

The data behind this decision demonstrates the underlying problems with civic discourse in 
Facebook groups: 14.6%, of impressions for civic groups in GYSJ were on groups later taken 
down for violating community standards, compared to 0.8% for non-civic group . Similarly, 
users who encountered community stand.ards violation. were thr e times more like]y to 
e-ncounter hate speecl1, six times more likely to encounter violations of the ''dangerous 
organizatio11s and individuals' policy, and 1.6 times more likely to • ncounter misinformatio11 h1 
civic groups as compared with non-civic. 

Facebook developed another Groups-related break glass measure in 1nid-Oct.ober, limiting the 
11uniber of invitations to a group a single user could send to I 00, down fro1n an initial limit 
which may have been as high as 2,250.182 nlike the n1east1res related to recon1mendations, this 
one wou1d not be made per1nanent; it was rolled back in December 2020 because of its harsh 
impact on groups' growth. 83 

177 FB-CAP-00003914; FB-CAP-00003918. 
178 FB-CAP-00003925; FB-CAP-00003927; FB-CAP-00008803. 
179 FB-CAP-00010376. 
180 ~~Fa.cebook Heeds Mozilla Call, Pauses Group Recommendations ·' MoziUa Foundation (October 30 2020). 
Available at htlp. ://foundation.mozilla.org/en/blog/facebook-h . eds-tnozil a-call-paus . s-group-recommendalions. 
Fa.cebook was already planning similar steps in advanc ofMozilla'·s l tter and discuss d internally how to proceed 
without appearing to cave to outside pres. ure. See FB-CAP-00015337. 
181 FB-CAP-00003700; M mo on May 12, 2022, S l ct Committee Briefing with Meta; FB-CAP-00000282. 
182 The Select Committee has received incon istent information on this imit. See FB-CAP-00003700; Briefing with 
Ryan Beiermei ter. 
183 FB-CAP-00024827· Memo on May 12, 2022. Select Committee Briefing ,vith Meta. 
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Analysis of Facebook activity by over three hundred January 6th defendants paints a picrm~e of 
how individuals mobilized to viole-n.ce-engaged with these-group, . T~he Select Committee's 
analysis found that January 6th defendants were largely con.sumers, rather than creators of 
political disinformation on Facebook. However, many of the matched defendants consumed 
fringe Facebook content extensively, and some were n1embers in hundreds of political Facebook 
group . 

In total, the Select Committee identified over 1,.700 Facebook group that contained at least one 
defendant. The e groups were originally diverse in their causes but coalesced around keeping 
Trump in power and punishing Democrats a11d RINOs. Manual review of the post that these 
group· contained revealed implicit and explicit calls for violence again t political opponents in 
respon e to perceived grievances. 

The Select Committee's investigation also d.emonstrated much higher le·vels of QAnon 
engagement among defendant than was established by previous tudies that relied upon court 
d.ocu.ments as the source for ascertaining defendants' motivations. Only four percent of 
defendants were characterized as QAnon adherents based on those court document . However, 
our analysis of defe11dants Facebook activity, on the other hand revealed that the real number of 
QAnon believers was at least three times as high This is likely a conservative measure, as 'We 
exclusively identified defendant engagement with explicit QAnon rhetoric. While most of these 
QAnon group were deplatformed by Facebook in October 2020, two group containing 
defendants survived and posted increasingly violent material up to and through January 6th. 

In the, even months leading up to the insurrection QAnon-centric Fae book groups containing 
at least one defendant saw an average of 23 posts per day mentioning civil war revolution, 
and/or 1776. Review by the S le,ct Committee demonstrated that the vast majority of thes were 
direct endorsements or pro1notion of civil conflict. Many posters asserted that political violence 
in any forn1 was the last option available to Tru111p supporters in respon e to alleged Democrat 
crime ; many also sugge ted that Democrats were in league with Communists and foreign 
governments, further justifying civil war. All told, acebook groups containing defendants 
clearly established environments where credulous and even hopeful discussion· of civil war were 
tolerated, desen itized, and often upported. 

The break glass measures also changed the type of content which was boosted or recommended 
to users on parts of the platform other than Groups. Orie important mea: ure wa: 'probable 
violating detnotions " which one employee called 'the most meaningful lever we've formd to 
reduce hate speech prevalence.' ts

4 This measure is simple: a computer ju,dges the likelihood that 
a piece of content 'Violates a policy, for example by containing hate speech and then the content 
is d.emoted by a percentage directly corresponding to the compt1ter's confidence in that 

184 FB-CAP-00012605. 
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assessment.185 If a. piece of content is judged ten percent likely to be hate speech it is demoted in 
a user s newsfeed by ten percent. 

The scale of activit)' on Facebook means that no amount of human review will ever successfully 
asses all the content on the platform in a timely manner, so 'the company u ·e 111achine learning 
sy terns to identif)r problematic content and groups. These systems are, t1bject to a preci io11 
thre hold, the height of which is very i1nportarrt: if it is too high, and the sy te1n will generate 
false negative·· (harmful content or group, which remain online). Howev r, if it is too low, there 
will be false positives (authentic political speech and commu.nities which are wrongfully 
removed or demoted). 

Because speech is contextual and political context is constantly changing, computer take time to 
learn. a.nd ten,d to be im.precise when '.making th.e • e judge'.me·nts-in. fact, they are much le, s 
preci e than out ide observers might expect. A._ one employee noted, 

' ... at 95% precision, which is the threshold we use for auto-actioning, we get 
approximately 1 % recall ... to get even 10% recall we d have to go below 25% precision. 
This is wl1y demotion ... worked so 1nuch better than anythi11g else-we tried-becau e by 
going down to low precision thresholds, we can catch up to 20x as much of the hate 
speech on acebook as we currently catch with hard actions.' 

Further in the same email thread, this employee noted that the low precisio11 rate ha seriou 
effects on how Facebook enforces policy against the violations it d.oes discover. Before the 
election, Facebook lowered the n-umber of L_ trikes needed before a group could be removed from 
five to three. •86 But if Face book s automated detectio11 catches only a small pe-rce11t of hate 
speech or violent incitement-for example one percent-then three strikes might represent three 
ht111dred potential violations. This data cientist believed that this was the case a11d Facebook 
failed to catch the va .t majority of this content.187 

Other. on the thread seemed to agree this approach wa worth pu.rs-uing, or at least discussing. 
However, it had already been raised with Facebook leadership in other contexts. John Hegeman, 
Facebook's head of newsfeed, wrote that he would be "supportive' oftl1is optio11, but that it 
would be ' relitigating a prior decision" and that it ~ wasn't super likely ' they would change it. 

185 Interview \Vith Frances Haugen. 
186 Memo on May 12, 2022, Select Committee Briefing with Meta. 
187 FB-CAP-00012605. 
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.Preci ion thre holds and recalljor hate spee h d~rnotion on Facebook. To recall even 10% oj'hate speech on the 
plaiforn1 projections suggested the precision threshold would need to be as low a 25%. 188 

Hegeman wa. right that Mark Zuckerberg had already ruled on this topic. In April of 2020, 
Zt1ckerberg m t with a task force looking at this and ot'her '· oft actions ' Faceboo·k could take 
prior to the election.189 Zuckerberg initially the. tren,gth of this demotion out of concern for it 
imp.act on meanit1gtul social interactions (MS(), a key metric for us•er engagement on Facebook. 
,Eventually be allowed. demotions down to I 00% a, . an emergency-only 'break glass ' 
measure .. 190 

Marry Facebook employees complained that leadership ·was often skeptical of potential 
interve11tio11s which rnight limit M,SI growth, or user engagement. Like probable violating 
demotions 1nany potent ideas cwere limited to emergency use only. For example . one break the 
glass measure penalized the reach of po t from us•er . who frequently 11-ri information identified 
by third-party fact-checkers. 191 Other limited the pread of content based 011 it . degree of 
separa.tion from the original post. 192 

Many other interventions were al o considered, and some were implemented as break-glass 
meast1re around the election. 193 These include: 

188 FB-CAP~00012605. 
189 ~~Mark Feedback on Soft Action Proposali' provided to the Select Committee here: 
hllp. ://drive.goog:Le.con,Jfile/d/1 USEfz<.:A6gKD·VZpiuFQ9M6MEFL • NUwD · n/vi "W?usp=sharing. 
19° Comparing HMark Feedback on Soft Action Proposal \Nith FB-CAP-00014022, ugge. t.s that at leaL t som. of 
Zuckerberg s deci ions were ulti1nately revisited with. ome ucc. s. 
191 Jackson, Conversation with Tom Cunningham; S lect Committ e int rview with Face·book whL ti blow r. A 
version of Sparing Sharing may hav·· been imple1nented following in the insurrection in April 2021 • . e here: 
hLlp. ://drive.googt .com/file/d/15f6F JvGR vs8CY-VMd-J IWCUYLbuw88V l iew?usp=. haring:. 
192 FB-CAP-00024827. 
193 For the complete list of Break Glas measures and their date of activation and deprecation, see FB-CAP-
00024827. 
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• Demoting po t from u er who repeatedly shared misinformation; this lever wa . 
considered especially powerful and may have reduced mJsinformation VPV s by 42%. 
Thi meast1re was launched on November 5th, deprecated on Dec.ember 3rd, and 
relaunched in re pons. to January 6th before being shut of perman ntly at the end of 
January .. 

• 

-

The Repeat Sharer dem·otion appears to have been e pecially effective. 194 

• Removing amplification lever for content from non-recomme11dable groups in users 
newsfe,eds • this resulte-d in a 4.4% reduction in VPV of misinformation and other 
violation .195 This lever was launched on October 20th and ·equentially strengthened 
before being deprecated on D·ece1n·ber 7th, relaunched in response to January 6th, and 
finally deprecated at the begimtlng of April. 

,. Re1noving new and civic grot1p from recon1mendations; 196 some of these measures 
remained permanent. 

• Fre,ezing commenting in groups with high rates of hate speech and violence and 
incitement in the comn1ent . sections, as well as lowering the precision threshold for 
detecting hateful comments by twenty percent. 197 This measure was launched in late 

194 FB-CAP-00003994 .. 
195 FB-CAP-00003982· FB-CAP-00011450. 
196 FB-CAP-00014022. 
197 FB-CAP-00014022. 
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October, deprecated on December 1st
, relaunched in response to January 6th, and finally 

deprecated at the en,d. of J an,uary. 
• A "Virality Circuit Breaker'' wltlch slowed the distribution of content with URLs linking 

to unknown don1ain -John Hegeman, the head of News Feed, wanted this to become 
permanent, but it did not. 198 It launched on October 9th and was deprecated on December 
10th_ 

• Ush1g Facebook s ''News cosyste-m Quality ' EQ) score-to demote co11tent from 11ews 
publishers was delayed by Mark Zuckerberg in October due to concerns about. altering 
what news sources people saw in the days before the election. This mea ure was 
launched after the election on November 7th

, deprecated on December 10th
, relaunched in 

respon.se to January 6th, and then finally deprecated in mid-February. 199 

• Ush1g the NEQ core to filter page with no or low NEQ scores from recommendations 
surfaces. 200 This m • asure was activated • arl • er than the above, on Octob • r 22 nd and. 
deprecated on the . aine date as the above. 

Some of these 1neasures ·were delayed or diluted but the civic integrity team and other Facebook 
staff worked diligently to implement what changes they could before election day. 201 In 
December, that team was re tructured and many of the e measure were rolled back only to be 
reimplemented after January 6th. 

The world will never know what political conver at.ions on Facebook would have looked like if 
these measure, had remained in place through Decemb rand into January .. Still they ,dos em to 
have had a po itive impact on election discourse on the service. Many if not most could feasibly 
have remained in place forever but their function con, trained the , peed of growth 
connectivity, and activit.y on the service. The legacy of the break glass measures is a testament to 
Facebook's ability to pump th· brakes, and to the consequenc s of flooring the accel rat.or. 

Many of the break glass measures were "soft inteITentions,'' l\ 1hich may be important for 
deterring the migration of users to more radical fringe platforms. A soft intervention i , 
anything hort of re1nova1 or a ban--f1emoting a post's algorithmic distribution, for example. 
Efforts to reduce exposure to harmful content have become more difficult with the emergence of 
fringe platform which provide safe have11 for activity that i not allowed elsewhere. After the 
January 6th attack, a third-party intelligence report drafted for ace book describe how a 
combh1ation of social me-dia ba11 and law enforceme11t activity drove the migration of u er 
from mainstream platforms to fringe ' alt' platforms with fewer content mod.eration standard . 202 

Others mo, 1ed. to web forums wl1icl1 • 'specifically cater to extremist views." According to the 

198 FB-CAP-00011450; FB-CAP-00014717 .. 
199 FB-CAP-00011450; FB-CAP-00013022. 
200 FB-CAP-00014022. 
201 For an example of conversation around approving the. e measures, ~ee FB-CAP-00013022. See also "Mark 
Feedback on Soft Action Proposal,' provided to the Select Comrnittee here: 
https://dri ve.google.com/file/d/1 USEfzcA6gKD VZpiuFQ9M6MEFtSNUw DNn/vie\v?usp=sharing .. 
202 FB-CAP-00000855. 
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report • 'researchers have already observed members of more violent neo-Nazi grou.ps use these 
cl1a.n11els ... to recruit disaffected QAnon conspiracy followers." 203 The migration of extremist 
u. ers t.o these spaces inhibits both industry and law enforce1nent efforts to monitor and disrupt 
their activity. 204 Facebook received several similar reports from different source on this ongoing 
migration. 205 

Nathaniel Gleicher, Facebook's head of securit)' policy, told Select Committee staff in a briefing 
that when the company ystematically removes content from people who believe what they are 
saying i true, the feeling that they have been censored reifies their beliefs. 206 A draft academic 
paper provided to the Select Corm11ittee corroborates these co11cerns: they fow1d that the "great 
deplatfonning' follo~ring January 6th led to' substantial intentional move1nent' to alternative 
platform , especially Gab. As new user flocked to Gab, di cour e there came to include more 
hate p ch and more claims of voter fraud in the 2020 election. 207 

If wide pread bans lead to platform n1igration and ignificant blow back, another possible course 
of action is greater reliance on 'soft interventions''-anything short of a ban like the forms of 
filtering and dowmanking employed as part of Face book's "break glass' measures. These 
intervention allow platforms to limit the e.xpo ure of vulnerable individual to mi information 
and extremist content giving them the opportunity to ·'move away" from extremism. Policy 
transparency and consistency also help ameliorate the perception of censorship-though these 
are undermined when platforms make exception for powerful political figures, per onalities, 
and. movement . 208 

Those kinds of exceptions typify the fears and concessions that limited Facebook's appetite 
for acting against Stop the Steal. The January 6th attack on the _ nited States Capitol did not 
occur in a vacuum. As one Fae book employ . told. S lect Committe staff, it was an anomalous 
event which nearly had a catastrophic outcome made more likely by years of Facebook' s failure 
to adopt stronger integrity n1easures. These failures had at least two key drivers. Fir t, the 
company s organizational structure subordinates integrity teams to the policy team,. which 
oversees both content policy and pcublic policcy-a clash of incentive ... that compromises decision
making on integrity issues in ways that may be unique to Facebook or are at least unu ual an1ong 
it peer . Second, the company fear•ed allegation of bias from right-wing politician , a11d for 
years the desire to avoid political reprisals has shaped Facebook policy choices in ways which 
reverberate across the political and media landscape. 

203 Id. 
204 Id .. ; Memo on May 18, 2022, Select C.ommittee Bri fing with Meta. 
205 See FB-CAP-00004607, FB-CAP-00004641, FB-CAP-00004392, FB-CAP-00004081, and FB-CAP-00004631. 
206 May 18, 2022, S l ct Com.mittee Briefing w·th Meta. 
207 ''Effects of the Post-January 6th Deplatforming on Social Media Discour e,' Buntain, Innes, Mitts, and Shapiro 
(February 2, 2022). Draft on file with Select Committee. 
208 May 18, 2022. Select Committee Briefing with Meta; Summary memo of conversation with J. John on 
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Perhaps no day better exemplifies this patter than May 28. 2020, wben-l. using the protests 
following tl1e murder of George FJoyd-President Trump posted ou. Facebook tl1at 'I ju t ·poke 
to, Governor Titn Walz and. told hb.n the Military [sic] is with hitn all tl1e way ... any difficulty 
and v,,,e will assume control bt1t. when the looting starts the sl1ooting starts." 209 

Tnunp s post placed Faceb,ook in an unco1nfortable position. Its staff. the p11blic and Democratic 
lawmakers were livid. On the other hand, the White House and its allies had already taken aim at 
the company for allegedly suppressing Republican viewpoints. 

Public reporting ha since revealed that after Trump s post Facebook • s head of global policy, 
Joel Kaplan. prepared three options for Mark Zuckerberg: frrst the po. t could be removed as 
incitement to violence. Second, it could be interpreted as a discussion of the state's t1se of force, 
which was permi- sfble under acebook' s community -tandards. Tl.1ird .. it could be read a- a. mere 
prediction of violence-also pernussible. 210 

Later that day-,. Zuckerberg spoke to the President directly by phone. 211 They agreed th.at the po t 
would remain 011line; a short while later, Tru1np posted a econd time. In thi post, he claimed 
his previous po t wa. ''spoken as a fact, not as a state1ne11t" and that l1e didn't ''wa11t this to 
happen -an apparent o,,erlap with Kaplan" . econd and tl1ird options for Zuckerberg. 212 

For his part, Zuckerberg addressed the post on Facebook aying: 

''We looked very closely at the post that dis cu sed the protests in Minne ota to evaluate 
whether it violated otrr policies. Although the post bad a troubling· hist:011-cal reference, 
we decided. to leave it up because the National Guard. references meant we read it as a 
warning about state a,ction a·nd we think people nee.d to know if the gov,ern:m.ent is 
planning to deploy force. Ot1r policy around incitement of violence allows discus ion 
around tate u e of force, although I think today' . situation rai es important que tio11s 
about what potential linlit of that di cussion should be. The Pre ident later posted again, 
saying that the original post wa._· warning about the possibility that looting could lead. to 
·violence. We decided that this post ·which e plicitly discouraged violence also does not 
violate our policies and is nnportant for people to s,ee. 213 

.According to Dmitry Bor,odaenko,. a data scienti t formerly employed b)' Facebook, head of 
co:ntent policy Monika Bickett defende.d Zuck:erberg s decisio·n to outraged staff 'by .arguing tl1e 

209 '~Facebook E1np1oyee Leaks Show Betrayal By Company Leadership," Buzzteed . ews 
https://www .buzzfe dn w .. co1n/articl /ryanmac/facebook-employ e-lea~ - how-they-fe .1-b trayed 
zui '~The Infinite Reach of Joe] Kaplan Facebook's Man in Wa. hington,'' Wired (March 2020) 
hltp. :/ /www.\Vired.com/storyl[acebook-joe]-kaplan-wa -. hington-pol itical-inJluenc /. 
211 Tntmp and Zuck, rb rg . hare phon call amid so ial media f nur. Ax.io, (May 31, 2020) 
http :// w .. axio .com/2020/05/31/tnimp-facebook-zuckerber c-phone-calt 
212 ld .. 
21. May 29 2020; po thy MarkZuckerbeg, Facebook.- http·://~ ww.facebook.com/zt:ck/po t /1.0J 1196182436987 l. 
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rationale for not removing the post ·was the same as Facebook's policy allowing videos of police 
viole:nce: the content was new. worthy,. and. therefore exempt from removal. Staff pointed out the 
difference between a call for violence and documentation of ... tate violence against civilians. In a, 
later meeting, Zucker.berg echoed Bickert's argument despite staff objections. 

Borodaenko belie es this 'newsworthiness exception" was Facebook's solution to a rect1rring 
problem: the need to fmd fresh policy justifications for avoiding action against Donald Trun1p • s 
account. He dated this pattern all the way back to 2015, when Facebook declined to remove 
Trump s campaign aimoU11cement in which he proposed banning Muslims from entering the 
United States. Recent reporting claim that although ma11y conservative staffer felt. the video 
violated the company's hate speecl1 policy. Kaplan advocated against ren1oving it to avoid 
i11viting "outrage from conservative America." 214 

Weeks before the January 6th attack on the United States Capitol, Kaplan again ad·vocated for 
bending policy to avoid the ire of President Trump and his supporters. On November 17th, 2020, 
Zuckerberg testified before the Senate Judiciary Committee on social media and misinformation. 
During the hearing, he said tl1at Facebook would not change its approach to President Trump s 
account after he left office; a company pokesperson said the company does not fact-check world 
leaders but ·would fact-check the Presid.ent' s account after his term ended. 215 

The followi11g day, represe11tatives of Facebook's policy team debated tl1is ambiguit)'. Nick 
Clegg, Vic . President for Global Affairs • aid that he thought th y had already confirmed to 
pre.ss that Facebook' deem[s] politiciai1s who are no longer candidates or in office as eligible for 
fact-ch eking,. ie [sic] there would be a significant change in our treat1nent of Trump. Kaplan 
responded: 

''This is likely true but I think we should not rush to make this public commitn1ent before 
we have fully thought through the con equences a11d options. Under our cun·ently 
policies, Trump will likely be in almost inunediate [repeat offender] status, and see his 
di tribution ma..~sively reduced while he .effectively a,nd ind,efinitely remains the leader of 
the Republican Party. We n1ay not want to contemplate it, but the reality i he will s·till be 
quite a unique user of our platform a11d applying our existing flawed [third-party fact
checking] program to him on day one will cause tremendous difficulties ( as, of course, 
would not applying it). '216 

214 '~The Infinite Reach of Joel Kaplan, Facebook'. Man in Washington," Wired (March 2022) 
httpL ://www.wired.com/story/fac book-joel-kaplan-washington-political-influ nee/. 
lIS '~Hov.r Twitter and Facebook p]an to handle Tnmp s accounts when he lea es oftice '' New York Titnes 
(No ember I 7, 2020), https://www. nytimeL .com/2020/11 /l 7 / echnology/how-t wi ter-and-facebook-plan-to-handl -
• rumps-accounts-when-he-leaves-office.html. 
216 FB-CAP-00012275. It is likely that RO status" means ''repeat offender status," and 3 PFC refers to third party 
fact-checking." 
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The ... e incidents are part of a troubling pattern. During the summer of 2020, Borodaenko 
discovered a whitelist of political accounJ • insulated from fact-checking m:easures. 217 The 
whitelist. had malfunctioned or been accidentally deactivated; a~ a result, Facebook was issuing 
strike to about seventeen politicians each day for preading false information on Instagram, 
when ordinarily they would receive none. Further investigation unearthed a docu.ment showing 
more than thirty in ranees where an account was due to receive a strike for spreading false 
information but was flagged for review by Facebook's public policy te.am. P·ublic policy 
removed the strike , protecting tho e individuals and page from being placed under repeat
offender status and having their content demoted. In one instance, Joel Kaplan intervened 
directly to reverse a trike against right-wing personality Charlie Kirk.218 

Almost all the accounts on this list were right-of-center. They included: 

• Candyce Owens 

• Glenn Beck 
• Donald Trump Jr. 

• Eric Trump 

• PragerU 

• Dennis Prager 

• Turning Poi11t u.SA 

• Charlie Kirk 

• The Epoch Time . 

• The Gateway Pundit 

• Fre,edomWorks 

• Alliance Defending Freedom 

While Joel Kaplan's role at Facebook i frequently criticized, multiple former staffers told the 
Select Committee that Mark Zuckerberg is happy with Kaplan's role at Facebook and that 
attention paid to Kaplan ultimately shifts respon, ibility away from Zuckerberg. 219 

Another incident in this pattern is from 2019, when Facebook included Breitbart as a trusted 
partner in its ''News Tab • 'which features content from inclu.ded outlets for which the company 
compensates them. Angry taffers challenged company leader hip to justify Breitbart's inclusio11 
and pointed to internal metrics on the trustworthi11ess of news publishers, which showed that 
Breitbart was among the least tru ted by Facebook u ers. Campbell Brown, head of global new 
partner hips at Face·book and a member of Kaplan's policy team, claimed tl1at Breitbart had 

lI 7 Sun11nary tnemo of intervie,v with Dmitry Borodaenko. 
218 This story has also been reported on publicly. See ~Facebook Fired An Employe Who C.oll ct.ed Evidence Of 
Right-Wing Pages Getting Preferential Treatment, ' Buzzfeed I ews (August 6, 2020), 
https://www.buzzfeednew .com/article/craigsilverman/facebook-zuckerberg-what-if-trump-disputes-election-result . 
219 See . urnmary memo of interview with Tom Cunningham. 
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changed and deserved a. L econd chance. 220 Breitbart' s inclusion as a News Tab partner became an 
isst1e of controv r. y again in 2020, when staff ca11ed th.e com.pany to rerr1ove it due to its 
incendiary coverage of the protests followi11g George Floyd - murder. 221 

As part of it .. investigation, the Select Committee performed an analysis of ~ acebook data to test 
the claims made by Republican c1itics that Facebook activ.ely suppresses conservative voices. 
The analy i yielded result at-odds with those claims. T'he Committee found that between 
October l, 2020 and January 6th, 2021, 47% of top-te11 Facebook po t were those po ted by 
Donald Tru1np alone (ba ed on in1pressions . A1nong the posts that appeared i11 Facebook s daily 
top-ten po t between October 1st and January ·6th right-leaning po, ts appear in Fa.cebook's 
daily top 'ten 'three times as often as left-leaning and nonaligned pot combined. Moreover, 
right-leaning posts reached even time, as many Facebook u er. than left-leaning posts. 

This is an e,ven n1ore concerning trend when considering the natu.re of the . on tent shared by 

right-wing influencers and in right-wit1g groups. Specifically, right-wing Facebook communities 
have been proven to hare significant volume. of content coming from sites which repeatedly 
post incendiary, di isive, unreliable co11tent (sometimes called repeat offenders''). 222 • or 
example. the Carter Center conducted analy i of 871 Facebook group between August 17, 
2020 and Januruy 20, 2021, incluL_ive of both left- and right-wing groups. Approximately 75% 
of those grot1ps contained litlks fro1n established "repeat off end·er ' • repeat off ender content was 
shared more ,often within right-leaning Facebook group .223 Moreover, 98.7% of members of the 
right-leaning Fae . book groups in the sample were ,exposed. to lin.k. to repeat off -nder content. 224 

To111 Ct1nnin.gham, another data scientist formerly • mployed. at Fae book,, d scribed Mark 
Z,uckerberg • s 2018 speech at Georgetown University as a philosophical tlll·ning point for the 
cornpany. 225 While Face book made ignificant 'trides in integrity work after the 2016 -• S 

220 Summary memo of interview with Dmitry Borodaenko~ ee al o "Facebook wjJI begin paying ome outlets fo1· 

heir content as it introduces its News tab 'Washington Post (October 25 2019), 
1ttps://www. was tlngtonpo t.corn/technoloe-y/2019/ 10/25/ acebook-will-beein-payini:!-ome-outlets-the • ·-conten -• t
introduc s-its-n°w. -tab/. 
221 Summary memo of interv~ .,v witl1 Dmitry Boroda 11ko· s e also ' acebook cho ·, to • • eep Breitbart on 1 

• ws Tab 
and gave it special treatment- even after employees. warned of its embelli.,'hed and hyper-pa1tisan coverage of 
v. nts like the George Floyd prot sts. Bu tn - s [nsid r Octob r 24 ?021) 

bttps://www. business in, ider.com/f ac hook-fi les-hrei tbart-news-tab- mp lovee-objections-202 I - ] 0. 
222 uRepeat Offender, ' in tb1s context is distinct fron1 but r lated to the designation given by facebook to outlets 
which independent fact-checkers fmd to push false content multiple times, leading to reduced distribution for their 
content. This is . imilar lo the terminology used by the Election lnteg1ity Partnership EIP) convened by Slanford 
lnlemel Ob r alory and the Univers·ity of Washington's C nter for an Infcnm d Public and join db. the National 
Conference on Citizenship, Graphika and the Digital For-nsic Re earch Lab. The ElP us. s U1 • t 1m repeal 
spreaders, ·which refers to accounts or indi iduals that in relation to the 2020 election 'regularly shar d fal e 
claim,. or misleading info1mation about voting procedures." 
22 Michael Balda,ssaro .. Katie Harbat.h and Michael Scholtens.'' The Big Lie and Big T .ch Mj infonnation Repeat 
Offenders and Social M:edia in the 2020 U.S. Election. 'The Carter Center. August 2021. 
224 Id. 
225 ".Zuckerberg: Standing for Voice and Free Expression," October :17, 2019. 
http :// w .washin,gtonpo t.com/te hnology/2019/10/17/zuckerberg-standine- oice-free-expre, ion/. 
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Pre .. _ idential election, Cunningham characterized this progress as lacking a coherent strategy or 
visio:n .. After Zuckerberg's Georgetown, speech,, however,. Cunnin,gham, said that Facebook 
employees were told not to use terms like 'trust'' or "quality,'' which reflected objective 
asses ments of content, for fear of blow·back from publishers like Breitbart and alig·ned political 
leader .... Instead Zu.ckerberg wanted the company to ground itself in .. _ ubjective measures of user 
value, a tance framed pu'blicly as libertarian and pro-free expre sion. 

Cum1ingham was frustrated by the co1npany s insistence on using ubjective indicators of quality 
determined by ignals from users. The co1npany had already developed objective indicators of 
the quality of 11ew sources and content but using then1 carried political ri k: interventions based 
on the e, ignals di proportionately affected the political right. Sensitive to the political 
ramifications, Facebook's policy team favored "fairness i11 outcome" over "fain1ess in decision-
1naking" a11d a.voided viewpoi11t-neutral interventions which disproportionately penalized right
leaning content. 226 Borod.aenko corroborated this ·view saying that Facebook's approach 
~'replaces objecti ity with balance. "227 

Unable to use objecti e sig11als of content quality F"acebook s integrity professionals began to 
justify their work through counterintuitive argument about what users tri,ly value, de pite the 
signal ... they send. 228 Promising integrity interventions su.ch as demotion of "deep reshares" 
(content that is shared multiple degrees of separation away from its original source) and network 
centrality (a way of ranking news sites by t.ho e frequently linked to by others) were rejected or 
reversed.\ A similar fate await· d 'sparing sharing'' a~n h1tervention whicl1 penalized the 
distribution of post from users who frequently shared misinformation. Cunningham called this a 
' reasonably good signal ' and a form of ' duct tape ' used to clean up F a.cebook newsfeeds 
following the 2016 election. These measures appear to have been conve1ted into emergency only 
'break-glass 'mea ures-but Cunningl1am', account sugge, ts they were at one time Jive,. or at 
least proposed as permanent fixes rather than temporary solutions. 229 

In September 2020, a departing employee wrote that they had seen promising interventions 
fro1n integrity product tea1ns with strong re ... earch and data support be prematurely stifled or 
se erely constrained by key decision makers often based on fears of public and policy 

226 Summary memo of interv·ew ,vith ·Tom Cunningham; "Last Day at Facebook/' provided to Se]ect Committee 
here: ht .ps://dri ve. google.com/file/d/lqxAc-ML nJFiPaY m2tBW qNhoq hGTlzZ/view?usp=sharing. 
227 Summary memo of intervie\v with Dmitry Borodaenko. 
228 Facebook s head ofNe,vs Feed~ John Hegeman (sorneone Cunningham considered generally friendly to\vard 
integrity efforts) hoped to replace engagen1ent-driven n1etrics 1·ke 111ean·ngful social interactions (MSI) with new 
metrics rke the "feed satisfaction survey" after the election. He hoped that this would ensure Ne\.vs Feed tea1ns had 
~ a strong incentive not to over-optimize for the [engagement-based] proxy metric even when it isn t creating a great 
experience." VP for Integrity Guy Ro en \Va;. a o excited about these change -they agreed that MSI might be 
'cool for cat videos' but was bad for civic content. Thi would appear to be in line with the trend Cunningham 
ide11tifi · d, althougl1 ·t may have also helped th company avoid "prioritizmg engagen1ent over integrity,' which 
appeared to be a priority for Hege1nan. See B-CAP-00007665 and FB-CAP-00011549. 
229 Summary memo of intervie\v with Tom Cunningham. 
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stakeholder re .. pon es." They cited sparing sharing a, an example of an already functioning 
safegtrard rolled back and alleged that becaus · of 'fear over potential pt1b]jc and policy 
stakeholder responses' Facebook was 'kt10,wingly exp,o ing user .. to risk of integiity harms .. "230 

In December 2020 Cunningha111 announced to hi colleague that he was leaving the con1pany 
despite challenging work and great pay. He made this choice because .•.·acebook was ha:ving a 
net negative influence on politics in Western cotu1tries, and con1pany leadership was not 

''involved in a good faith effort to fix this ' despite ' pocket of excellent work inside the 
company.· He cited research showing that Face-book was a net driver of political polarization i11 
the United State , and wrote 'that he had, 

' . . . ,een a dozen proposals to measure the objective quality of content on. News Feed 
diluted or killed because either (I) they have a di proportionate impa:ct across the US 
po]itical spe.ctrum, t)rpically harn1ing co-n ·ervative content more; or (2) they cannot be 
framed in tern1s of subjecti\re quality ( '\\rhat the :u ers want"). There has been a big push 
in integrity towards basing de1notions on subjective quality, and this ha · led to (in my 
opi11ion) a tangled and inefficient approach to integrity, where demotions must nominally 
target ubjective quality, but actually target o'bjecti equality. I think that Facebook 
already does i11 practice, take a pos.itio11 on objective quality, and always will, but it· s 
very averse to adnlitting that publicly, and that cau. es thing , to be far more complex and 
inefficient than they need to be .. ' 

Finally. Cu11ningham. wrote that he felt Fae ·book's co11t 11t policy d cisio11s were "routinely 
influenced by political con iderations' to "avoid antagonizing powerful political players.'' He 
cornplain d that whil the con1pany's content-policy proce • ses could "easily, be n1a.de 
independ.ent '' they in tead went through the Public Policy team .. 231 

This arrang,ement-which Cunningham felt was peculiar to Facebook-was a conunon point of 
contention among integrity professionals. In June 2020, after President Trump posted that wl1en 
the looting start . tl1e sl1ooting starts Kaushik Iyer-an Engineering Director who ·worked on 
civic integrity at Facebook-"wrote a workplace note to his colleagues reco1nmending that the 
policy organization, which wa headed by Joel Kaplan and included both content and public 
policy., be broken 11:P to eparate out the incentive for decision-makers. 232 

Samidh Chakrabarti, head of the Civic Integrit)' team, similarly suggested on workplace that 
public and content policy hould' li,re in se,parate orgs. Vice President for I11tegrity Guy Rosen 
Jater told hl1n that "stich talk did not befit a leader at the company." 233 In July 2020, Chakrabarti 
d .b d h u • • b - · l 'd .h 1· · . · • • • . 'l r l· " .J:'· h•. escr1 • e t • e _.r1ct1on . etween 11s team an , t e po icy organ,1zat1on as a ow_1g 1t tor 1s 

23° FB-CAP-00005348. 
•231 ~~Last Day at Facebook provid d to S lect Committee h.ere: hlLQs://drive.g:oog]e.com/file/d/ qx.Ac
NIL nJFiPaYm2tBWqNho I hGTlzZJ ie\v .u p=:;;gharing. 
232 FB-CAP-00010299. 
23" FB-CAP-00009657. 
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colleagu.es. Chakrabarti also listed·. key d.ecisions," such as the newsworthniess exception and 
the deci ion not to fact check politicians, as lowlight alongside the blocking of n.ew protections 
for at-risk countries due to new policy requirements. In Janu.ary 2021, he would reflect that 
Ro en rarely stood up for them in cross-team meeting : Rosen had instructed the team to focus 
on implementing rather than influencing policies, which • 'marginalized the role of Product 
Management within tl1e integrity org' and led to worse product outco1nes.' 234 

Face book's senior leadership was aware of the e concern . In September, talking points for 
Chief Operating Officer Sheryl Sandberg at the company s integrity summit included a Ii ·t of 
"watcl1out" topics. One of thes was ''conti11ued requests to 'break up' the policy org '; ai1other 
warned that Facebook employees viewed t11e company - ''hate speech cl1allenges as policy 
problems, not detection ' or "enforceme11t gaps"; en1ployees felt that the company's publicly 
provided statistics on hat spe -ch r moval w -r mi, leading and. that policie were written so 
narro·wly that a great deal of hartnful content remained on the platfortn. Others were concerned 
about the platform's role in increasing political polarization. 235 (Notably, years before Joel 
Kaplan killed a project called. "common gro·und" that hoped to address polarization on the 
platform. )236 

Facebook's tolerance of inc-reasingly radical speech and hyper-partisan media may have 
accelerated polarization and. extremism in the - nited States. In hi· transcribed interview with 

Select Committee staff Brian Fishman said politicians have normalized and instrumentalized 
political violence. In his words, 'the more our politics use violent militarize-cl rl1etoric the harder 
it i to di tinguish a real threat from an exl1ortative political claim ' and "we· re in a place wl1ere 
this kind of thing is going to be more common. 237 Fishman fears there will be viol nc -in the 
2024 election if not before. 238 

He also worries that irresponsible rhetoric from political leaders has placed the burden of 
arbitrating political discourse on unelected social media companie • which are ill-positioned for 
this task with any sort of legitimacy, aying that ' the unwillingne s of political leadership to set 
reasonable boundaries on what is a.cceptable speech and what is not defers responsibility to 
social media companies in wa s we just should ne er want to gi e it to iliem. "239 

In assessing social media's contribution to the January 6th attack and the ri e of right-wing 
extremi m, it i important 11ot to lose ight of the offline drivers of the erosion of democratic 
norms in the United States. The mob which attacked the Capitol received. hyper-partisan, 
misleading, and incendiary messages on social media-b·u.t they also received them from 

234 FB-CAP-00007284; FE-CAP-00009657 .. 
235 FE-CAP-00010567. 
236 Brian Wofford. The In.finite Reach of"Joel Kaplan, Wired (Mar. 10, 2022), available at 
http. ://www.wired.com/story/fac book-joel-kaplan-washington-pol • tical-influence/. 
237 Brian Fishman Transcribed Interview 118:7, 115:9. 
238 Id. at 123:5. 
239 Id. at 118:7. 
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traditional media ( especially cable news television) and from the President. of the 
an,d hi political allies. 

ni ted States - - L, 

Social media is just one part of this larger media ecosyste1n, but it is an increa ingly significant 
one. 240 It matters when large plat£ orms reward certain kinds of discourse. In 2018, 1acebook 
staff publi hed an internal report claiming that representatives from political parties across 
Europe came to the platform with concerns about cha11ges to Facebook's raitking algoritluns, 
which determine what type of content u ers are likely to engage with and boo ts that in their 
feeds. 'The parties found that after those changes, they were rewarded n1ore highly for angry, 
11egative po ts about their opponent -and o an increasing proportion of their mes aging struck 
that tone. But privately, they asked the companies if their pages could be governed by a previou 
ver io11 of the algorithm which less hand omely rewarded vitriol and outrage. 

Later Facebook wo·uld consider decreasing the weight it gave to' angry' reacts in its ranking 
algorithm howe,rer, cognizant of the fact that US political campaigns factored those reactions 
into their co1nmunications strategie ·, the platf onn disc·ussed holding off until after the 
election. 241 

The experience of those European party officials has an eerie parallel in American politics. Eric 
Barber, a state lawn1aker from West Virginia who participated in the attack on the US Capitol, 
later told Select Committee staff that the beginning of his radicalization was when he noticed his 
campaign receive-d more engagement on social media if they posted an.gry n gative m , sage,. 
Stepping back from 2020 and the events of January 6th, it is possible to imagine that the 
cumulati v effect of charged. political discourse online contributed. to the mainstreaming of 
radical extremist. ideas that led individuals to attack the US Capitol on that day. Social media 
r fleet the state of our politics, but it is also a partial driver of them. 

In the absence o.f democratic legitimacy, Facebook stru.ggles with the trad.eoffs of content 
policy. I11tegrity work can in ol e comple tradeoff:. Ma11y ofFacebook~s break glass measure 
used imprecise computer algorithm..~ t.o gu.ess whether or not content is violative and either take 
action against that content or, in 01ne cases, escalate it for human review. Because of the sheer 
scale of content, human could not manually review more than a fraction of the content every 
day, and review capacity was a concern for ace·book during the election. 242 

During a 'briefing with the Select Com111ittee, Facebook stressed that this approach carries a high 
ri k of false positives which it accepted temporarily d.uring the el ction period. The company 

240 Id. at 119:7, 120:2. 
241 ~~Politica] Party Response to ~ 18 Algorithmic Change,' a document provided to the Select Com1nittee by an 
independent whistl blower. See aL_o FB-CAP-00001781 and FB-CAP-00013172. 
242 See FB-CAP-00010105, which notes that ''Global Operations capacity is nearly maxed out ; the COVID-19 
pandernic strained Facebook s content moderation efforts and combined with the election created a bottleneck where 
the upply of . taff struggled to meet demand. 
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said that these false positives (content, accou.nts, pages, or groups which are wrongly removed or 
demoted) have real consequences in the form of communities and conversations disrupted. 243 

As other Facebook employee and documents me11tion,. not jt1st protecting bt1t maximizing user 
' voice' is a. key priority for the compa_ny. 244 A June 2020 planning document for integrity efforts 
called "increasing focus on protecting voice an "intri11sic part of i11tegrity work ' ai1d higl1ligl1ted 
the creation of a team to study overenforcernent of Facebook policies. 245 

That ame month, CEO Mark Zuckerberg himself was o concerned about overenforcement that 
he requested briet1ngs on the su.bject from enior Facebook employees after the company acted 
againL. ta grou.p Zuckerberg joined. 246 Zuckerberg wanted the company to move toward a. posture 
where the values and intentions of groups held more way over how Face book enforced policy 
within that grou.p. In discussing thiL., one employee su.ggested that the company nlight not 
-enforce certain "low-severity violation , such as "low-tier hate speech, in private groups at 
all. 

Despite its concerns with u er voice a11d avoiding the perception of censor hip, Facebook, as a 
corporation,. is '.not a public forum,. 247 It is not an im,passive carrier of infor'.mation- Facebook 
actively shapes and inftu.ences what is at the top and bottom of users' newsfeeds. In some cases,. 
it does so for integrity and safety reasons and often it d.oe· so to boost engagement with, contecnt 
on the platfortn (which, in turn, allows it to serve more advertisements). In internal 
correspondence, Facebook employees recognize the company's elevated. responsibility to 
moderate content when Fac,ebook is actively boosting it. 24•8 

While hard interventions-the removal of accounts, groups, or content fro1n the platform
undeniably limit Hvoice ,, soft intervention such a downranking arguably do not because u ers 
have no constitutional right to boosted distribution on Facebook's service. Facebook score alue 
of ''maximizing voice ' rarely seems to grapple with this disti11ction or with whether the risk of 
false negative, is in fact higher than the risk of false positive· . 249 When ask d to comment on the 

243 Memo from May 12, 2022 Select Committee Briefing with Meta. 
244 Brian Fishman Transcribed Interview,. 70: 11. 
245 FB-CAP-00008372. 
246 FB-CAP-00008372; FB-CAP-00008650; FB-CAP-00008907. 
247 Ironically, , urvey, of Facebook users show that while perception of censorship is incr asing, it L a' low
intensity • harm which users ran ed as less bothersom.e tl1an bt Hying or other negative online experiences. See FB
CAP-00011151. 
248 FB-CAP-00000282. 
249 A. tated above, Beienneister did not dwell on this argument. It is important to spell out, however, because Mark 
Zuckerberg s 20 8 ' pivot' to free speech coincides with a series of policy decisions that reflect fears that 
accusation. of anti-right-wing cen orship would lead to regulatory con equences for· he company. See. for example, 
memo • ummarizing Select Committee interviews with former Facebook data. scienti t Tom Cunningham and 
Dmitry Boroda.enko. 
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distinction between hard and soft interventions and their respective itnpacts on speech, one 
Face-book representative m:erely stated to Select Committee staff that 'both. seem pretty bad. '250 

It i true that Facebook lacks the political legitimacy of a truly public civic space even though 
if often feels like one to its u.sers. Brian ishmru1 and other platform employees inte1·viewed by 
the Comnlittee believe that companies can help make up for this legitimacy gap by beco1ning 
more transparent about the steps they take to remove or demote potentially violative content on 
the platform. 25 

t Fi hman al o said that he believes navigating the trad.eoffs between false 
positives and fal e negatives should involve broader conversations between government, 
industry and civil society. 252 He warned that collective reflection on the u e of AI to make these 
kinds of decision· around online speech are an imperative, bee au e an event like January 6th 
"will l1appen again. '253 

250 Memo from May 12, 2022, S l ct. Committ Briefing witl1 Meta. 
251 Brian Fishman Transcribed Interview,. 76:16. 
252 Id. at 75:6. 
253 Id. at 62:5. 
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V. Alphabet (YouTube) 

On November 17, 2020·, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg and Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey 
te tified before the Senate Judiciary Committee on their handling of misinformation during the 
2020 election, leadi11g some obser ers to ask: 'Where is St1sru1 Wojcicki YouTt1be's CEO? 254 

De pite widespread election misinformation ,on Y o·uTube the company receives relatively little 
public scrutiny compar • d to Face book and Twitter. Some spe,culate tl1is is sirnply be.cause video 
is more difficult to analyze than text. 255 Y ouTube is, however, wo11hy of further investigation. 

The video sbarin.g platf or:m. nets over 14 billion visits each month from l. 7 billion uniqt1e 
users. 256 It is second only to Google among th,e most-visited websites in the world. 257 A Pew 
Research. Center stud.y revealed that 73% of U.S. adults say tl1ey use YouTube sitt1ating tl1e 
video platf orn1 atop the user rates of all other social media, including Face book, In ta gram, 
Snapchat, Twitter, and Wh.atsApp.258 And while platfor1ns like Twitter, Facebook,. and Instagram 
qualify a.. , ocial networking siteL. because of their emphasis on relationships and connections 
between u er ,. Y ou'T11be is in a league of its own as a ve el for influ.ence. Video generated by 
content creators tend to be hyper-focused reso11ating with viewers' interests need· and 
struggl s, and the dissemination of n.ew content on a weekly or even daily basis enables 
YouTube creators to ha ea frequent and sustained presence in a iewer's life. 

Unlike Twitter and Faceboo.k tl1e S lect Committee found Y ouT1.1be' s preparations foT the 
election to differ little from its general practic·e . While the company did apply a uniqt1e label to 
videos which m,ade claims regardin·g election fraud,. though this label was 1nore. generic .and less 
prominent thru1 other platformL . Y ouTube pu.bli hed a new policy against election 
delegitimization afte1· the December 9th deadline for tates to certify their electoral college votes. 
The policy did not apply retrt1a tively, allowing v id:eos p·u blished in the mo11th between the 
election and December 9 to continue attracting viewers. 

Since 2019, the compru1y has downranked content as essed to be borderline" in its 
reco1nmendation and s,earch features. However, Alphabet representatives told Select Committee 
staff that it was not possible to asses , how many view are received by borderline videos il1 

specific policy areas like election delegitimization., because the c.ompany do,es not retain that 
data.259 Similarly, counsel for Alphab,et confirmed that the company does not track data or 

254 Ev lyn Dou k Wh .Isn't Susan Wojcicki Getting Grilled B Congress? Wired (Nov.. 17 2020) 1 available at 
hLtp. ://www.wired.com/story/why-i nt-L usan-wojcicki-gelting-griUed-by-congress/. 
255 ''E1ection rnisinfor1nation contin·ues staying up on YouTube," The New York TiJnes (November 10 2020). 
hLtp. ://www .nytime. • .coin/2020/1 I I 10/lechnology/ Jeclion-1nisin ronnation-continues-staying-up-on-youtu be. html. 
256 ''Digita] 2022 Global Overview Report.'' Hootsuite. hllps://hootsuile. widen.neUs/gqpnnlzq6g/ ig:ita]-2022~ 
global-overview-f port 
25, id. 
258 Perrin & Anderson 2019 
259 Notes from July 13 2022, Select Committee Call with co 1n el for Alphabet 
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produce trend assessments related to specific topic'", such as violence and incitement that 
occurred. at specific junctures between Election D·ay and Jan,uary 6th. 260 

YouTube's content moderators remove ,,iolative content and demote ''borderline" content 
in recommendations. The company relies on a mix of automation and human review; before it 
releases a new policy, it trains algorith1ns on imilar content o it can proactively recognize it. 
This proces i iterative, and the algorithm improve with time. When the algorithm is not able to 
make an as es ment with a high degre,e of confidence or preci ion, the decision is reviewed by 
humans; Alphabet now employs 1nore than 22,000 content n1oderation taff for these purpo es. 
Whe-11 content is assessed by humans, Y ouTube u es 11ine-member panel of independent 
reviewers to make decisions. When these panels find that content does not violate YouTube 
policies but comes close, they designate this conte11t "borderline." Borderline conte11t is demoted 
in, earch and recomm ndation, .261 

Y ouTube' s election strategy includ.ed efforts to boost authoritative content. During the 
election, the company boo .. _ ted authoritative news to the top of its earch results; seventy percent 
of search results for election-related content were fron1 authoritative sources. There is no static 
list of authoritative new producer -in tead there is a dynamic li t of authoritative content. The 
company uses a range of signals to designate content' authoritative," inclu.ding inp11ts from 
Google News; independent review panels on 1nisinfonnation; the reputation of the outlet or 
creator; and whether or not it i satire. 

You Tube also labeled election fraud claims-but did so anemically. Like Twitter and 
Facebook YouTub label d lection fraud cont nt in li u of removing it. - nlike Twitter and. 
Facebook, it is not clear frotn available evidence if Y cu.Tube experimented with the size, 
placement and. language of thes . labels. Facebook for in. tance, found that the exact wording of 
a label and its perceived neutrality _ r lack thereof-can greatly affect how u ers perceive it. 
Twitter' labels were located protninently above the releva11t co11tent, and some were interstitials 
requiring users to click through them to view iolati e tweets. Y ouTube' s label are relati ely 
small, located below content, and carry a relatively neu.tral message. 

260 Id. 
261 Memo on May 16. 2022 Select Committee Briefing with Alphabet. 
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When a ked,. briefers from Google were not able to provide infor1nation about whether these 
labels were experimented with ,or ,evaluated for the effectivenes of their text, positioning, color, 
or other factors r lated to their content or appearance. 

YouTube's election fraud policy did not .apply retroactively and did not result in account 
suspensions until after January 6th. On December 9, 202·0, YouTube put into place a policy 
again t vi,deo. claiming election fraud .. This date was chose11 becau e it was the day after the 
"safe harbor' (leadJine for states to certif), their federal e]ection results. Fro1n 12/9 -- 1/6, the 
company removed more than. 2000 vicleos for violating this policy.262 

Notably, the compa11y did not apply this policy retroactively. The decision to retroactiv,ely apply 
a policy and remove violative video · alrea.dy on the platfor,n is made on a case-by-case basis. In 
thi case YouTt1be cho e the safe harbor deadline as the final date to debate the integrity of the 
voting process-but it considered claims of election fraud before December 9th to be permi sible 
political discotrr e and left then1 on the platforn1 after the policy was instituted. 263 This provided 
Yotl°Tube the appearance of neutrality but allowed continuing damage to faith in the election 
proces . 

262 Memo on May 16, 2022., Select Cornmittee Briefing with Alphabet. 
26. Id. 
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Ordinarily videos in clear violation of Y ouTube policy receive a warning, followed. by • 'strikes" 
to the uploader's a,ccou:nt. Strike· last for ninety days.264 Each strike i followed. by a suspenBion: 
one week for the fir ... t. strike two weeks for the second and then a permanent L. uspension for the 
third. For new policie like the election fraud policy, however, Y ouTube maintains a thirty-day 
grace period during which it will remove videos in violation of its policy but. issue no strike .... 
Y ou'Tube followed this practice for election fraud content, 1neaning the grace period ended on 
January 7th-the day aft.er the attack on the US Capitol. Further, the policy took a narrow view of 
what constituted ''electio11 fraud. • It primarily covered claims of irregularities in the voting 
proce s; other clai1ns that ·the election was administered' illegally' or was otherwise illegitilnate 
were not considered violative. 265 

Additio11ally, YouTube did not take steps to bait the term "Stop the Steal" as at1 ipso facto 
violation of it polici s until January 11 2021. 266 Ju ta with its broad r lection fraud policy, 
this reflected an approach that. only belated considered election denialism to be an ·urgent threat 
even after it was willing to adopt a more muscular approach following the safe harbor deadline. 
President Trump's account suspension ,vas an exception to YouTube Policy made in 
exigent circumstances. On January 6th, President Donald Trump's account recei ed a warning 
for violating YouTube s election fraud policy after posti11g a video of l1is Rose Garde11 speech. 
Y ouTube removed the video but. did not issue a trike because of the grace pe1iod (which lat.er 
ended one day early on January 7th). On January 12th, his account was suspended for one week 
in accordance with standard YouTube policy for violating YouTube s policy against incitement 
to violence. 267 On January ·26. however, YouTube took the unusual ·tep of extending that 
su pension inde.fhtitely. 268 On March 4th, YouTube CEO Susan Wojcicki announced t.hat 
Y ouTube would. maintain this suspension until it judg d th danger of violence had pas· ed .. 

Google official· told S l ct Committee staff that they will make that asses. ment using , ignals 
fro1n a vaiiet.y of sources, including government. st.ate1nent.',, law enforcement activity, violent 
rhetoric on Y ouTube, and intelligence reports from Google • s own teams. 269 Select Cormnittee 
staff confirmed with the briefers that there is no benchmark or set of 1netrics that would infonn 
YouTt1be's assessment that the risk of violence has receded· it is purely aj·udgement call based 
on available signals. 270 

o discussion of Y ouTube could. be complete without addressing its highly controversial 
recommendation algorithm. A key debate for those who study the u e of Y ouTube by h1ternet 

264 GOOG-HSCI-00000001. 
265 Memo on May 16, 2022, Select Committee Briefing ith Alphabet.. 
266 Note. from July 3, 2022, Select Committe • Call with Alphabet. Counsel. 
267 GOOG-HSCI-00001076. 
268 ~~vouTube extends ban on Trump amid concerns a.bout further violence 'The Guardian (January 27, 2021), 
http. ://www.theguardian.co1n/u. -new. /2021 /jan/26/youtub -trump-ban-susp nsion. 
269 ''A conversation with YouT"ube CEO Susan Wojcicki,' Atlantic Council (March 4 2021), 
https://www .atlanticcounc ·torg/event/voutubes-wojcic . l/. 
270 Memo on May 16. 2022 Select Committee Briefing with Alphabet. 
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subcultures and reactionaries more specifically is the power of algorithms versus the power of 
the rnor · structural, sy temjc i ues with what is allowed on the platform. The power of the. 
algorithm represents a key debate acros the various di ciplines with which social media, 
extremism, and tech inter. ect, wherein some argue that the platform's curati,on mechanis1ns 
e11abled extremi .. ts to thrive on Y ouTube while others believe that YouTube v.rould be a hotbed 
for radical ide,as even without 'the al.gorithm. 

Aware of the above concern , YouTube made ov r thirty revi .io11S to its recommendation 
algorithm in 2019.271 ·One change diversified the topics of recommended vid,eo . Others altered 
how the algorithm· s uses the l1undreds of signals that are used in ranking videos, including likes, 
dislikes, and survey resu]ts. 272 These cl anges also den1oted borderline •• content in 
recommendations. 273 

External acade1nic analy i..,, of these changes and their impact is n.ot conclusive. 214 There doe. 
seem to be emerging consensus that Y ouTube s recommendation systems do not drive ordina1y, 
non-radicalized users down deep rabbit holes toward overtly extremist content~ However, 
hardline, right-of-center conflict does seem to be 'stickier ' tl1an content ,on tl1e political center or 
left; viewers who co11Sume it spe11d more time watching political content than correspo11ding 
u.ser. of different perspectives, and the recommendations of user: who consume radical content 
still deliver content fron1 far-right and channels and influencers. Meanwhile, YouTube serves as 
a11 important conte11t repository for far-right tr ers aero the internet: many individuals airive at 
bord:er1ine conte:nt on th.e platform not through recommendations but through link· to Y ouTube 
content posted on Facebook Twitter, and Reddit a well as acros alt-tech and fringe platform .. 

In at1 October 9 2020, letter to Representative Lauren nderwood, YouTu.be claimed that the 
2019 changes to its algoritlun led tb a 70% average drop i11 watch time of bord.erline content 
coming from non-subscribed recommendations in the U.S.'' 275 In 2021, the company claimed 
publicly that experiments showed demoti11g salacious or tabloid-type content actually 
increased watcl1 tune by 0·.5% because some users find it -off-p11tting. 276 Y ouTube has not 

171 GOOG HSCf-00000386· GOOG-HSCI-00001 78· GOOG-HSCI-00006804. 
172 GOOG-HSCJ-000007 41 . 
173 YouTube trains its content n1oderation and recom~mendation aigo1ithrus with the help of panel of •external 
human evaluators~ these . valuator , 1nay lab l content as ' borderlin if it i · not cl arly violative but till pot . ntially 
ha1111ful or proble1natic. See GOOG-HSCI-00001 70. 
274 Consider ' ... an1ining tl consumption of radical cont nt on y·ouTub ./ Homa Hosseinn1ardi, Amir Ghasemian 
Aaron Clau et 1\4ar u, Mobius, David M. Roth, child and Duncan J. Watt August 2, 2021), available here: 
hllp. ://www.pnas.org/doi/ 10.1073/_pna .. 2101967 l 18·' Exploring B,ias and InforLnati.on Bubbles in YouTt:be s Video 
Recommendation Networks," Baris K~rde1nir & . itin Aga:rwa] (Janua1y l, 2022), available here: 
hllp. :/ /Jink., pringcr.con1/chapler/l 0. J 007 /978- -030-93413-2 15 ~ '·A11di6ng radicalization pathways on Yon Tube, 
Mano- I Horla Ribeiro Raphael Ottoni, Rob rt W st, Virgilio A. F. Almeida, and Wagn r Meira (January 27, 2020) 
available here: hllp. ://dLacm.org/doi/ahs/10.1145/ . '51095.3 72879; HEJection Fraud, YouTube,. and Public - -
Perception of the Legiitnacy of President Biden, 'Ja1nes Bisbe , M.egan A. Brown Angela Lai, Richard Bonneau 
Joshua A. Tucker, and Jonathan Nagler~ forthcoming draft provided to Sele-et Committee. 
275 GOOG-HSCI-00001378. 
276 GOOG-HSCI-00006804. 
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provided the Select Committee ai1y information on how many users bypass the recommendation 
by· ubsc1ibin_g to s11ch content on purpose· the above academic· tudies, however, suggest tl1at 
users who consu.n1e this borderline content often do so 011 purpose not because they are taldng 
algorithmic direction. 

In a May 2·022 briefmg, Select Co1nmittee staff asked Y ouTube if it saw a decrease in overall 
views on borderline co11tent, ,or on borderline content related to election fraud. The brief er said 
that Y ouTube doe not collect this data, making it hard to assess how popular this content i 
overall. 277 

The Select Committee ran experiments on YouTube to 'test the effects of the recommendation 
alg·orithm. Select Co1nn1ittee staff gathered a et of video a ~ eeds' to explore related videos. 
The. e eed videos were composed of five 'neutral·· videos a11d five '~right-wing' videos all O•f 

which cover allegations of election fraud witl1in the context of the 2020 presidential election. 
Se]ect Cornmittee taff categorized thetn qualitative1y ba ed oo asses ment of the video content 
published by· each channel. Then,. the,y collected all related video· and. then all of the related videos 
for those videos, creating a two-step proces for discovering Y ouTu'be recomme11dation . The 
results ar· summarized in two chart: 

iNu-ber of 1R. comm;enda ions 
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277 Memo on May 16; 2022, Select Committee Briet1ng with Alphabet. 
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The clear takeaway from these charts i that right-wing ,,ideo on election frat1d. link out to other 
right-wing and far-right content on a much more frequent basis than neutral video on election 
fraud. Its not close either: right-wing to far-right content made up nearly 60% of the top 100 
channel recomn1ended for the right-wing seed video and only 10% for the neutral S•eed videos. 
Perhaps even more triking. there w· re no far-right channels in the top 100 channels for the 
neutral seed video.., i while far-right videos - i.e .. , more extreme than the seed video - made up a 
substantial portion of recom1nendations for the right-wing seeds. 

Regardless of thes·e changes to the algoritl1m, YouTube's policy problems persist. Leading 
up to the. 2020 U.S. pre idential election, campaign ads for b•oth President Donald Trump and 
Vic·e Pre id.ent Joe Biden W·ere aired on YouTube cl1annels for white supremacists like the 
Ide11titarian move1nent. 278 This enables tl1e acto1\ respon ible foi- the channel to collect money 
from both campaigns. 279 The key takeaway here is no't that extremists were able to n1ake a profit 
otI mainstream American presidential campaigns, hl1t rather that i11ternational white upremacist 
groups were still operating openly on the platform as of July 2020. This 'bear a stark contrast to 
the ba1ming of individual partaking in far-right hate speech on Y ot1Tube including David Duke 
Richard. Spencer and Stefan Molyneaux, which happened in the sam • montb .. 280 As long a such 
content i readily available, anyo11e can see it. 

278 Mark Scott. YouTube Runs Tru"lP, Biden Campaign Ads Alongside Videos.from White 
' -

SuJJre,nacist. and Russian Media, Politico (July 7,. 2020), available at 
hLlp. :/ /www.polilico.com/news/2020/07 /07 /youlll be-ln1m12-biden-campai gn-ads-russi a-wh i Le-supr macist-350650. 
219 Id. 
280 Alex Hern YouTube Bans David Duke and Other US Far-Right Users The •Guardian (June 30,. 2020) available 
at http ://www .theguardian .. com/techno ogy/2020/jun/30/youtube-ban -david-duke-~ nd-other-u -far-righl-u er . 
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'The Committee conducted a second analysis of Y ouTube users who frequently used Stop 
the Steal rhetoric in YouTube comments between Election Day and Ja.nuary 6th. These 
u ers were tatistically more likely to comment on n1ultiple right-·wing channel and can spread 
conspiratorial narratives at disproportionate levels by serving as bridges betwee11 extreme and 
mainstreain influencers. The network topology of You Tube comn1enters on 18 tight-wing 
influencer channel how that, betwe,en Election Day and January 6th, Stop the Steal 
commenters created exten ive connectio11 between channel and communities. 

In the :network map below, blue node are channel and other nodes are commenters. The blue 
channel nodes are sized. based upon the. number of Stop the Steal comments they ho· ted between 
November 3, 2020 and January 6,. 2021. Analysis based on al1dience overlap data provided by 
Tubular Labs (specifically its "Audience also watched' function) demonstrate tl1at right-wing 
influencers hare significant portions of their audience. with each other. This overlap data al o 
shows that seemingly benign but conspiratorial influencer like Russell Brand can act as bridge 
themselves for audiences to cros over fron1 mainstream to right~wing communities . 
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The audience overlap data for the e injlt,encers further confinns that they have buil.t a strong; shared community 
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VI. Reddit 

Redd.it differs from Facebook or Twitter in that, rather than rely· on individual users and their 
com1ectio11s, it cultivates communitie . around hared intere ts and pseudonymity. 281 This 
functionality i similar to that een in Faoebook groups Telegram channels, and ubgroups 
within other forums (e.g., TheDonald.win as a community within the broader .win' site ). 

Redd.it did not play a noteworthy role in enabling in urrectionists to plan collaborate, or engage 
in outwardl)' violent di cu sion in the lead up to the attack on the Capitol. But like other sites 
tb,at allow for peop]e with shared interests to reverberate th ir beliefs within the confine of a 
bounded community- Reddit enable the creation a11d cultivation of echo chamber\c. The mo'" t 
notoriou. of those ecl10 chambers was found in rffhe_Donald a long-running ,ubreddit that was 
u ed as a forum for supporter of President Tr:un1p and had been the focus of repeated reports •Of 

violent content and hate peech. 282 The subreddit had almost 800,000 subscribers at its height of 
popularity and according to expert , . waB impactful becau .. e of it u ·er, ''funneling content 
shared or created by its 11sers to an audience of 'hundreds of thou ands of T'rump upporter and 
potentially millions of general Reddit u er . ' 

,Observer @CharlleSheenGO • Ju 23, 2016 

Replying to @parsca e 

r dditcom/ IT e_Do aid/ W~s my 5,ource for this. They find 
everything. 

Bra,d !P,a,rscale 
I 

- @pa seal 

@reddi Yes .. Vis:it there daily. 
10:36 • Ju 23, 2016 G) 

.Brad Pars ale nveeting about hi:s use of rmie_.Donald 

On June 29, 2020, Reddit finally httt 
down rffhe_Donald The deci ion to 
shut down r/fhe_Don,ald followed 
month of back-and-forth betwee11 
Reddit administrators and the 
subreddit _ community mod.erators, 
who had failed to flag content that 
included calls for armed activity b.Y 
militias in response to COVID-19 
lockdown . and potential violence 

againL t government official_·. 2:83 Documents provided to the Select Committee demonstrate that 
the quarantine proces dragged on for1nonths, with ubreddit moderator providing several 
detailed appeal months after the initial .action. 284 Reddit confirmed that users 011 the subreddit 

2s.1 Dr. Sain Be·mard HStatement for the Record: Reddit and r/The Donald '' . ubmitted lo the Select Committee on 
March 31 2022 .. 
282 Craig Timberg and Elizabeth .Dwoskin, Redclit Closes Long-Running Forum Supporting President Tru,nip A_fter 
Years of Policy Violations. Wa, hington Po. t (Jun. 29 2020), 
hLtp. :/ /www. washingtonpo l.co1n/Le hnology/2020/06/29/reddit-cJos ·-]on g-running-f orum-supporLing-pre. ident
Lrump-afl r-year -policy-violations/; see also. 
283 JA 6_0630; JA 6_0615 the latter document ·s Reddit s in_itial notification to subreddit users that the 
comrnunity was quarantined, a:nd the reason cited was ''content that encourages or incites violence," most recently 
'towards police offLcers and public ofl:1cia]s h1 O:regon.") 

284 JAN6_0617. 
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continued to upvote and engage with violativ,e content even after the offending posts were 
rer11oved suggesting that the problems with the coinmunity may not ·b easily fixed. 285 

When a subreddit is quarantined its functionality and ability to come across Reddit t1sers feeds 
is limited; for example, it from search results prev,ent advertisements from appearing, ru1d access 
to g,eneral user feeds. Howe er, a quarantine does not prevent members from viewing or po ting 
in the ubreddit even if user are prompted with a warning that the subreddit i quarantined. 286 

By the time that Reddit shut down the notoriou ubreddit-a year after its initial quarantine
mo t of the communities· users had ah·eady migrated to, The Donald. win, a new platform that had 
been created by the ·moderators to serve a,· a co:ntent moderation-free zone for the same audience. 
Moderators were directing users to the new ite by the time Reddit finally banned the 
ubreddit. 287 In fact, Jody Willian1s .a moderator of the subreddit who would go on, to buy 

TheDonald.\Vlll s d,omain, confirmed. that he and other moderators made posts encouraging 
people to n1ove o er' to the 11ew site. 288 

Willian1S said that the moderator of the subreddit actually believed that they would be banned 
'right away," and were surprised when they wer. give11 a protracted quarantine period in wllich 
they were able to freely promote a new, more openly extremist web ite.-·89 However Je .ica 
Ashool1, Reddit s Senior Director of Policy said tl1at she could not recall ru1y posts about 
TheDonald.win duri11g the period in whichr/The_D011ald was under quaranti11e. 290 In fact, 
Ashooh mphasized the drop-off in activity on the subred.dit after the quarantine wa • in1posed 
and characterized most of the posts as' inward-looking'; that is, abot1t the subreddit itself. 291 

This characterization of the final months of r/fhe_Donald neglects to n1 ntion th way that 
moderators such as Williarns deliberately used their continued ability to post on th,e platfo1111 as a 
means to promote their new web it. which v,.ras. according to Williams ' almost a like-for-like 
copy of Reddit. at least functional! speaking.' 292 

Williams explained that the tnoderators on r/The_ .. Donald were for the most part working ery 
har,d to remain on Re<ldi. which l1e aid was i1nportant given that the website would have a 
''better reach than any alternati es.' 293 He stated e plicitly that fu.ey were worried a lot of u ers 

285 Men10 on May 19 20:22 Selec. Committee Briefing with Reddit. 
286 Men10 on eb. 8 2022, Select Con:tnJ.ittee Briefin~ with Reddit. ... 
287 Robert Peck The Hate-Fueled Rise of rffhe_Donald-And Its Epic Takedown. Wired (Aug. ~ 2020) 
hltp. ://www.wired.com/story/the-h~ t -t"ue]ed-rise-of-rthe-donald-and-it -epic-takedown/. In a briefing with the 
Select Committee, Reddit explained that although quarantining a. ubreddit froze much of the activity of the 
. ubreddit moderators wer , till able to make and approve posts that w re vL ible to L ubscriber . See Memo on F b. 
8, 2022 Select Co1nmitt.ee Briefing with .Reddit 
288 Deposition of Jody William .. , 32:8. 
289 Id. at 32: I 6-25 .. 
•290 Memo on May 19, 2022, Select Committee Bri fing with Redd.it 
291 Id. 
292 Jody Williams Depa ition 13:23-24. 
293 Id. at 22:11-12. 23:13-15. 
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•• 'Would.n't convert" to another ~.ite if the subreddit wou1d shut down, which wou1d diminish the 
community's capacity to influence the 2020 election. 294 'This demonstrates the power of 
mainstream major social media sit-es and t-he potential influence they can have by 
deplatf orming violent, extremist communities. However, it also demonstrates the cost of a 
delayed react-ion to those communities. 

Williams testified that tl1e le11gth of the quarantine ''helped us a lot, of course ' and said that the 
userbase of TheDonald. win was "a wl1ole lot more than we expected' • because of the opportunity 
to advertise the new site on Reddit for so long. 295 Williams explained that the moderators of 
r/The _ Do11ald did not e pect to l1ave this opportunity and agreed that the "belief • was that the 
subreddit would be hut d.own as oon as they started promoting TheDonald. win. 296 The 
tra11 ition between r/The_Donald and TheDonald.win a preplanned trategy, to the extent that the 
su·breddit was fro en' at the same time' that TheDonald.win w·nt liv ·, in order to 'encourage" 
u _ ers to u . e the new site instead. 297 Despite this, the Committee was unable to establish that 
Reddit viewed. the emergence of TheDonald. win as an influencing factor in d.eciding to shut 
down rffhe Donald, which may have facilitated to the growth of the community. 

The banning of the r/The_Donald coincided with the implementation of a new policy again t 
hate speech that allowed Reddit to look more broadly at community dynrunics when determining 
whether to take action against a subreddit. 298 Reddit indicated that this new policy was targeted 
at r/fhe_Donald, but that it ended up being the final straw for the subreddit. 299 

Reddit' s actions against the ubreddit, l1owever protracted were appare11tly of i11terest to the 
Trump Administration. In. Octob r 2019 Ory Rinat,. former White House chief digital strategist, 
e1nailed Reddit to ask for more information about an article that alleged the ' suffocation'' of 
r/fhe_D·onald. 300 This outr ach is e pecially interesting given public reports that Dan Scavino 
repeatedly engaged with the subreddit and mined it for content to use on Trump's Twitter 
feed. 301 Reddit inforn1ed the Co1111ni ttee that this type of outreach was atypical, but that it was 
the only kind of contact it received from the Trump Administration on this issue and had no 
impact on the ·ultimate di .. position of r /The_Donald. 302 

Reddit's delayed reaction to r/The_Donald shows the problem with its user-mediated content 
moderation strategy, which continued throughout 2020. Although Reddit has maintained that it 

294 Id. at 23: 13-15. 
295 Jody Williams Depo, ition, 32:22-33:25. 
296 Id. at 36:14-17. 
297 Id. at 31 :20-32:6. 
298 JAN6_0666; see also Metno on May 19, 2022, Select Committe Briefing with Reddit.. 
299 Memo on May 19, 2022, Select C:om.mitt e Briefing with Reddit. 
300 JAN6 0756. 
301 Justin Hendrix, TheDonald. win and President Trump's Foreknowledge of the Attack on the Capitol, Just Security 
(Jan. 12 2022), available at http ://www.ju.tsecur·ty.org/79813/thedonald-\vin-and-pre ident-trumps-
foreknow ledge-of-the-attack-on-the-capitol/. 
302 Memo on May I 9. 2022, Select Committee Briefing with Reddit. 
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was not a major .. _ource of planning or calls for coordinated violence on Janu.ary 6th, its content 
moderation, efforts had. several critical failings that were es, en ti ally tied to the decentralized way 
that the platform proce .. _sed concerning content. Indeed, the platform enabled the spread of 
election-related disinforn1ation; the Election Integrity Partnership (EIP) found that rffhe_Donald 
was one of the top two misinformation-spreading sites in their entire dataset spanning 15 
platforms. 303 As of August 2020, Reddit did not have a single content moderation policy related 
to the election. 304 

The EIP highlighted several incidents wherein Reddit allowed for the amplification and 
proliferatio11 offal ehoods relating to the 2020 election. For example, conservative influencer 
and. verified Twitter u er, Elijah Schaffer, posted photos of a mail-in ballot disposal incident that 
allegedly took place in Sonoma, CA, on September 25 2020. He posted the photo t.o Twitter, 
which wer subs qu ntly pread across Gab, Parler and Red.dit. It is worth noting that the photos 
were from 2018 and showed empty envelopes that had been lawfully thrown away rather than 
ballot that were being illegally discarded. 305 

A right-wing activi t posted a video to Facebook that engaged with the conspiracy theory 
urrounding the use of Sharpie permanent markers at voting booths, and the consequent inability 

for those ballots to be counted. According to the irrvestigation by the Election Integrity 
Partnership, the video was later shared across YouTube, Twitter, Rumble, TilcTok, Parler, and 
Reddit. 

These incidents speak to Reddit s role in the social media ecosystem: it is a conduit of 
information nab ling the mass , pread of content including: links image· , and dis cu· sion within 
echo cha1nbers of like-minded u.sers. Indeed, though the aforementioned Sharpiegate conspiracy 
theory was swirling in early- to mid-Novemb r of 2-020, it L still being circulat don social 
media - including Reddit. 306 

Following the 2020 election, Reddit produced an internal after-action report that identified key 
items of constr1.1cti,1e criticism" that encotrrages more centralization of reporting processes and 
earlier planning for known risky events. The memo further noted that there was' no central 
tracking of all ele-ction-related escalations' ai1d that the commt1nity moderators were 
ov·erwhelmed by the influx of content. 307 

Reddit's content moderation operation ,vas not fully prepared for violence on January 6th. 
Altho·u.gh contemporaneous doc·u.ments pro·vided by Reddit indicate that there was not a dramatic 

303 The plat.forms analyzed were Facebook, Instagram, Twitt r, YouTub , Pint r ,_ t, N xtdoor, TikTok, Snapchat, 
Parler, Gab, Discord, WhatsApp, Telegram, Reddit, and Twitch. 
304 '~The Long Fuse: Misinfonnation and the 2020 Election. ' The Election Int grity Partnership. 2021. Pg. 214. 
305 ''The Long Fu e: Misinformation and the 2020 Election."· T'he Election Integrity Partnership. 2021. Pg. 5 8. 
306 A of Augu t 2022, per a review by Select Committee ocial media analy ts. 
307 JAN6_0285. 
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increa., e in violative content on January 6th the platfonn did not appear to remedy the problems 
it raised in its po,st-election after-action report. .. Accorcling to Reddit e·mployees had. a consta_ntly 
updated open-~ ou.rce dashboard throughout the post-election period to monitor related threats 
which did not yield significant indications of coordinated call to violence. 308 

Contemporaneous inte1nal documents from Reddit upport the e findings 309 but it is al o clear 
that Reddit was not prepared for ma ive • pikes in violent content. Internal meeting note from 
the po t-election period how that there were concerns that there is no ability to monitor th 
Reddit cl1at function, and that there may need to be • ml1lti-reddit monitoring·' if n1arches on 
capitol occurred. However, the a.g nda states they are 'unlikely ton ed all-hands on deck .. 310 
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Jn.ternal Reddit analysis of' election-related mi information, 

The fact that R·eddit was not the site of massive organizing before a11d during January 6th hould 
n.ot diminish the problematic content that ~vas on th • ite relat d to the attack. Email traffic 
indicates that there was a need to censor personal infonnation related. to Speaker P,elosi and 
operations that were 1nobilized after the fact to control proble111atic content. 

However a. Red.dit emplo·yee VvTote that these a:utomatic operations were· the best real-time 
solution but i111IJossible to tay on top of it b/c of the a1nount of i11bound content." TI1e same 
email chain. L hows that use1·s were banne-d on January 6th becau.se ,of glorification of violence, 

308 Memo on Feb .. 8, 2022. Select Committee Briefing with Reddi __ 
309 See e.g .. JAN6_0279 JAN6_0324. 
310 JAN6_0294. 
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although this inclu.ded both anti-protester and pro-protester sentiment. 311 On J anu.ary 8 2021,. 
Reddit perm,an,en tly ban:ned r/do:naldtru:mp for repeated violations. 312 

Reddit's content moderation practices came under strain in the face of organiz-ed far-right 
extremist movements. Just as Reddit experienced protracted debate ... with moderators of 
r/The_Donald, its user-mediated content moderation effort also faced challenge later in 2020. 
While Reddit was flagging prominent pieces of election disinformation, it faced pushback from 
moderators of pro-Trump forums about whether and how fast content hould be removed. 313 The 
overwhelming majority of subreddits that received prompts to better monitor election-related 
content were pro-'Trump forums. 314 

Give11 that 9·7% of content i moderator-removed 011 Reddit, thi pre ents a major problem with 
how th platform removes disinformation amidst coordinated. campaigns surrounding specific 
event ,. su.ch as the election. 3 l5 Reddit indicated that lightening the load of u. er-moderators is a 
~'constant theme" of Reddit' s strategy and that, unlike other platforms under in estigation by the 
Co1nmittee, it does not belie·ve it is the job of u .... er-moderators to do ba e-level content 
moderation. 316 However, the experience of r/The_Donald, where Reddit told the Committee that 
it wa unable to find better moderator to co11trol the policy-violating content, expo e danger 
that are inherent to user-mediated content moderation. 317 

Inter11al analy is by Reddit howed that. the va t majority of election-related mi - and 
disinformation occurred in ju· t 15 subreddits include r/conservative r/ttump,. r/donaldtt·ump, and 
r/conspiracy. In addition, over 1 0OK user were banned for behavior during the election season, 
belying Reddit's assertio·n that it was not a 1najor vector of dangerous narratives in 2020. 318 

Ov rail, R d.dit app ars to have had a bett r handle on pot ntially violent content and 
disinformation on its platform than some of its peers, but the crumsiness of its content 
n1oderation operation left room for such narratives to take hold on far-right comers of the 
website. This reflects a broader pattern of delayed responses, that allowed r/The_Donald to stay 
active for long enough for its users to migrate to its more extreme successor,. TheDonald.win. 
According to Jody Williams, theDonald.win had "immediate'' access to a userbase of 
"hundreds of thousands of people" ,vho were associated with r/T'he_Donald, which proved 
to be an enormously important launching pad for the website that would become a staging 
ground for the attack on January 6th.319 

31 I JAN6_0279. 
3 t2 JAN6 0324. 
313 JAN6_0285. 
31•4 JAN6_0568. 
JIS JAN6 0351. 
316 Memo from May 19, 2022, S l ct. Committ Briefing witl1 Reddit. 
317 Id. 
318 JAN6_0285. 
319 Jody Williams Depo ition, 33:1-14. 
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TikT'ok i a social n1edia application for sharing ·hort-form videos. The platfon11 is owned by 
ByteDa11ce a technology company based in China. Started in 2018 as the inter11ational 
equi alent of a Chinese app called Douyin, TikTok grew quickly h1to one of the world s largest 
social media platforms. 320 Because of its rapid growth and the nature of the content shared on the 
platform,. it is a space ripe for the quick, unmitigated pread of information" - for better or worse. 
Online l1arms e perts have described TikTok s content moderation guidelines as thorough when 
compared with those of other mainstream social media platforms; the issue i , according to those 
experts,, hoddy enforcement of the existing policie .. 321 Indeed experts have c1i"ticized the 
platform for overl. censoring people of color, members of the LGBTQ+ community, and
a,ccording to TikTo~k's inter11al docume11ts - fhe 'ugly' and "poor' while disin,formatio11 and 
extremist content are allowed to remain. 322 

Internal documents provided to the Select. Committee demonstrated that TikTok was working 
quickly to esta'blish content moderation policies in advance of the US 2020 election. 323 As it was 
standing up these policies, TikTok wre tied with unique political scrutiny; its origin in China 
had attracted suspicio11 in national ecurity policy circle a11d outright ho tility from President 
Tntmp, who tried to ban the platform from operating in the United States in the fall of 2020. 324 

Overall Tik.Tok does n_ot appear to have been a major source of news and information for the 
perpetrator of the J a11uary 6th attack. However, the platform s growing popularity has 
increa, ingly made it a place for political content in the months -inc· January 6th. T'kTok 
contirrues to attract the mix of hyper-partisan commentator ,. conspiracy theorists, and extremists 
active on other platforms. For these reasons, it approach to civic integrity is relevant to 
u.nderstanding and preventing the risk of political ·violence in future elections. 325 

TikTok's approach to civic integrity was very much under construction in mid-2020 as it 
rushed to prepare for the election. TikTok policy docu.ments from June 2020 reveal that the 
platform did 11ot ' have policy coverage to s11fficiently address the broad scope • of mis- and 
disinformation. Over the 11ext month,. TikTok worked to establish three new policie 011 synthetic 
1nedia. (sometimes called' d epfakes"), manipulated. media (deceptively edited media, ometimes 

320 ''TikTok: The story of a social media g· ant ' BBC (August 5th 2020); • 'TikTok to rank as the third larges . social 
net\vork, 2022 foreca t note ' TechCrunch (December 20 2021). 
321 Dr. Gabriel Weimam1 and I a:talie Masri,. HHate on TikTok:·• GNET. July 7 2020 ht .ps://gnet-
re. earch.org/2020/07/07/hate-on-tik ok/; Abbi · Richards, Inter iew with the Sel ct Committee, F bruary 1, 2022. 
322 Abbie Richards, Interview ,.vith the _ elect Committee, Februaty I 2022; Ale . Hern, HTikTok 'tried to tilter out 
videos frotn ltgly,. poor or disabled users',' The Guardian, March 17, 2020, 
http. ://www.theguardian.com/t chnology/2020/mar/ 17 /tiktok-tried-to-filler-oul-videos-f rotn-ugly-poor-or-di. abled
users. 
323 TT16SC_0001398. 
324 ''Trump issues orders banning TikTok and WeChat from operating in 45 days if they are not sold by Chinese 
parent cornpanies" CNN (April 28, 2022). 
325 ''On TikTok, Election Misinformation T"hrives Ahead of Midterms.," New York Times (August 14. 2022).. 
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referred to as "cheapfakes"), and coordinated inauthentic behavior (a term u.sed by ... evera1 other 
platfor1ns a well as experts to d:escribe groups of actor· who u, e fake a sets-such, as accou:nt 
and pages among others-to deceive users). TikTok also pas ... ed newly approved policies on 
medical and dangerous misinformation as well as f al e news and election misinformation to its, 
at the time, recently created Integrity Operations Teatn. 326 

The number of staff dedicated to this is ue was small but growing. The size, re ponsibilities, and 
11ame of relevant teams were still being defined just months before the 2020 election. 327 An 
Arrti-Abuse team responsible for implementing these policies had only one n1en1ber when the 
policies were written. 328 As for the Integrity Operatio11 Team, which was also respon ible in part 
for these policies, one staffer was unaware TikTok had • uch a team. (A colleague had to explain 
that it referred to a group of content moderators whose function was being expanded.) 329 

Like other large platfor1ns, TikTok also wre. tled with ho·w to 1noderate misleading content 
without attracting accusations of censorship, e pecially when the mis- and disinformation 
benefitted the political right. On July 28 2020, one TikTok taffer modified the de criptions of a 
policy proposal on mi - and disinformation because otherwi e it may pick up much of ox 
News." 330 (In a briefmg with TikTok s Head of .Safety, they told Select Committee staff that it is 
normal for Trust & Safety teatns to discuss edge cases.) 331 

Tik.Tok crea.ted a 24/7 "War Room' to prepare for the election. Thi ce:nter included fifty 
peopl from across different policy and. functional teams including those dedicated violent 
extremism, hate pe,ech, investigations, and fact-checking, among others. The War Roon1 was 
meant to han,dl escalated policy questions and identify threats and. tr nd, . On January 6th the 
War Room monitored for •extremist organization activity. 332 

In a briefing with Select Committee staff, TikTok representatives did not recall receiving 
warnings fron1 law enforcement about violence before January 6th. Stronger signals can1e fro1n 
third party threat detection teams that monitored the rest of social n1edia for trends that 1night 
migrate to TikTok such as Stop the Steal and SharpieGate. 333 

TikTok was slow to de ignate violent extremi t organizatio11 on the platform despite receiving 
intelligence briefings on the subject. T ikT ok' s userbase skews younger than those of Facebook 
or Twitter. Its primary demographic is also younger than most of those arrested for attacking the 

326 TT16SC_0001408. 
327 TT16SC_0001501 - 1503 .. 
328 TT16_SC.0001420. 
329 TT16SC_001474. 
330 TT16SC_0001408. 
331 Memo on May 24. 2022, Sele.ct Committee Briefing with TikTok. 
332 For more on TikTok's January 6th operations, .ee TT16SC_00000717 and TT16SC_00000609. 
333 Memo on May 24. 2022, Sele.ct Committee Briefing with TikTok. 
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US Capitol on January 6th almost two thirds of whom were older than 35. 334 This does not mean 
that extremism had. no home on, TikTok in, the lead. up to the attack on the Capitol; on th,e 
contrary militias like the Three Percenters maintained a prese11ce on the platform. 335 TikTok was 
slow to recognize ome of these group : documents provided to the Select Committee ugge t 
that the ' Boogaloo" movement., for example, was not designated a violent. extremist organization 
until April 2,021, much later than when Facebook made the ame decision. 336 

However, with regard to other groups and mo, 1ements, TikT'ok's approach to trust & 
safety overlapped significantly with peer platf·orms. TikTok uses proacti e keyword sweeps 
and machine learning tools for identifying iconograph)' to detect violative content and accounts 
associated. with banned organizations and movements. Proactively detected videos and accounts 
can be sent to l1U1nan moderators for review· "hunt teams" can also search for networks of 
violating account or other threat' that the Safety Team should be aware of. 

Like its peer , TikTok also uses soft actions to demote content. In Septen1ber of 2020, the DNC 
sent a message to TilcTok raising concerns about QAnon content on the platform. TikTok's 
response emphasized that this content was in violation of it community guidelines and ·that 
company policy was to "remove content and bat1 accounts. '337 But like Twitter, Facebook, and 
You.Tt1be,. TikTok sometimes relies on soft actions to' grayzone'' borderline content; if a video 
includes a certain number of flagged tenns, TikTok automatically reduce its distribution while 
the Safety Team asse ses whether it is violative content or critical commentary. TikTok will also 
prevent such videos from appearing on the ''for )'OU ' pa.ge wher -they are algorithn1ically 
recommended to u er . They can al o be banned from search. 338 

TikTok estimates this strategy was effective. Regarding QAnon content, the company believes 
that 90% of videos i11 the gra.y zone" received fi·wer tl1an a thousand views while ortly 1 % 
received over ten thousand. 339 That said, as with You.Tu.be even if content is not recommended 
and/or barred from search, some users inevitably find it by following specific individual accounts 
or through links distributed on other platforms. Therefore, the borderline content strategy is 
flawed; sO1ne of the videos which broke t.hro·u.gh the' gray zone" received millions of views. 

334 ~AM RICAN FAC OF INSURREC 'IO : Analy is oflnct·v·duals Charged for Storming the US 
Capitol on January 6th, 2021 Chicago Project on Security & Threats (January 5, 2022). 
http. ://d3qi0qp55mx5f5.cloudfront.nel/cpo. l/i/docs/Pap - Atnerican Face of Insurrection (2022-01-
05) l .pdf?1ntime= 1641481428. 
335 '~Far-right tnilitias are using TikTok to organize and recruit ne,:v fo1lowers Media Matters for America (January 
I 2, 20221 ). A vailabl at: https:/ /www .1nediamatters.org/j anua1y-6-insurrection/far-right- 1nilitias-are-using-tiklok
organize-and-recruil-new-followers. 
336 TT16SC_0001615. 
337 TT16SC_0000277. 
338 Id. 
339 TT16SC_0001749. 
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Broad demotions like this can be effective, but they also cause collateral damage and are not 
foolproof. 340 Like Fa.cebook, tl1e co'.mpany worried about 'o,,erkill in this strategy, noting that 
some of the top videos from gray-zoned accoun~ were not violative. 341 

TikTok also has a strike system for account violations: strikes are weighted ba'"ed on the policy 
violation. The company also looks closely at ~'sole purpose' accounts- for exainple, if an 
account mostly dedicated to sports po ts a few QAnon video, that video will be removed but the 
account nlight not be demoted, watch-Ii ted, or banned. If the level of violative content increases, 
the account may eventually be removed. 

On other key issues, TikTok's policies were ahead of its peers. In co·ntrast with Facebook, 
TikTok was able to respond to Stop the Steal quickly becau e its election misinformation policy 
already prohibited de]egitimi ation. 342 TikTok .-taff told the Select Committee that this policy 
applies at all times globally and is one of the most everely prohibited f or1ns of harmful 
misinformation. Recent reporting provides an example of how determined u ers can circumvent 
this polic:y: while #StoptheSteal is banned,. -u.ser. who search for alternatives like #stopthe .tealll 
can still find relevant content. 343 

According to an au.dit of 29 tech platforms conducted by Tech Against Terrorism for the Select 
Cormnittee, 'TikTok clarified on Jru1uary 7, 2021, that Trump's speeches, where he reiterated 
claims of a fraudulent election,. were being removed on the grounds that they violate the 
company's misinformation policy.'' 344 This action was not taken wid.ely across other platforms. 

Also unlike Facebook, TikTok's Safety team sits und ·r different leadership than its public 
policy, commu.nications and legal team. This structure may help separate out conflicting 
incentives betwe .n content mod .ration and gov rnm nt r lations. 345 

TikTok s policy on i1nplicit violence seetns more assertive thru1 Twitters: it removes implicit 
threat of violence from the platf or1n, uch as videos in which user panto1nime cocking a gun. 346 

Like other platforn1S, TikTok waited until it was too late to act decisively and enforce policies 
again t videos featuring President Trump. According to a11 audit of 29 tech platforms conducted 
by Tech Against Terrorism for the Select Committee 'TikTok clarified on January 7, 2021, that 

340 Id. 
341 TT16SC_0001749. 
342 For more on the development of the mi. info1mation policy, see TT16SC_000I398. 
343 '~On TikTok El ction Misinfonnation Th.riv s Ahead of Midterms '' New York Times (August 14, 2022). 
344 Tech Against Terrorism, '~Examining Tech Platfor1ns' Moderation Actions and PoFcies Rela ed to the Attack on 
January 6 and Their Impact on Online Extremist Behaviour,' submitted to the Se]ect Committ eon March 30 2022 
in respon e to a reque for an expert v,,1itnes . tatement for the record. 
345 Memo on May 24, 2022, Select Committee Briefing with TikTok . 
.346 Id. 
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Trump's . peeches, where he reiterated claims of a fraudulent election were being removed on 
the grounds that tl1ey violate the co1npany's misinform,ation policy. 347 

TikTok acknowledges that its recommendation system can create harmful rabbit holes of 
radical content. 348 It is worth noting that TikTok's recommendation system is different than that 
of YouTube' s or Face book s, which are largely based on wl10 a user is alread}' following and 
whose conte11t a user is actively engaging with; Y ouTube, in particular, emphasizes connections 
over context. While external studies exa1nining TikT ok' s recommendation algoritlun have 
already been undertaken and provide u eful insights, the Select Committee designed its own 
experiment. Tl1e Conllllittee s Tik.Tok study revealed that even with minimal engagement, the 
platforn1's reco1nme11datio11 algorithm can still steer users down "rabbit 'holes.' 

For xample, one of th • profil • s we created - a fictional 41-year-old female fro·m Acton, 
Massachusetts - quickly accelerated fro1n random content with no apparent theme to overtly 
right-wing content. After 15 minute of scrolling~ with no engagement beyond simply watching 
videos, meaning no liking,. downloading or sharing of the videos - the algorithm began howing 
our user TikToks centered around the Johnny Depp v. Amber Heard court case. 100% of the 
Tik.Toks showt1 to 'Alice· about this court case were pro-Depp and/or anti-Heard. It took 55 
minutes of scrolling with no engagement. to reach pro-Elon Musk TikTok content. 

From there, the content veered away from Depp v. Heard and instead featured a mix of the 
fo11owing: Joe Rogan podcast clips· pro-US military content; conspiracy-centric content, 
featuring conspiracies about Jeffrey Epstein, President Vladimir Putin being ill, humans 
collectively living in a simulation Freddie Mercury's death, the Titanic s si11king, 9/11, and the 
Freetnasons, among others; religious content, specifically that which aligned with Christianity; 
and. ad,ditional pro-Elon Musk content. 

It took 1 hour and 8 minutes for "Alice" to be served pro-Trump content after absolutely 
no engagement with any specific TikTok videos. Within ·even nlinute of reaching pro-Trump 
TikToks 'Alice" reached esoteric (i.e. "third eye") content. The next video was one featuring 
Joseph Goebbel , the chief propagandist for the azi Party and Third Reich. 

Inunediately thereafter, our fictional user was shown a TikTok from @thedailywire, featuring 
right-wing influencer, Ben Shapiro. While casually scrolling for another 1 hour and 42 minutes, 
our fictional user was increasingly fed content that fell clearly into the categories of anti-
f etninism, anti-LOB TQ+ spiritual awakening and the metaphysical, various conspiracy theories,. 
Christianity an"d. Nazism. Additional content featured Joe Rogan,. Elon Musk,. Donald Trump 
Ron DeSantis all demon.trated in a neu.tral or positive way. This isjt1st one of the Committee's 

347 Tech Against Terroris1n, 1~Examining Tech Platforms' Moderation Actions and Policies Related to the Attack on 
January 6 and Their Impact on Online Extremi .t Behaviour,'' submitted to the Select Committee on March 30, 2022,. 
in respon e to a request for an expert wi nes tatement for the record. 
348 TT16SC_00000791·TT16SC_00001749. 
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experiments that ftuther evidenced the power of TikTok's recommendation algorithm in creating 
rabbit holes toward potentially harmful content. 

In a briefing with Select Committee raff, company representatives said that their Safety T'ean1 
works with the Product Team on projects related t.o filter bubbles. One techniqu.e for addressing 
this is ~'dispersion,· or efforts to reduce den ity in the nu1n·ber of u ers who are referred primarily 
one type of content. This can be done for conspiracy theories and political extremism but also for 
11on-political harms like promotion of eating disorder . 349 

TikTok s process for review of high-profile account applies to a small number of u er , mo tly 
in the realm of culture rather than politic . Like Twitter and Facebook, TikTok u • es a econd 
layer of review for high-profile individuals. According to company representatives, only four or 
fiv • people can add to th·s list and tl1e company is working to "wlify" its approach globally over 
time. As with Facebook s • Crosscheck' program, TikTok says the purpose of this list is to avoid 
high-profile false positives. In the United States, TikTok repre entatives told Select Committee 
staff that. about. two h"u.ndred people are on thi list and mancy of them are celebrities,. rather than 
political figures. Neither presidential candidate in 2020 maintained a presence on TikTok. 350 

349 Memo on May 24, 2022, Select Committee Briefing with TikTok. 
350 Id. 
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VIII. Key Alt-Tech and Fringe Platforms 

Beyond the larger more es tab] ished tech companjes,. -mall er social media platforms also played. 
a key role in enabling the organization of far-right group in advance of January 6th. In ome 
instances, these platforms played a key role in allowing actors to orchestrate the attack or send 
ot1t coordinated calls for violence. According to the expert witness statement provided by Tech 
Against Terrorism to the Select Conunitt e351: 

' During the two months between the November 3, 2 020 election and January 6, 2021, the 
·stop the Steal' movement gathered momentum and su.ppo1t fron1 a range of extremist 
group online including the Proud Boys, the Three Percenters, the Boogaloo Bois, a well 
as other radical pro-·Trump activi t and adherents to the QAnon conspiracy theory. 352 

During th,ese m,onths these group, and individuals were active on, a ran,ge of O'.nline 
platforms t.o discuss their view · on the elections, plan offline events, and incite each 
other. Based on, our '.monitoring and third-party pre. s reportin,g this took place on, a wide 
range of platforms includi11g Facebook and Twitter. as \Vell as more fringe 'alt-tech 
spaces like Telegram, Parler, Gab, and MeWe. 353' 

Several of these._ ites are relatively recently fo-u.nded "alt-tech'' platfortru designed to mirror the 
affordances of existing mainstream platforms. Parler, for instance, mirrors Twitter; Gab mirrors 
Facebook· and the ·d.ot win' comm:unities mirror Reddit (where TheDonald.win originated a. 
the' r/the_donald subreddit). 'Alt-tech sites uch as Parler and Gab expanded in the ru11-up to 
the 2020 election as more mainstream platforms began to take ome action again t violent 
content and user who were spreading disinformation. 354 The lack of formal, proactive 
moderation policie make it diflicult for these platform to detect. and deter violent content, 
making them staging grounds for the attack. 355 

The e sites in particular were born•e from users - desires to spread disi11f ormation, encourage 
violence, and livestr am and/or of£. r words of support for terrorist attacks without cont. nt 
moderation or, in their word.s, 'censorship." One expert testified to the Select Committee that 
the e platfor1n - were beset by' pro'ble1ns tl1at ~had been pr· sent on the 1nain,strea1n platforms' but 

351 Tech Against Terrorisn,, " -xamining T ch Platfonns' Moderation Actions and Porci s Related to the Attack on 
Janttary 6 and Their Impact on Online E· tremist Behaviour,' submitted to the Select Co1nmittee on March 30 2022, 
in response to a request for an expert witness statement for the record. 
352 Holt, Jared, After the Insurrection: Hoiv Domestic E:XtrernistsAdapted and Evolved After the January 6 US 
CaJJitol attack, Atlantic Council (Jan. 4, 2022), available at hup. ://www .atlanticcounciLorg/in-depth-research
reports/report/after-th. -insurrection-how-domestic-extremi t -adapted-and-evol ved-after-the-january-6-us-capitol
auack/. 
353 Cri zis Meili, Galloway Brad (2021), From MAGA to th Fringe: What was Happening Online B fore th · 6 
January Insurrection and What Can We Do 1ow? Global Network on Extremism & Technology. 
354 Exp .rt Statement of Candace Rondeaux. 
355 A de .cribed in the paragraphs belo\v, Parler had some formal content moderation policies in place, though they 
pale in comparison to main tream platforms. 0 her alt- or fr·nge platfo1m were founded in direct hostility to the 
concept of content moderation and had few to no policies in thi area. 
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which were "exacerbated by an even greater lack of control and responsibility ... and the 
coalescing: of eparate anti-governme'.nt group into single online communitie , creating 
intellectually coherent and self-suppo1ting narratives completely detached from reality ."356 

Fringe platforms are tho .. _e that are relatively uniqu.e in their affordances. In particular, the~_e 
platforms have been used ·to post terrorist manifestos, livestreams of terrori t attacks, and 
terrorist propaganda, including manuals that provide guidance on how to carry out attacks. ,Some 
expert refer to the e platforms as niche, wl1erei11 "users readily encounter explicit extreme 
content. "357 This category includes forums like 8kun and 4chan, and me saging platforms like 
Telegram. Though the aforementioned forums were founded for fairly benign rea on , they have 
metastasized. into hotbeds for antisemitism racism,. mi -ogyny, violent rhetoric,. hate speech, and 
even child exual abu e material. 'The QAnon conspiracy movement originated on 4chan and 
th -n spr ad. to Skun b -fore making its way to mainstrea·m platform - like Face book, Y ouTube 
and Twitter, a1nong others. It is no surprise, then that each of these platforms played a role in 
creating the conditions - and even enabling the planning and coordination - for the attack on the 
US Capitol on January 6th. 

For example, Parler's lack of content moderation resulted in a flood of violent content that 
caused employees to reach out to federal law enforcement. Parler's promise as a moderation
free alternative platform made it a breeding ground for extremism and violent content in the run 
up to January 6th. Although Parler was founded as a "free speech alternative' platform in 2018, 
it saw a ma sive increase in its us rba. e during 2020 and. spikes in activity that coincide,d with 
Black Live-s Matter protests and Stop the Steal events. 358 By the time of the election, prominent 
cons rvatives and. far-right extremist groups, . uch a. the Oath K epers,. had both migrated to 
Parler, making the platform a centerpiece of the campaign to undermine the legitimacy of 
President Trump s loss. 359 

Emails obtained by the Conunittee de1nonstrate the depth of extremisn1 on Parler leading up to 
the attack, to the extent that Parler employees were concerned about the possibility for violence 
on the day of January 6th

. The Select Committee's investigation found that while Parler was 
more tolerant of ex·tre1nist content than mainstream platforms, the shocking increase in violent 
rhetoric and explicit preparation between users to commit acts of violence concerned the 
platform enough that it reached out to law enforcement with concern . 360 

356 Kingdon., A. & Fuller~ C. The Rise of Alt-Tech and the Role of Gab in the January 6th Insurrection.'' Submitted 
o the Select Committee on April 7 2022. 

357 Williams, H .A. & Evans, A. T. ~ ·Extremist Use of Online Spaces." RAN-D. Submitted to the Select Committee on 
April 25. 2022. 
358 Id. 
359 Parler: Where the Mainstream Mingle with the Extreme ( ov. 12. 2020). available at 
https://www.adl.org/b]og/par[er-where-the-mainstream-ming[es-\vith- he-extreme· Mike Isaac and Kellen Browning 

Fact-Che ked on CFacebook and T•vitter, Conservatives Switch Their Apps, New York Tim"es (Nov. 11, 2020), 
available at https://ww>vv. nytinies.com/2020/] 1 / 1 /technology/parler-rumble-newsmax.htn1 l. 
360 See, e.g. CTRL0000007435. 
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The implicatio11s of Parler's minimalist cont nt ·mod ration policies are clear from tl1e nature of 
the threats that it conlfilunicated to federal law •enforcement prior to the attack. While 
cormnunication between law enforcement and Reddit-another platform that utilizes a. user
n1ediated content moderation sy .. ten1-focused on discrete instances of voter intimidation or 
election-related misinformation, the threat that Parler elevated to the FBI were alarmingly 
violent and. pecific, in son1e cases advocating for civil war.361 At one poit1t, a Parler employee 
told the· FBI in a January 2 2021 mail that tl1e)' were 'concen1ed about Wednesday .. "362 

One fJ.f the posts that Parler re11orted to la1rv e11force1nent JJrior to January 6th. 

Tb.ese call for violence did not abate after the attack it elf. Parler al o saw call . for an armed 
invasion of D.C .. follo1tving January 6th, with calls to ''shoot your ~ray' into the city if it was 
blockaded on It1auguration Day. 363 It also included calls for n1ass targeting of civilians in the 
weeks prior to January 6th.364 

Ne·vertheles ,.throughout thi time Parler appeared to rely largely on a content moderation 
structtlre tl1at was reliant on inter11al reports from users and a "Commtl1nty Jury" to 1nake enforce 
decisions on content. 365 In general, it ought to e1nulate a content n1oderation approach that was 
~'viewpoint 11 utral and was allegedly 1nodeled on tl1e First Am ndment. 366 

To that end, it is not clear what kind of proactive monitoring of content ·was present prior to 
January 6th or put in place following the attack. Former CEO John Matze claim that he wa 

361 See, e.g .. CTRL0000007432, CTRL0000007439 CTRL0000007439. 
362 CTRL0000007 435. 
363 CTRL0000007 444. 
364 CTRL000000781 l. 
365 CTRL000000781 I· CTRL0000007907 · Terms of Service mentionjng th Communjty Jury). 
366 CTRL0000007907. 
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pushed out of his position by the Board of Directors because he was advocating fol" stronger 
co·ntent ·moderatjon rneasure,. to re1nove content from groups • ucl1 as QAnon, which he felt was 
necessary to prevent a recurrence of the attack on the Capitol. 367 In his deposition with the 
Committee, Matze refuse,d to answer any substantive que tion , including about whether Parler 
saw an increase in coordi.t1ated calls to violence by extremists in the W•eeks leading up to the 
Capitol attack. 368 

The ·Comn1itte was w1able to procure a voluntary interview with Ai11y Peikoff Parler··s Cl1ief 
Policy Officer who said tl1at in the weeks after tl1e election that Parler Hrealized we need[ed] 'to 
do more' to prevent violent co11tent on th.e platform. 369 Howev,er, Peikoff was also in charge of 
Parler s polic)' operation it1 November 2020 vvhe11 an update clarified that fighting words' -not 
protected under the First Amendment-. would n,ot be con idere,d a violation of the guidelines 
ip·so facto. 370 Tl1i . t1ndercuts Parler's claim that it ,v.as simpl)' modeling its moderatio11 strategies 
off First Amendment guarantees; just a ext:ren1e content was reaching a zenith with the 2020 
election, Peikoff and her team dialed back Parler' s ability to ren1.ove potentially itlflammatory 
posts on the platform, demonstrating a commitment to the far~right paces de,L cribed in the 
following ection. 

Though tl1e original version of Parler that was attributed with ho ti11g masL i ve volumeL of 
incendiary rhetoric and election disinformation before the J ant1ary 6th attack - ref en·ed to as 
Parler 1.0 - was removed 01tly four days after the fact, much of the data has been captured and 
archived. It is all publicly availabl . At arn of experts at the New America Foundation lev raged 
that dataset to produce the most fi1lsome analysis of Parler' s role in the Capitol attack to date. 

New America narrowed. the dataset to 102 high~profile Parler influencers con1prised of 
individuals like .X, Y, and Z. 'Tl1e team found that these ir1fluencers often shared links to content 
hosted by 'repeat offenders,'' o.r those who frequently .. pread mis- ai1d disinfo1·111atio11 on other 
platform , such as Face book. These • repeat off ender' sites included: 

• The Gateway Pt1ndit which co·mprised 12.5% of all link, l1.ared. by Parler ·influencers 
• Fox News, which comprised 3.5% of all link shared by Parler i1tlluencers 
• Breitbart which compri ,ed 2.9% of all links share,d by Parler influencer . 

Other noteworthy site: that were • hared: 

• YouTube- 8.4% of links hared by Parler influencers 

367 Bobby Allyn, Parler CEO is Fired After "Constant Resistance,, Inside the Conversative-.Friendly Site, National 
Public Radio (Feb. 3, 2021 )~ available at http. ://ww .npr.org/2021/02/03/963832594/parlcr-ceo-is-fired-afler-

onstant-resi, tance-insid -the- ons rvaH e-friendJ -.. 
36 • John Matze Depo,ition,. 18:7-9. 
369 National Public Radjo, Parler Insist. It Would Not Knowingly Tolerate Criminal Activity on Its Site (Jan. 15, 
2021) available al hllp, ://\vww.npr.org/2021/0 /15/957141 JO /par]er-insL L -it-would-not-knowin.gly- olerat -
c1im1nal-acf vity-on-its- ite. 
370 Simon Weisenthal Center, Parler: An Unbia. erl Social Platjor,n? (No . 2020), available at 
http :// w .wie entha1.com/as et /pdt'lparler repo11 t1nal-20-0.pdf. 
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• Twitter - 7 .59': of link hared by Parler influencers 
• Rumble- 3.3~ of links bared by Parler influencers 

The e finding demon trate the ignificance of the broader media ecosys tern in spreadn1g 
nan·ative in a ustaii1ed 1nanner; users are incredibly like to ·b,e barraged with mis- and 
dish1formation regardle of what platforms they use. They also revealed that 
Parler was a prominent locus of influence for allies of President Trump. Several Republican 
elected official and media figure . erved .as influencers on Parler. All 13 objectors to the 
certification of th election had Parler accou:nt. : 

• Devin Nune (CA-22)- 5,100,-000 followers, joined F·ebruary 4 2020 
• Ted Cruz (TX) - 4 900,000 followers, joined June 3, 2020 

• Matt Gaetz FL-01) - 914.000 followers, joined Ju:ne 24 2020 
• Jim Jordan (OH-04 ·- 816 000 followers, joined June 25, 2020 
• Andy Bigs (AZ-05) - 342,000 followers, joined May 28. 2020 

• Patil Gosar (AZ-04) -- 264,000 followers joined May 7 2020 

• Marjorie Taylor Greene (GA-14) -228,000 followers, joined June 28, 2020 

• Louie Gobmert (TX-01)- 110,.000 followers joined May 27 2020 
• Debbie Lesko (AZ-08) - 47,000 followers, joined June 25, 2020 

• Jodey Arrington (TX-19)- 33 000 followet_ joined May 28-,. 2020 
• J"in1 Banks (I ~03) - 12 000 followers joined June 24 2020 
• Rick Crawford (AR-01) - .8,800 follower , joined June 10, 2019 

• Ron Este (KS-04) - 1·60 followers, joi11ed November 18, 2020 

Some of the content posted by the above objectors reached millions of nnpres ions per day. 
According to an analysis of the content po ted by the obJectors, they cho e to use Twitter as a 
mean ' to thank group and media and engage with policy matter such as taxes an.d immigration. 
Parler, however wa used by the objectors to po t about electio11 integrity, COVID~19 
restrictions and th ir fixation on Joe and Hunter Biden. 371 Thi demonstrate th perceived 
differences between Twitter audiencel and Parler audiences, and how influencers felt 
empowered to operate on each respective platform. 

The e Men1bers of Congress 111airrtained a presence on a platform ·where in urrectionary and 
conspiratorial langt1age wa .1nuch 1nore conlillon than on n1ain trea1n platfom1S. Select 
Committee Analysis found calls for the u •e of violence again t politicia11s, reference to 

371 Candace Rondeaux, Michael Simeone Torn T'aylor, Dave Troy, Shawn Walker~ Ben Dalton, and Cuong Nguyen. 
'Parler and the Road to the Capitol Atta k: Investigating Alt-Tech Tie. to January 6.' 1 ew America Foundation. 

L-a t updated January 5- 2022. 
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conspiracy theories like the Insurrection Act and even the use of neo-Nazi terms like "Day of 
tJ1 Rope" alJ increased, ignificantly on Parler after Election Day. 372 
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37- For more analysis of violent trends on Parler see memo by Select Committee staff 
Meghan Conroy & Alex Newhou e Augu t 31; 2022. 
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Mentions of "Day of the Rope" on Parler 

The Trump Organization was negotiating for the purchase of Parler until late 2020 
sho,,·casing the importance of the platform to Pres,ident Trump's base. President Trumps 
apparent interest in purchasing Parler after the election demonstrates the platform s success in 
becoming a key part of the far-right media ecosystem .. Public accounts hav,e shown that President 
Trun1p and Parler were in n,egotiations over the platform during 2020, especially as conservative 
dissati faction with T'witter and Facebook grew. 373 Internal P·arler documents. how that Trump 
Organization officials-including Eric Trump-were invol ed in these negotiation well into 
December 2020. 37 • 

The fact that these negotiation were ongoing while user on Parler were actively plotting the 
January 6th attack i, a strikin_g example of how closely the Tn1m~p orbit coalesced with far-right 
e.xtremist on social media. Parler CEO .John Matze invoked the Fifth Amendment whe·n a. ked 
about his communication with the Trump family and President T"tump him .. elf, including 
wb. ther conversations about the potentja] acqui itio·n of Parler co·ntintied aft r Jant1ary 6th .. 375 

Other alternative platforms and fringe sites had even less capacity-and desire to detect 
violent moderation than Parler and contributed to spread of violent content prior to 
Jantiary 6th. Like Parler these lllatfonns catered to the extre1ne far-right pla:yed an i1nportat1t 
role in coordinated call for v·olence on January 6th. Unlike Parler however the Select 
Committee ha far less visibility with the extent to which employe s communicated th se 
concerns to federal law enforcement. These platforms were also defined by the lack of formal 
content moderation and a heavy reliance on its u ers to report illegal content. 

Telegran1 is one uch platfon11. While Telegran1 is similar to WhatsApp ·Or Signal in terms of ·user 
expe1ience it has long be,en the home of radicalization as well as extremist coordination and 

37-Ryan Mac and Rosie Gray1 Parler Wanted Donald Trurnp On its Site. Trumps Conzpany Wanted a i.';take, 
BuzzFe ·d N ·w. (Feb. 5 2021), available at hllp._ ://www .. buzz[e dnew .. com/arlicleh),anma /lrump-parl r
owner mp. 
374 CTRL0000007468, CTRL0000007469. 
375 John Matze Depa ition, 39:10-41:7 .. 
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collaboration. Previously deemed the "epicenter of terrorist propaganda especially within the 
context of ISIS, 376 it has con th1ued to be a haven for whlt,e supremacist and militant 
accelerationists,. among other . . It was used to promote state capito] protests in the lead up to 
January 6th and played an ample role in spreading dru1gerous disinformation and ·violent rhetoric 
about the election. 377 

Moreover variou - white llpremacist, neo-fasci t, and pro-•Trump groups experienced growth 
throu.ghout election seaLon. - e, pecially after Tru.mp told the Proud Boy to' stand back and ·tand 
by' during the frrst presidential debate in Septen1ber 2020.378 Telegram like 1na11y of the other 
platform detailed in thi report, i especially u eful in haring content from other platforms; for 
e ample, Vincent Jame , a right-wing YouTuber and itrlluencer u ed his T•elegram channel to 
share Trump's Decem·b,er 19th tweet, addi11g tl1at the tweet was Trump. calling all patriots to the 
White Hou e on January 6th. • He also posted a little to a p,etition for Presjdent Trlnnp to 'In oke 
[the] lnstrrrection Act to Take Back Our Repi1blic With Military.··379 Much like other social media 
and communication • platforrns, Telegran1 was used to coordinate and a.dvertise protest event, as 
well as violent m m•es and rhetoric. For example, the Philadelphia Proud Boy channel , har,ed a 
photo in mid-December ahead of the Million MAGA March on December 12th, that read ' Shatter 
Their Teeth.' 380 Tl1is was all possible, in part, due to Telegram's lack of election-related 
policie .. 381 

Gab became one "'Uch platform in the run-up to the attack, with content including disct1ssion of 
overwhelming police with large crowds and hashtags sucl1 as' Storm th · Capitol,' ~civil war,' 
a11d ''Fight for Trump •3sz though these trends were seen on n1ainstream platforms, as well. Gab 
has refu ed to hare the content of its commt11rication with law enforceme11t and further states 
that it only received. a ingle notification from law enforce1ne:nt about interference in U.S. 
electoral proces es .. 383 

.More than any other platform u:nder' investigation by the Cornmittee, these extreme platforms 
relied almost entirely on report. from users to surface violent content. In a briefing provided to 
tl1e Committee, Gab CEO Andrew T·orba exp]ained that th,ere was only one employee 

376 Atnara i11ga1n A. Telegram d platforo1ing ISIS has given then1 son1 thing to fig] . for. VOX Pol. January 1 
2020. https://wwv.1

• vox pol .eu/te legr..in -dep.latforn in:e:-i. i.s-has-gi ven-then1-son1ethin e:-to-fi e:ht-f or/. 
377 "Fron1 hitposting to . ditioo. 'Moonshot. January 2021. https://n1oonshotte.cu11.con /resource/fron1-shitposting
to-sedition-2020-us-e lection -r port/. 
37•• "From hitposting to Sedition. Moonshot. January 2021. https://n1oonc·hottea111.co1n/resource/from-shitposting
to-sedition-2020-us-e lection -report/. 
379 '~Evidence of Planning and Violen Discussion in Run-Up to Capitol Riot,'' Institute for Strategic Dialogue 
subm.itt d to th Select Committe . 
380 DFRLab s Domestic Extre1nism Daily Monitoring Notes, provided to the Select Committee. 
381 '~The Long Fuse: Misinformation and the 2020 Election.· The Election Integrity Partner hip. 20? 1. Pg. 214. 
386 Craig Timberg, Gallow. or Guillotines? The Chilling .Debate on The Donald .. win .Be_fore the Capitol Siege, 
Washington Po. t (Apr. 15, 2021) available at hltp:://www.washingtonposl. omit chnology/2021/0 /15/Lhedonald-
apilol-atlack-advance-d 1nocracv/ 

336 Craig Timberg. Gallol-v·· or Guillotines? The Chilling Debate on TheDonald.win Before the Capitol Siege, 
Washington Po t (Apr. 15, 2021) available at http :// w-..v.washin,gtonpost.com/technology/2021/04/15/thedonald
cap itol-attack-adv ance-democracy/ 
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responsible for reviewing user reports and otherwise monitoring for illegal content. Around 
January ·6th, Torba estimated that Gab· had approxi.rnately o·ne million. u er . 384 In advanc of th 
attack, Gab made no effort to -treamline repo11i11g processes for potential threats· Torba told 
Committee taff that he could not recall any conversation . about whether allusions to violence 
again, t elected officials or calls to storm the Capitol should be referred to law enforcement. 385 

Fringe platforms gained traction as users migrated from mainstream platforms. The rise of 
these moderation-ti·ee platforms wa, driven in part by the deplatforming of far-right and 
conservative user on main tream platf arms througho,ut the cour e of 2020. The case in point for 
this phen.omenon is TheDonald.win, which was the successor web ite to th.e banned ubreddit 
r/The_Donald (discussed in further detail earlier in this report). In late 2020~ users on 
TheDonald .. win shared advice about bringing firearms into Washington, D.C., described the 
proper kin.d of zip ties for detaining ·members of Congress and. shared diagrams of tunnels 
beneath t.he Capitol complex. 386 Posts on the platf or1n were extremely clear about their ·users' 
intentions. One such post read: If we occupy the Capitol building, there will be no vote.'' 387 

The owner of the website, Jody William , was a former user moderator on r/The_Donald. He 
ultimately shut down the web ite after Jan-µary ·6th and described bis unsucces ful effort. to 
remove the mo t extreme and violent content in the lead-u.p to January 6th, inclu.ding post. from 
QAnon conspiracy theorists, white supremacists., and H_olocau t deniers. 388 Like other alt-tech 
platform it does not appear that TheD011.ald.wm or its succe sor website had a sophisticated 
co·nt nt moderation operation- relying on individual moderators to report cont r1t. 

389 

Williams testified that TheDonald.win had some at1tornat d meastrre, to· look foI content that 
was in violation <)f their rules proactively largely focused on efforts to dox individuals. 390 While 
Williams asserted that 11 er-moderators of the websit,e did try to take down specific threats of 
violence he also -aid that some of the moderators were so upset by President Trump s election 
loss that they were approving some tirings that we 11e,,er would ha e appro edjust two months 

386 Craig Timberg, Gallo•v or Guillotines? The Chilling Debate on TheDonald. win Before the Capitol Siege 
Washjngton Po. t (Apr. 15, 202 J available at https:/ /www. v.rash ingtonpost.con1/technoloe:v /202 l /04/ I /thedonal d
capi tol-attac k-advance-<len1ocracy/ 
386 Craig Ti_m_berg, Gallow. or Guillotine ? Tne Chilling Debate on TheDonald, win Before the Capitol iege ~ 
Washington Post (Apr. 15, 2021 • available at https://www .washin~tonpost.con1/t chnoloe:v/202] /04/ I 5/thedonald
capitol-attac k-advance-<lemocracy/ 
386 Craig Timberg~ Gallow or Guillotine ? The Chilling Debate on TheDonald. win Before the Capitol Siege 
Washington Post (Apr. 15, 2021) available at hltps://www.washingtonposl. omit chnology/2021/0 /15/Lh donald-

apito]-atlack-advance-d n1ocracv/ 
387 Ken Di[anian & Ben CollinL, There Are Hundreds of Po,\'fs About Plans to Attack the Capitol. Why Hasn't This 
Evidence Been Used in Court? NBC NewL (Apr. 20 2021) available at http:://www.nb·new .. com/politicL/ju Lie -
depa11m nl/we-f ound-hundreds-posts-about-plans-atLack-capi tol-wh y-aren-n 12642 91. 
388 Craig Timberg and Drew Harwell, TheDonald',..,, Owner Speaks Out on Wh He Finally Pulled Plug on Hate
Filled Site, Washington Post (F ·b. 5 2021), available at. 
http :// w .. \va hingionpo t.com/technology/202 l/02/05/why-thedona1d-n1oderator-left/. 
389 Notes from Selec; Committee Call with Sean Duggan Patriots. win. 
390 Jody Williams Depo ition, 42:7-15. 
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before that,.'' particularly posts related to January 6th. 391 Williams told the Committee that there 
were posts, including directed threats and doxin,g, that some moderators were no longer trying to 
shut down following Pre_ id.ent ·Trtunp' s election loss, and he worried that the po .. _ ts could 
damage Presiden·t Trump and his 1novement. 392 

Williams indicated. that the top moderators in charge of TheDonald. win were among those 
who ,vere ignoring the site's internal rules to allo,v violations to stay online, including one 
post with instructions about how to tie a noose that was ''pinned"' by a moderator shortly 
before January 6th.393 Thi ort of behavior eventually convinced Williams to leave the site, 
because he believed that senior moderators were willing to allow "incit ful' • co11tent to remain 
online becau.-e they themselves were upset about the election. 394 

Similarly Gab CEO Andrew Torba, who posted on the day of January 6 itself that "in a system 
·with rigged elections there are no longer any ·viable political solt1tions ' refused to an wer the 
Committee's questio11s about how hi per onal views may have affected the treatment of content 
on Gab pertaining to the attack. 395 Torba also indicated that no changes have been made to make 
Gab more re ponsi ve to threat of violent extrenlism after January 6; changes to the content 
moderation system were driven in tead by a concern about other types of conte11t and the 
explosion in users that occurred in J arruary 2021, which Torba attributed to an exodu.s of users 
from 1nain treain platforms after President Trump was 'banned. 396 

These largely anonymous .message boards made it easier to make explicit ·plans for violence 
ahead of January 6th. 4chan and 8kun, two popular message boards that allow individuals to 
post anonymously, al • o allow d for th incubation of violent content in a way that ev ad d. both 
.effective 1noderation and law enforcement disruption. Communications between 4chan and 
£ d ral law nforcement in the wake of January 6th suggest that the company is unable tor tain 
most posts and. does not cooperate with law enforcement requests absent ' emergency involving 
death or serious physical injury.· 397 4chan has repeatedly denied to law •e11forcement that is able 
to identify whether individuals have ever posted on their site, creating a powerful shield against 
government investigations and potential prosecution of violence. 398 

391 J d w·11· D • • "65· l 11 _ o y · · 1 1ams epo. 1t1on, . . . - . 
392 Id. at 69:7-14. 
393 Id. at 87:2-88:8. 
394 Id. at 69: I 0-24. 
397 See, e.g., CTRL0000007965. 
397 See, e.g. CTRL0000007965. 
397 See, e.g. CTRL0000007965. 
398 CTRL0000008019. 
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Exaniple of conJent 4cJian said it could not trace despite law enforcenient reqitest. 

In term of planning of January 6th itse1f, 8kun played a more important role than 4cban. 
Founded in 2.013 as 8chan----'an even less moderated cousin of 4chan-the platforn1 bas been 
linked to child pornography, anti-Semitism Nazi m, hate crimes, and mass ·hootings. 399 More 
recent]y it was the birthplace of the QA non conspiracy theory. 400 

Prior to January 6th, a·nonymous Skun user' were open]y di cus. ing a violent attack on the 
Capitol. On JruTu.ary 5, one user wrote: • Y 011 ca11 go to W.ashington on Jan 6 and .l1elp storm the 
Capitol.. As many Patriots as can be. We will stor1n the government building , kill cop , kill 
security guard, . kill fed. ral employee • and ag nts a11d demru1d a recol111t." 401 Pou ts on 8kun. 
went far enough to debate the politician that u. ers should target once they got. 402 On 
TheDonald. win, anony1nous user disc·ussed plan to bring weapons, posted schematic of the 
Capitol, and brainstormed battle tactics including using a flagpole as a weapon. 403 However, 
Jody Williams testified that he did not ren1ember FBI ever proactively reacl1ing out to 
TheDonald .. win to follow up on any of the e po ts prior to Ja11uary 6th.404 

As for 8kun tl1e site -s owner Jame Watkin told the Committe,e that it wa his commitment to 
only take down po ts that wer violations of the U.S. Code, a ta, k that is o tensibly carried, out 
by a S'f11all tea_m of volunt er .. 405 This effectively rneant that 8kun willingly ceded its platform to 

399 Julie Ca1rie ·wo1 g 8 han.: The /tar-Right Website .Linked to the .Rise in Hate Crimes The Guardian (Aug. 4~ 
2019 • avaibtble at https://1,vww.thee-uardian.con1/technolo2y/20 9/· UEr/04/n1ass-shoo iugs-el-paso-texas-dayton
ohio-Sc han-f ar-ri e:h t-we bs ite 
40° Kelly Weill QAnon 's Home Bkun is In1ploding-and Q Has Gone Silent The ·oaily Beast (Nov. 13, 2020) 
available at https) /www .thedai·~yheast.comh.Jatflons-hon1 - kun-is-i n1plodilll eand-q-has-2on -si I. nt?ref=scrol I. 
401 Ben Collin, and Brandy Zadrozny, Extremists Made Little ~r;ecret oj'Ambitions to 'Occupy·' Capitol in Weeks 
Before Attack. NBC N w. (Jan. 8 2021 )? available at hllps://www .. nb new .. omit h/inLemeUextrcmi L -madc
HLtJe-. ecret-ambitions-oc upy--capital-w .eks-at ack-n12""3499. 
402 Kari Paul el al.. Far-Right 'Website 8kun Again Loses Internet Service Protection Following Capitol Attack The 
Guardian (Jan. 15 2021 ), available at hUps://www.lh~[tuardian.co1n/L chnolog /202 l/jan/15/8kun-8chan- apilol
brea. h-violenc -i. J?-
403 Ryan Goodman and Justin Hendrix The Absence of' "The Donald" Just Security (Dec. 6, 2021) availabl at 
http :// w .. ju tsecudty.org/79446/the-ab ence-of-the-donald/. 
404 Jody Williams Depa ition 89:19-23 90:8-12. 
405 Jame Watkins Depo ition~ 24: 15-25:8. 
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its mo~, t extreme users, "With a promise of an unmoderated space. Watkins testified that this 
mini1nali t policy would allow v • ole-nt threats related to January 6th to remain, online, includin.g a 
call to action after January 6th to· 'keep killing Jews and leftard.s all over America." Watkins 
said that ut1der 8kun' s policy, such a post would not have to be remo ed. 406 There were some 
posts that were so specifically violent-including one from January 9,. 2021, that said users 
should not come back to D.C. on Jant1ary 1·7 if they ~'are not ready to die'· because the day "will 
end in blood hed"-that Watkins admitted that they should have been removed from the 
platform. 407 However, l1e said tl1at such posts should remain online because "they're l1istory 
now,." and did not say that 8kun had considered any expan ion of its content n1oderation 
practices given the example of prohibited content that were 11ot removed in a timel)' fashion. 408 

Another platform that catered to militia groups during the COVID-19 lockdown and beyond, 
MyMilitia also had no ability to take proactiv • mea ures; instead their conte·nt moderation 
consisted of six or even moderators reviewing po . tJ. that are reported by users. 409 In a depo. ition 
with the Select Committee, MyMilitia owner Josh Ellis explained that these moderators-who 
were just private volu.nteer ... ~were only able to review content from p'u.blic forums, and not 
private chats that were utilized by militia groups throughout the country, meaning that the forum 
relied 011 the member of the militias them elves to report violent content. 410 

Just a TheDonald.win and Parler experienced growth throughout 2020, MyMilitia i a pri1ne 
example of the migration of extremist audiences to platforms where they were freer to post 
violent cont nt in the run-up to the attack on the Capitol. Ellis told the S 1 ct Committ e that 
about 10,000 more user signed up on the militia networking ite from t.he on et of the COVID-
19 pand mic, increa5ing it· user base by a third which Ellis attribut d to news coverage of 
My Militia as a· 'good place to meet - other patriots who, you know, want to make , ure that we 
r main a constitutional republic. '4 t 1 yMilitia was indeed larg ly c ntered. around. coordinating 
offline meetings. For example, in mid-October 2020, MyMilitia users began advertising an event 
to be held in Florida. The 'American Patriot Rally • was to be held on October 24,. 2020, and 
featured Josh Ellis as a speaker. 412 Around the same time, Ellis used his podcast to recruit 
attendees for a "Free Kyle' rally for Kyle Rittenho,use to be held in Waukegan,. IL,. on October 
30th.413 The podcast i till available to watch on YouTube. 414 

406 Jame Watkins Deposition, 106:25-107:17. 
407 Id. at 111:10-16. 
408 Id. at 11l:17-112:9. 
409 Josh Ellis Depo ition, 14: 17-15:23. 
4Io Id. at 17:4-22. 
411 Id. at 19:22-20:8. 
412 DFRLab's Dome tic Extremism Daily Monitoring . otes provided to the Select Committee. 
4n DFRLab's Domestic Extremism Daily Monitoring otes provided to the Select Con1mittee. 
414 A of September 5 2022. 
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Moreover,. throughout. October, MyMilitia users were anticipating - excitedly - that "SHTF'' 
(shit hits the fan) in the wake of Election, Day. Much of the discu,, ion centered aroun,d being 
prepared and/or ready for what was to come. 415 Some posts included 416 : 

• ''I've bee11 wondering about possible scenarios that could happe11 if indeed figl1ting 
begins after the election. And I've had some concerns about what armed combat in a 
potential coni1ict could mean for all of us that choose to • tan,d against the tyranny of the 
I efti sts." 

• 'Past Nov 3 tl1e glov • s come off. If you defy cur£ w, if you're a part of a riot then, your 
patt of a coup and the police will have orders to open-fire shoot-to-kill so be prepared to 
pay with your life if you think you re going to bully this nation into submission. We are 
NOT going to let this nation succumb to blackmail or an Obama 'color re olution'. If the 
police have to kill Americans trying to stage a co·up d e'tat v.rell, freedom isn't free. This 
is as real as t gets folks. Be prepared." 

The Facebook knockoff Me We was similar to MyMilitia in its hosting of anti-government actors 
and their viole11t discussions. In the Me We group "Three Percenters - 1776 Patriots U11ited, • 011e 
user claimed that an Indiana militia ~ras going to deploy to the state's Capitol building on 

lection Day because ''antifa has promised to assault every red state, kidnap GOP 
represe11tatives and murder them. '417 This particular Me We group contained. discu • sions of 
• • clearing the streets ' of "commies '' ·wherein members asserted 'after a thousand die the rest 
will grO\V up. They ne.ed to be remh1ded tlus is the hon1e of the brave. '·4"JB The group featured 
memes uch a BLM and Marxist hunting permits, as well as targeted violent rhetoric like, 
• When the shooting starts, I will absolt1tely go out, find evil, and. kill it."419 

As Election Day loomed, the intensity of the threats contirru.ed to escalate, reaching a point 
wl1ere users were debating whether to start with the locals with Biden signs' and' then work 
)'Our way out, • or to "start at the TOP a11d work your way down. HVT' s [l1igh value targets] 
first. '420 

Another Me We group titled "AMERICAN CIVIL WAR 2.0'' contained similarly violent 
discouL.e, with one user urging his fellow Me We users to' grab your armor, rifle and. combat'' 
and to "load & deploy with your local 1nilitia.' Other users asked about deploying III% militia 
members at polling station, .421 Thj: particular chat featured posts like the following: 

415 DFRLab~s Domestic Extremism DaiJy Monitoring I otes provided to the Selec • Committee .. 
41•6 DFRLab's Dome. tic Extremism DaiJy Monitoring I ot s provid d to the Select Committee. 
4I7 DFRLab's Dome. tic Extremism Daily Monitoring I otes provided to the Selec Committee. 
41& Id. 
419 Id. 
420 Id. 
421 Id. 
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'Civil war is inevitable. And mark my words, they're gonna start shit before the stm sets 
on Election Day. It will go wide O'.n the 4th, if they tick to their plans. My intel i pretty 
accurate and that's what it's telling me. [ ... ] Leftists have already fired the first shots, and 
have murdered MANY conservatives. Believe me, when the Right eventually hits back, 
the bloodshed will be Biblical." 422 

Boogaloo groups on Me We also emphasized the need to ''get with your local goons ai1d start 
trai11ing, and complained that tl1e online 1novement is "dying' due to "all the [platforms ] 
censorship." 423 To MeWe's credit, the platform began terminating Boogaloo groups, forcing 
them to other messaging platforms like Keybase. 424 

Elli of My Militia denied a11y awareness that there was activity on his site about protests at state 
capitols or vot centers ·n thew· ·ks following the election. 425 Th·s exact type of activity 
u.nfolded on various platform.g -including MyMilitia - after No·vember 3rd. For example, Bu.cks 
County Women for Trump and P APN (Proud American Patriots Network) u ed My Militia to 
market an event on o·ve1nber 21, 2020, at the Doylestown PA courthocu e, encouraging 
possible attendees to, • show the deep state that we still support our president. " 426 In that same 
vein, the O11e Republic Society planned a December 12th Patriot Rall)' i11 Columbia, SC, posting 
flyers for the event on MyMilitia. 427 

This lack of awareness is yet another example of how these platforms were unable to take down 
content that violated th ir own, minimal term, of , ervic , as th·e atmosphere in closed. chat and 
essentially unmoderated boards turned uglier after Election Day. Indeed, as President Trump's 
I gal fforts to ov rturn the election re, ults failed. time and time ag:ain, My Militia became a 
hotbed for discussion regarding whether it was time to ' suit up'' or hold off, acknowledging that 
the tim may soon a1Tive. 428 Protests continued to be coordinated. and adv rtise,d on th. forum 
throughout December 2020. 

After the election, Me We users similarly began to discuss more kinetic responses to perceived 
election fraud. In particular, one user wrote that "The Kentricky militia needs to mobilize ... 
arrest the Governor if need be. Same with Ohio. I'm working on Indiana. '429 

These platforms' users very closely followed the cues of President Trump in the ,,reeks 
prior to January 6th. Jody William told u that. the audience 011 TheDonald.win was 
extremely rea.cti,1e to President Tnnnp s narrative of a stole11 election. Users were still generally 

422 Id. 
423 Id. 
424 Id. 
425 Josh Ellis Depo ition, 32:14-19. 
426 DFRLab's Dome. tic Extre1nism DaiJy Monitoring I ot s provided to the Select Committee. 
427 Id. 
42s Id. 
429 Id. 
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•• pretty upbeat" the day after the election because they did not believe that the results were 
fin.alized, 'but as President Biden s victory became clearer. according to Williams, content grew 
angrier and clearly believed there was ' miscondu.ct'' in the election and began to u .. e the 
language of "Stop the Steal. '430 And while Willim11s te tified that users on TheDonald.win had 
been talking about tra, 1eling to D.C. since the election but that after the President's December 19 
tweet, ''anything else was kind of shut ot1t, and it ju twas going to be the 6. '431 James Watkins, 
owner of 4chan, al o said that the President ''did call" his supporters to D.C. when he tweeted out 
his me age on December 19 and aid that he made his ow11 decision to attend the rally on 
January 6 because the President asked him to do so. 32 

Internal content moderation logs obtained. by the Select Committee show the barrage of racist 
violent content that flooded TheDonald.win in the days and weeks following Election Day,. uch 
as one post tl1at sa·d, "I d buys a on tickets to watch public ex.ecutions of traitorou- cucks.' 433 

While the moderation log. obtained by the Select Co1nmittee .. how that many of th.e violent po. ts 
were removed, the steady stream of posts coupled with the testimony that many moderators 
were re-approving violent content after it had been re1noved-shows the depths of the problem 
on TheDonald. win. I11temal emails show that the website's domain host was aware of 
moderators pinni11g "what looks like a call to shoot people· in mid-December 2020. 434 

The posts al o show a reliance on the claims of election fraud that had been disseminated by 
Pre ident Trump and hls allies,. with one user posti11g, "RUDY, LIN WOOD BYRNE, 
sy· DEY .• OW IS THE TIME TO p· T UP or STFU ABOUT YOUR EARTH SHAKING 
RE-V ALS A D RECI PT S!" (sic).435 One post, made by au er who Williams identified as a 
top moderator that was willing to keep up problematic content p1ior to January 6th

, d clared. aft r 
the attack that' The Donald will continue, as it always has to follow President Trump's lead .. "436 

Even these darkest corners of the internet had a nexus to Trump's inner circle. Ron 
Watkins, a former 8kun administrator, the son of 8kun owner Ji1n Watkins and cun·ently a House 
candidate in Arizona, cultivated a mainstream social 111edia following spreading election 
dis inf onnation. Internal Trump campaign docu.ments sho·w that R1.1dy Giuliani' s team believed 
Watkins to be a rele ant influencer who should be le eraged in the campaign's effort to spread 
election fraud narratives. 437 Leading up to Jant1ary 6th, Watkh1 wa retweeted by the former 

437 CTRL0000030069. 
437 CTRL0000030069. 
437 CTRL0000030069. 
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President several times before. Janu.ary 6th and supplied an affidavit in a lawsuit ftled by Sidney 
Powell focusing o·n c1aim_s of fraud. by Dorninion Voting System . 438 

Separately, public reporting suggests that Dat1 Scavino n1onitored these far-right platforms, 
including Tl1eDonald.win .. where users reacted to a post by Scavino by interpreting it as 'literal 
war drun1s and si1ggesting an armed march on the Capitol. 439 While the Committee was unable 
to co1uirm that Scavino or any other 'Trump allies maintained acc·ounts o·n TheDonald.win Jason 
Miller did se11d Mark Meadows a text 011 D cember 3 0 2020 declaring 'I got the base· FIRED 
UP" and linking to a post on TheDonald.win, indicating on1e level of familiarity with the 
website that wa simultaneously seeing a flood of violent content leading up to January 6th.440 

mm~ 1 '"· 
My Preside is e W. RR!O ?? 

, • t 

lite a war crums. lJ,.1 AO_ Bros peo e gonna. ie b the thousam1 Jan 6-

' 
Tl Jndwlif'T 00,1 

Thos den lle go along wJth th o eciions of lha le ora! votes. 

1 CIOs o ho\.l~and - . if nol tJ armed J)ilt 'o\s are·~ it[ ng oi.rt 1de itol b!Jildi !ii wa ' ~ storm the b Pdmg tQ •wnvux.e 

Don.aid. win users rea t to a 1 ideo po ted on T1rvitter b Dan Sea vino on Dec. 30 2020. 

These w re long tanding tactic. t1sed by Trump campaign , ,taff. Accord·ing to analy i by Justin 
Hendrix of Tech Policy Press and Just Security d.uring the 2016 election' a team in the war 
room at Trump Tow,er was m,onitorin,g social media trends includin_g the r/The_Donald 
subreddit .. . and :privately communicating with the most active users to seed new trends' 

38 Rachel Greenspan, Tru.mp .Shared a Video That Featured a -1ormer Administrator ofQAnon 's Fringe Me sage 
.Board S11reading Election Misb1formation Btt ineLs In. ider (Nov. 19, 2020), a ailable at 
hllp. :/ /www .in • 1d r.com/trunlp-l we L -video-vol r-[raud-dorn.i nion-f on·ner ::9anon-n1es. age-board-2020-11; Drew 
Harwell, To Boo. t Voter-Fraud Claims Trump Advocate Sidney Powell Turns to Unusual .. ';ource: The Longtime 
Operator qf QAnon s Internet Home, Washington Po, l (Dec. 1 2020) available at 
hLlp. :/ /www. washingtonpo l.co1n/Le hnology/2020/ l 2/0 l /Qowell-cile. -qanon-watkin ·/. 
' 39 TbeDonald. win, Dan Scavino-THIS IS NOT OVER! hllps:/ /patriot . win/p/ 1 LRO7PPP:rvIH/dnn-. ca vino--Lhis-i. -
not-ov r-/c/ (acces,edApr. 27, 2022)· JuLtin Hendtix TheDonaldwin and President Trump's Foreknowledge oj'the 
Attack on the Capitol, Ju t Security Jan. 12, 2022) available at http :/fv,,,w\¥.ju t e urity.org/79813/thedona]d-win
and-pres1dent-trllmp -foreknow ledge-of-the-attack-on-the-capitoJ/. 
40 See MM014441.. 
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(empha ... is added). In May 2017,. The Atlantic pondered, "Is Donald T1·ump a Secret Redditor?" 
'Probably not but l1is staffers migl1t be tl1e article concluded, identifying examples when 
content the President tweeted had appeared on The Donald Just before he tweeted it. '' 441 

Many of those who viewed Trtllllp' s December 19th ' be there, will be wild tweet as a call to 
anru. on January 6th embraced the notion that violence was not only inevitable, bu.t preferable. 

Jody Williams told Select Committee staff that the audience on The Donald. win was extremely 
reactive to President Trump s narrative of a stole11 electio11. sers were still generally "pretty 
upbeat" the day after tl1e election because they did not belie e that the results were fmalized, but 
as Pre ident Biden s victory became clearer accordi11g to Williams, content grew angrier and 
clearly believed there '\\1as 'misconduct" in tl1e election a11d b • gan to use the language of "Stop 
tl1e Steal. '442 At1d while Williams testified that users on TheDonald.win had been talking about 
traveling to D·.C. since the election, he said that after the President's Dec mber 19th tweet 
• 'anything else was kind of shut O"Ut, and it just was going to be the 6. ' 443 James Watkins, o·wner 
of 8kun,. also said that the Preside11t ''did call' his supporters to D.C. when he tweeted out his 
message on December 19th and said that he made his own decision to attend the rally on January 
6th because the President asked him to do so. 444 

One post,. 1nade by a user who Williams identified as a top 1noderator that who willing to keep u.p 
problematic content prior to January 6th declared after the attack that "The Donald will 
continue as it always has, to follow President Trump s lead.' 445 

In these relatively unmoderated spaces, users frequently used extreme language, most 
notably anti-Semitic, homophobic, and racist te:rms and slang that are outright banned on 
mainstream platforms. Homophobic slurs were so widespread as to be saturated throughout the 
platform. In ad.dition, us r on the dot win sites did not shy away from employing the 
(((echoec. ))) orthographic marker, which is long-established in white supre1nacist and conspiracy 
theory circles as a sy1nbol for alleged, n1alicious Jewi "h influenc•e in events. For exainple, in 
response to the December 19th tweet, one user posted a long, deeply nihilistic screed dotibting 
whether a march on Jan. 6 would have any impact, which contained the following line: 

''The clock is ticking. And it seems the faggot deep state advisors arou11d G _ OTUS like 
(((Jared))) and others are tcying to talk hin1 out of military intervention or refusing to 
leaving the white house. ' 

441 Adrienn . Lafrance ~'Is Donald Tnunp a Seer t R dditor?' The Atlantic (May 11, 2017). 
http. ://www.theatlantic.com/lechnology/archi ve/201 7/05/is-donald-u·ump- reading-reddit/526425/. 
442 Jody Williams D posi ion, 55: 15-56:4. 
443-Jd. at 72:3-11. 
444 Jame Watkins Deposition, 74:3-9, 76:22-24 
445 Id. 
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Arrti-B,lack rhetoric was u.sed freqnently as well and often mirrored the type of language used on 
fring Telegrarn chat and 4cl1a11 boards. These included racist ter1ns like "chimpot1t to :refer to 
social justice or left-wing demonstrations 'jo•gger' as a stand-in for a racial slur, and discussion..c.; 
of falling white birthrates and black people 'replacing' whites. 

'The presence of extremist content in TheDonald likely results in part from its proximity to 
more fringe fo.rums in the dot win D•etwork of websites. WeekendGunnit, for instance,. is a 
Boogaloo-oriented website that wa created followi11g enforcement again t its predece or 
subreddit. ConsumeProduct is a free-wheeling forum similar to 4chan's /pol/ board tl1at houses 
u ·ers who routinely promote racial slurs an,d neo-N azi ideologies. Although TheDonald served 
as the flagship website for the dot win network, its community nonetheless d.eveloped 
com1ection to these other board where extreme content i more central. 

The network topology below shows the status of these conn•ections in the time period between 
November 3, 2020, and January 6th, 2021, based on a dataset of ·dot win data. While this data i · 
likely not con1preh.ensive, it provides an impo11.ant view into the ways that the commu.nities \.Vere 
sharing u ers. 

The network topolc)gy below shows the status of the. e connections in the time period between 
November 3, 2020, a11d January 6th, 2021, based on a data, et of dot win data. While this data i 
likely not comprehensive, it provides an important view into the ways that the commt11rities were 
sh.aring users. 
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In this network map, colors represent clusters of users for each dot win site (e.g., purple is 
TheDonald, green i ConsumeProduct). This graph shows that all dot win sites overlap 
significantly with TheDonald's community, which enables flows of extreme narratives and 
content. 
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IX. Other Platforms 

Separate from platforms that were meant to cater almost exclu ively to far-right extremists, other 
small- to mid- ized social media platforms-including Discord, Zello, Twitch, and MeWe-also 
contributed in varying degrees to the organization of the attack and the spread of violent co11tent 
and. di information. Like Par]er, these platfor:ms suffered fro:m, oxnewhat underdeveloped 
content moderation policies that made them ill-equipped to confront organized far-right 
extremist prior to January 6th. However,. unlike Parler-let alone some of their larger peer -
tb.ese companies have provided evidence of varyin.g degrees of corrective action that they have 
taken since the attack itself. 

The role of other, maller platforms in the attack on J anu.ary 6th was highly dependent on their 
unique functionalities, which cau ed some to be caught off-guard by extremist organizing. Just 
as far-right me sage boards like 8knn and TheDonald.win were the perfect vessel for particularly 
violent postings given their anonymous and unmoderated nature, niche platforms had often 
limited role in the attack that fit their unique profile. 

Discord 

For example, Di cord aw ma sive growth in it user ba e during 2020 due in part to its ability to 
give users pri,,ate :me· sage channels based o:n discrete topics. Di· cord claims that it ha devoted 
substantial resources to combatting violent extremi m ince it was u ed to help organize the 
"Unite the Right rally in 2017· 15% of its e:mployees are devoted to Tru t & Safety and. engage in 
both proactive searche .. _ for dangerouL_ content and reactive reviews of user repoits. 446 

There are some indications that Discord did attempt to talce proactive actions against organizing 
extremists' attempts to le erage its platforms. An internal report on its Trust & Safety activities 
for the second half of 2020 shows that 1,504 servers were removed for violent extrenlis1n 
between July and December, which is a 93% increase from the first half of the year. 447 This 
stati tic could reflect both increased extremist ac·tivity and migration of extrenli t users from 
larger platforms to places like Discord. 

In a briefi.J.1g, Discord told the Committee that it was aware of the risks of relying on relying too 
rnuch on user moderation when the userbas may not hav an interest in reporting problen1atic 
content which inf onned s01ne of the proactive monitoring it u.nderwent during the weeks before 
January 6th. Bri Riggio Discord's Policy Platform Monitor. • xplained that 011e hnportant asp· ct 
of Discord's proactive monitoring was looking at TheDonald.win to see whether there were 

446 CTRL0000020826. 
447 CTRL0000020824. 
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indications that users on the platform were .. _ eeking to utilize Discord. 448 This kind of 
incorporation, of off-platform -ignal to determin,e the level of risk has proven an important piece 
of managing threat.~ from violent extremism. 

Internal reviews show how important President Tru,mp' s messaging was to galvanizing actors 
prior to January 6·th and the broad cope of far-right extre1nist organizing. An internal review of 
Discord's January 6th response howed at lea t ome awarene of how the platform nught be 
u ed by extren1e groups, e pecially by advertising Discord servers on other forms uch as 
TheDonald. win or 8kun. 

Discord ays that its tracking began in earne.-t after it saw an increa-e in potential call to 
violence after President Trump s December 19 tweet and its Anti-Extremism Team began 
activ • ly reviewing servers that it identified as be'ng potentially u • ,d to organize plans to go to 
D.C. The after-action repo11 also admits that there was not a "proactive plan' for January 6th but 
had a team in place to review organized extremi t content; additionally, it notes that it hould 
e,xpect that the attack is "serving to galvanize new militia organizing'' and should. result in 
proactive tools to track future militia servers. 449 

Discord's internal deliberations about the decision to potential ban some of servers related to 
violent extremist organizing also provide a window into how tech platf arms consider the 
pro pect of real-world harm in the lead-up to January 6th and shows the centralit.y of President 
Trump s messaging to that harm. For example an internal review of Donald, Army.'US erver 
showed a spike in activity following the Pre-sident s December 19 tweet, while another internal 
r view of Th -Donald serv r indicate.d a similar pattern. 450 Although h avily redact d, the e 
report .. _ also show the intersection between Discord servers and other platforms,. especially 
Th Donald .. win und rscoring the network of alt-t ch web, ite, in enabling: extremist organizing. 

Discord explained that, following the attack, moderation staff at Discord 'bega11 to see indications 
that men1bership in The Donald. win was being u ed as a vetting proce ·s to enter The Donald 
server which was experiencing an explosion of activity that made Discord concerned that it 
would be used for future violent acts. 451 Discord's Platform Policy Manager Bri Riggio said that 
there were no indicatio11 that The D011ald server and 'TheDonald. win were so intimately 
connected before January 6; however, Jody Williams, fonner owner of the 'TheDonald.win, 
testified that he was in charge of mai1aging the website s Discord server prior to January 6th, 
indicating that the pro-Trump forum wru seeking to utilize Di -cord earlier than the platform 
itself realized. 452 

448 Memo on Jt ly 29, 2022, Select. Co1nmittee Briefing with Discord. 
449 CTRL0000028919. 
45° CTRL0000062532. CTRL0000034886. 
451 Memo on July 29 2022, Select Committee Briefing with Di oord. 
452 Jody Williams Depo ition, 15: 11-17. 
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Even more significantly,. Riggio explained to the Co1nmittee that the internal review the 
Don,aldsArmy. US showed that individuals 011 that served viewed th,e Pre ident' s tweet a· a 'call 
to action'' and that users on TheDonald.win were directing individuals to use that server as a 
place to organize their response to the President s call for them to come to Washington, D .C. 453 

Although the server had existed for weeks prior to the President's tweet,. Discord had not noticed 
significantly iolations of site policy occurring tmtil the President's call. 

In the hour after the tweet, Di cord saw very clear organization on the erver, including users 
trying to connect with each other by region, plans to travel to D.C., and, n10 t concerningly, 
dis cu sion of how and whether to evade D. C. gun restriction and bring firearms into the city. 454 

In addition to den1011strating tl1e fast and furious reaction to the Preside11t' s December 19 tweet 
th· DonaldsArmy .- S serv • r also show, how • xtreme corners of th· internet-in that case, 
TheDonald. win-directed their f ollo·wers to 1nore sop hi . ticated, mainstream platforms to take 
ad antage of their technological capacity to respond to the President's orders. Di cord banned 
DonaldsArmy.US jr1st a fe,w hol1rs after the Presidents tweet. 455 Riggio explained that 
following the President s tvveet, there was a shift in other forums on Discord related to election 
mi information. 456 

The DonaldsArmy.US erver was the main instanc-e of 1nobilization for Jant1ary 6th that Discord 

detected on its platform, as well several other erver that were used in the preplanning stages of 
th attack. On the day of the attack itself Riggio said that th re wer . only isolated reports of 
organizatio11 and the glorification of violence on that day, indicating that the main utility of 
Discord came prior to the attack. 457 The weekslong interplay between TheDonald. win and. 
variou.s servers on Discord demonstrated the continuing role that non-extreme platforms pla-yed 
in fom nting th organizing effort of far-right xtremist even after major companies such as 
Reddit had taken action against them. 

Proactive, dynamic •enforcement n1easures are an e ·sential cotnponent of making alt-tech and 
developing platfor1ns less hospitable to extre1nist organizi11g in the future. Inte1nal documents 
from Discord also explain how it tean1 identifies proactive measures that its Trust & Safety 
Team can take to supplement reports from u er them elves. 458 Di cord al o has in tructed it 
en1ployees on different layers of extrenlist organizing and established different courses of action 
for varying degrees of harmful activity. 459 Thi is a contrast to the absoluti t First Ame11dment 
approach taken by platforms Jjke 4chan,. 8kun, and Parler. whose stances on moderation rem"ain 
u.nchanged since January 6th. 

453 Memo on July 29, 2022, Select. Committ e Briefing with Discord. 
454 Id. 
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Policy consideratio·ns for ·newer,. malJer platfor111s 
are heavily i11fluenced by practices of Big Tech 
giants and fears about overpromising on 1noderation. 
Twitch' s policy proposals di-aw directly on the 
content moderation practices of larger networks, 
including monitoring the topics that Twitter and 
Facebook consider to be mi information. 460 

Discor,d • s internal discussion of policies on 
Disinformation and Violent Organization in the 
wake of the election w·ere al o heavily inflt1enced by 
the actions taken by larger platforms, including 
Twitter • Civic l11tegrity Ur1it, which places further 
pressure on those large platforms to be tra11sparent 

Fig. 8. Discord.'s i11ternal model for 
considering extremist content 

leaders abot1t their efforts to moderate far-right extremist organizing. 461 

Zello 

On the other hand, Zello-an audio app that e entially function a a walkie-talkie was 
utilized a a. live mode of communication for militias and other group: who pai1icipated in the 
attack on the Capitol. 462 The live nature of this usage 1nade it 1nore difficult for then1 to identify 
content. 463 A we ha.ve seen with other platform . the increa ein far-right extremist orga11izing 
affected Zello throughout the cours,e of 2020. Internal emails how that in the weeks prior to the 
election, Zello was grappling with. how to remove far-right channels in respon e to negative 
press. The emails indicate a rather cattershot approach· only 59 ch.annel were blocked .. 464 

Another internal working document from 2.ello also bows the reactive na:tm·e of their 
counterextremism effo1ts prior to Jant1ary 6th, as employees propose n.ew search terms and. 
moderation policies, including a formal policy regarding armed 11illitia use." 465 

In a briefing with the Select Co1nmittee, .Zello CEO Bill .oore explained that January 6th was a 
'watersl1ed moment" for tl1e a.pp that sped lLp its shift a~ray fro1n social networking con1ponents 

toward a more busine s-oriented walkie-talkie app. 66 However, the briefing also revealed 
1najor vulnerabilities in Zello s functionalities that would have 1nade it easier for extremists to 
leverage the app prior to the attack on the Capitol. The 1no t glaring of the e was the inability of 

460 CTRL0000007925· see al. o CTRL0000010149. 
461 CTRL0000028918. 
462 Micah Lo winger and Ha1npton Stall, Revealed: Walkie-Talkie AJJP Zello Hosted Far-Right GrouJJS iVho 
Stormed Capitol The Guardian (Jan. 13, 202 ) available at hllp. ://www.theguan1ian.com/u. -
new /202 l(i_an/ J 3/zello-app-u -capilol-<: ltack-far-right. 
463 CTRL0000007646. 
'
64 CTRL0000007648 at ZELLO 000078 
65 ld. at ZELLO 000082. 
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Zello's moderators to access private channels· therefore most of the channels that were being 
utilized by militia groups and other extremj, ts prior to J an.uary 6th were closed off to Zello 
employees, leaving them overly reliant on user reports of policy violations. 467 While this still 
left Zello with the ability to take action against channel and user whose names were in 
violation of the policies, the practical impa.ct of this lack of visibiliry into private channels is that 
the leader hip of the platform did not have a complete view of the threat landscape that existed 
prior to January 6th. In contrast, Discord has the capacity to look at closed servers and have 
proactive reviews of erver that. are likely to result in high-harm content, including violent 
extremism. 68 

During the briefing Zello confrrmed that the FBI had never reached out to them about any 
specific threat of violent extremism on the app and contended that the actions Zello took to ban 
c • rtain channeL before th· el· ct· on wa more about int· rnal anxiety about extremism than 
knowledge of actual threats. 469 When asked by Committee staff about specific actions that its 
moderators took during the period between Election Day and January 6th, Moore said that they 
did not block or ban any users or channels d11ring that period despite' looking for problems.'' 470 

However, January 6th, Zello banned over 2,000 militia-related networks. This is a reactive and 
belated counterextremisn1 measure given the platforms awareness of problem with extremist 
organizing in the months leading up to the election but the sheer size of removed channels gives 
a vivid picture of the scope of militia and far-right organizing. 471 

As di cussed it appear Zello took a far less proactive approach in tackling known instance of 
extremist utilization of their service, which is starkly illu trated by the need to remove thousands 
of militia-related communication chann ls following January 6th .. Zello state,d that many of th se 
channels were likely small or no longer in use which was the case for many of the channels that 
w re taken off the platform prior to the election, although Zello wa • not able to acces • many 
channels that were private. 472 

However, the Select c·o1nmittee has collected evidence to show that these closed channels 
involved pre-planning and and coordination between different elements of the far-right in the 
run-up to January 6th. ore ample, MyMilitia owner Jo h Ellis, who was present in D.C. on 
January 6th, told the Committee he was on Zello channel with Proud Boys, Oath Keepers other 
militia members, and 'regular patriots' in the leadup to January 6th and in respon e to President 
Trun1p s December 19th tweet. 73 He confirmed that these channels included the harit1g of 
intelljgenc.e.474 

467 Id. 
468 Memo on July 29, 2022, Select. Committ e Briefing with Discord. 
469 Id. 
470 Id. 
471 CTRL0000007646. 
472 Memo on May 11. 2022, Sele.ct Committee Briefing with Zello 
473 Josh Elli Depo • ition, 38: 18. 
474 Id. at 41: 16-20. 
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The livestreaming app Twitch was also cau.ght off guard by uL ers who were promoting violence 
on their S"treams. However, it does not appear that Twitch isst1ed 111any enforcement actions as a 
result of the attack on the Capitol; only 11 users were disciplined for showing inappropriate 
content. 475 Twitch confmned that it did not ee a ignificant pike in activity on January 6th 
itself, and that most of the •enforcement actions related entailed user posting violent cable news 
footage or some isolated instances where the violence was glorified. 476 Despite the relative lack 
of activity on Twitch itself, internal documents fron1 following January 6th show the failings of 
Twitch s content moderation policies in tl1e ru11-up to the attack. Mo t significantly, the 
suspension of r/Do11aldTrump's strean1 on January 20 2021, was attributed to the n,eed to 
proactivel)' deal witl1 ''rl1etoric e11couraging violence ' even whe11 it occurs outside of Twitch 
itself,. and. staff noted a n,eed to update policies to reflect this. 477 

In a briefing with the Co'.1rrmjttee, Twitch General Counsel Steve Bene said that the decision to 
President Trump's channel was d:u.e to tl1e ongoing risk that there would. be inciteful content on 
the channel, but was not based on any content posted on Twitch nor on any nonpublic knowledge 
of hi behavior. 478 

More broadly, Twitch-like Zello-was forced to rely on user reports of violative behavior in 
the run-up to January 6th. The automated tools that Twitch t1se to proactive sweep for violation 
of its policies were not well-equipped for detecting things such as election denialisn1 or calls to 
violence,. and were more targeted towards preventing nudity or violence. 79 Twitch told the 
Com_mittee that it did not perform any proactive sweeps of stream or comments for 
disinformation or violent content related to the election in prior to Jarruary 6th, meaning that it 
relied largely on user reports in order to detect relevant misconduct, which leave. open the 
possibility that there ,was traffic that went undetected by Twitch employees. 480 

Twitch also impmem,ented several new policies in the wake of th,e attack, which ough,t to 
fortnalize it __ nascent content moderation strategy after it had been forced to react to President 
Trump s calls for iolent action witl1out a clearly applicable incitement policy. 

Internal 1nemos from Twitch show that the platform is now trying to craft broad language in a 
new Incitement to Violence Policy that will allow it to respond to influential accounts that are 
likely to result in real-world harem,. including preemptively, uspen,ding accounts when, the risk of 

475 CTRL0000007930. 
476 Memo on May 11, 2022, Select Committee Briefing with Zello. 
477 CTRL0000007942 
478 Memo on May 1 0. 2022, Sele.ct Committee Briefing with Twitch. 
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hatm is high enough. 481 The internal explanation of a new proposed Misinformation Policy that 
focuses on evol,,ing trends in misinform,ation and indirect societal harm. 482 While the 
Misinformation Policy was based on a nu.mber of factors, incru.ding the spread of COVID-19 
misinformation, the Incitement to Violence Policy was a direct response to the events of January 
6th and the inciting behavior of President Trump. 483 

In a briefing with the Committee, Twitch General Coun el Steve Bene explained that the after 
the attack, Twitch did become concerned that its incitement policy did not reach far enough. He 
mentioned that President Trump had streamed on Twitch on January 5, 2021, and used the 'Stop 
tl1e Steal" hashtag but under existi11g policy Twitch required ''explicit i11citement" to take 
actio11. 484 ow, Twitch is able to preemptively su pend prominent accounts when there is a 
higl1 likelihood of i11citeme11t by looking at a number of factors includi11g the i11dividual's 
influence and the seal of the ongoing threat. B ne • xplained that this policy was crafted after 
January 6th as a way to deal with world leaders and other pro1ninent figures who co·uid utilize 
Twitch to incite violence. 485 

Expert analysis given to Twitch al o warns about potential downside weighing on platforms 
who are deciding whether to implement policies on mi information. The experts wrote that "by 
releasing a policy, it does open up the platform to more qu.estions and scrutirry over time'' 
including about its precise definition of n1is- and disinformation, the tran parency of 
enforcement mechanisms, and how quickly the platform can detect and respond to 
misinformation narratives and defuse threats. 486 

Specifically the problem of what to do misleading or aggressiv b havior by candidates related 
to elections is dis cu sed as a borderline case of misinformation that may pose a challenge to 
Twitch. 487 In the context of continuing claims of lection fraud by form r Presid nt Trump, thi 
kind of internal analysis shows why social media platfortns 1nay choose to shy away from taking 
firm stances 011111.isirrformation rather than risk backlash by 1nisapplying policies or making 
controver ial decisions. This reinforces the need for indu try leader like Face book and Twitter 
to be open about their efforts to tackle these issue ... and lean into co11tent moderation debates 
meant to effectively defuse threats of violence and extre1nist organizing. 

Additional Platforms 

481 CTRL0000007943 
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The above analysis of various platforms and sites and their re'" pective roles in cultivating the 
radicalization,,. mobilization,,. and coordination, of those re. ponsible for the attack on the Capitol 
on January 6, 2021, has zeroed in on the platforms we determined to have played the n1ost 
significant roles. 

That aid, the online ecosyste1n is ever-evolving, and communities of users are ever-1nigrating. 
Other platf orn1s and site that played a part in hosting and/or spreading election di information 
and violent rhetoric leading up to January 6th include but are not limited to: 

• ARIS.com 
• Bitchute 
• D ive 
• Eventbrite 
• GoFundMe 
• Instagram (part of Meta) 
• KiwiFarn1s 
• Periscope 
• Pinterest 
• Rocket.Chat 
• Snapchat 
• R·umble 
• Virneo 
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X. Broader Conclusions & Recommendations 

Below i an overview of some broader conclu ions about the challenges facing the social media 
landscape based 011 the experience before, after, and during the January 6th attack on the Capitol. 

• Irresponsible speec.h by politicians matters. Experts and social media professionals 
poi11ted to President Trump's statements across multiple platforms and points in time as 
key factors in, the inflammation and mobilization of violent extremists. Social media 
co1npanies must take explicit and implicit incitement to violence seriou.sly. 

• Social media companies struggle to strike the right balance between false positives 
and false negatives. The scale of content on the platform necessitate au to mated 
decision-making but mistake, are in· vitable b • cause Al mod ·1 talce time to create and 
cannot flawlessly interpret. the nu.ances of human expression. The cost of minimizing 
mi takes is a higher degree of legitin1ate speech being removed from the internet; the cost 
of preserving user ·voice i a larger amount of harmful content. Platforms are in the 
difficult position of making these decision without democratic legitimacy. More ocietal 
under tanding of and conversation about this tradeoff is crucial to the future of social 
media and fre,e speech. 

• Soft interventions can. be more subtle and more powerful than. removal. Most social 
media companies already use machine learning to shape the flow of content across their 
platform. They also use it to automatically surf ace, label, demote, or otherwi e treat 
harmful content. Such actions can be less damaging to user 'voice'' than content 
takedowns or account suspensions and the consequence for false positives are less 
binary. They hould be more transparently studied, developed, and refined. 

• It is crucial to policymaking and public confidence that platforms become more 
transparent and c.onsistent. The Select Committee s findings demonstrate how co1nplex 
the social media landscape has become. Policymakers scrutinizing social media's 
political and societal i1npact are often working fron1 inco1nplete information, as are 
scholars and policy expert.~ working on related topics. Opacity from social media 
platforms inhibits policymaking; it also undermine public confidence in platf onn content 
moderation and leaves companies vulnerable to unsub tantiated accusations of bias and 
cen, orship. 

• While social media platforms may contribute to polarization generally January 6th was 
driven by the radicctlizcttion of a s1naller sub et of users. On Facebook, Stop the Steal 
content, like Q Anon and mill tia content, is associated with a relatively mall, 
hon1ogenous group of users. During the election, content spread amongst those user was 
harder to detect than wide pread viral content but contribute,d to tremendou offline 
harm. Stop the Steal had significa11t overlap in member hip with QAnon and militia 
group,· which had already been banned., and the movement behaved • imilarly to 
dangerous actors Facebook had re ponded to in the pa t .. 
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• Platf onns increasingly look to the rest of the internet to antic.ipate threats and form 
strategy. Narrative or operation, whjc.h begin on one platfor'.m do not tay th,ere. Fringe 
or encrypted spaces can give early warning signals for nascent efforts to incite or mislead 
the wider public. And actors who are deplatformed from mainstream platfor1n may eek 
ha,ven in d.arker corners of the inte1net, where they contribute to growing radicalization. 
Most of the larger platforms investigated by the Select Committee understand this and 
have teams dedicated to off site threat . 
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XI. Key Evidence 

Twitter 

• • 'Twitter Policies and Enforcement: A Timeline of Events Surrot1nding the 2020 
Election and ·the January 6th, 2021, Attack 011 the Capitol," Prepared for the 
Select Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United Stat s 
Capitol March 3, 2022. 

• ~'Twitter' s Responses to Select Committee Staff Questions of March 16, 2022.' 
Twitter (April 15, 2022). 

• Deposition with J. Smith, a Twitter whistleblower. J. Smith conducted another 
session of her deposition on Septemb r 1, 2.0·22 under her name: Anika Colli r 
Navaroli. I11 both session , she 

• Summary of int rview with J. Johnson (prepared by Dean Jackson). See aLo 
Letter to Candyce Phoenix May 19, 2022. These docu1nents relate to a second 
Twitter whistleblow r. 

• 'TWITTER00020545: Election Threat Model. Shows Twitter's estimated le,1el of 
preparedness against certain threats and the ri k those threat posed. Threats fro1n 
incitement to violence and policy violations by very-important-tweeters received 
low-to-mediu1n preparedness scores. 

• TWITTER00019259 and TWITTER00019229~the Coded Incitement to 
Violence policy and the Post-Election Prote t Guidai1ce which replaced it days 
later. 

• 'TWITTER00000736 - a11d open letter from Twitter staff regarding the events of 
January 6th. 

• • Briefing on Safety Policy and Violent Organizations Policy with Twitter Staff,." 
Dean Jackson (March 23 2022). 

Facebook 

• FB-CAP-24827: a full list of all 'break glass" measures. the dates at which they were 
activated or inactivated, and their final activation statt1s. 

• ''Stop the Steal ai1d Patriot Party: The Growth and Mitigatio11 of an Adversarial Harmft1l 
Movement.' This report is available in a few places, but the most readable is a leaked 
version of available via Buzzfeed here: 
https://www .buzzfeednews.comJarticle/ryanmac/full facebook stop the-steal internal 
report. It remain the mo t useful ource of insight about how Stop the Steal grew despite 
Face book s efforts to contain it, and why the company failed to do better. 

• FB-CAP-00013392: Another internal retrospective on Stop the Steal, this document 
contains several u.seful graphics. It shows, among other things that 1acebook acted on 
fewer than" a sixth of Stop the Steal group. in : ove'.mber 2020 an.d that th.e lack of a 
policy against election delegitimization inhibited the company's response. 
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• • 'Capitol Riots- BT·G Respotise": Provid.ed to the Select Committee here: 
https://drive.google.co1n/file/d/J y5JbfZRolQ RW APkTny6FJ O-
Loy ti/view?u. p=sharing. This docu.ment de cribes se • eral "break the glass" measures 
employed before the election and rolled back afterward then redeployed after January 
6th. 

• Transcribed Interview with Brian Fi h1nan: Fishn1a11 was head ofFacebook· s Dangerous 
Organizations policy and gives insight into Facebook· s preparations for the 6th and 
claims he advocated for tronger action agailist Stop the Steal group in December. 

• Summary memos from on-the-record interviews with To1n Cunningham and Dmitry 
Borodaenko: Cunningham and Borodaenko were ,data scientist at Facebook, both of 
whom left i'n 2·020. Cu1ningbam felt strongly that Face.book was contributing to 
polarization and causing harm in ,S politics, and believed the conr:J.pany failed to take 
objectiv · 1neasures to reduce the amount of low quality civic content out of fear of 
political blo,wback. Borodaenko wa. fired after publicizing evidence of :interventions in 
favor of conservative publi hers by Facebook executives. 

• FB .. CAP-00009657: Samidh Ch,akrabarti head ofFaceboo•k s civic integrity team, 
delivered this feedback on VP for Integrity Guy Rosen to HR on January 27th , 2021. 
Chakrabarti claims he pushed Ro e11 to f ocu on election delegitimization. Ro en aid he 
did not even want to study the problem for fear of th,en having to do omething about it. 

• FB-CAP-00012605: A request in early fall to VP of Integrity Guy Ro en to mor,e closely 
monitor problematic Face book group ., later a v,ector for Stop the Steal. Rose11 i 
supportive bt1t later in the chain he has ,a can,did ex hange about things the publi • po]icy 
side of Facebook may or may not approve. 

,. FB-CAP-00010172: An email to Fae book integrity VP Guy Rosen and other key 
personnel laying out concerns on the platf orn1 in the early fall. Contains u. eful 
infonnation on some of the 1liost powerful interventions Facebook design· d and why they 
were not u ed effectively. 

• FB ... CAP-00010376: Update on Civic Groups and BTG measures in advance of the 
election .. Contain information about how groups are categorized as • ci ic" and about a 
site error in Octob,er .that found ten of thou ai1ds of groups were not receiving strikes for 
'Violent incitement. 

• FB ... CAP .. 00004004 and FB~CAP .. 00010376: Group updates from Ryan Burmeister 
discussing challenges with detecting violence and incitement. The accuracy of 

acebook s AI classifiers was an ongoing challenge as was the fact that a great deal of 
harmful co:nten1 takes place in ho.mogenous groups wl1ere users do not report one 
another-an i111portant signal for detecti11g harn1 and one which can be used to train those 
AI systems. 

• FB .. CAP-00014022: ThiL email chain contains a great deal of inf ormatio11 about the BTG 
measures as they were rolled out before the election. 

• Summary of Briefings with Ryan Beiermeister .and Natl1aniel Gleicher: Beiermei ter is a 
director of civic product at Facebook who oversaw BTG measures related to group'" 
dt1ri11g the election. She was defensive abot1t the company's approach to civic iI1tegrity, 
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but email evidence .. ho·ws her working to address a known vu1nerability at the time. 
Gleich,er is head. of Security Policy and. discu. sed. policies rolled out in, early 20·2.1 which. 
were informed directly by the company's failure to contain Stop the Steal. 

• GOOG-HSCI-00000001: A basic retrospective on YouTube··s election response. Seems 
to be intended for external audiences. While useful it is not comprehen ive or as 
forthright as an internal retrospective could be. 

• GOOG-HSCI-00000386; GOOG-HSCI-00001378; GOOG-HSCI-00006804: 
Docun1ents touching 011 changes to Y ouTube' s reco1nn1endatio11 algorithm. Some of 
these are response to previou Congres io11al inquiries and mirror evidence given to the 
S • Ject Commi tt e. 

• GOOG-HSCI-00001370: Description of how Google evaluates borderline YouTube 
content. 

• Memo on May 16, 2022, Briefing from Google for Select Conunittee Staff: 
Representati es from YouTube briefed Committee staff on the company's content 
recommendation policies. There were several follow up questions from thi about how 
the company treated borderline election fraud content which was labeled but allowed to 
remain on-platform. One major takeaway from thi, briefing is that the policy against 
election denial did not extend backward and mostly applied to claims of voting 
irregularitie, , not other forms of del gitimization. 

TikTok 

• Memo on ay 2.4 2022, Briefing with TikTok's Head of Safety: A wide ranging and 
useful conversation about how "TikTok's content policies have changed over time and the 
action it takes to restrict prohibited content. Interestingly, TikTok s election 
misinformation policy applies globally at all times and it has clear policie against violent 
incitement-areas which contrast with You.Tube,. Facebook,. and Twitter's actions dt1ring 
the election period. 

• TT16SC_0001749: Infon11ation on TikTok's ''grayzoning" approacl1 to borderline 
content. Often this trategy was successful but there were occa ional high-profile failures 
leading to millions of ,,iews. 

• TT16SC_0001398: Document '\\rith detail son TikTok's mjsinformation policy and its 
development. 

• TT16SC_00000717 and TT16SC_00000609: Thee document contain information on 
TikTok's response to January 6th. 

• TT16SC_0001615, TT16SC_000179 and 'TT16SC_0001666: These document contain 
information on TikTok' s respon .. _ e to QAnon militia groups and other dangerous actors. 

Reddit 
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• JAN6_0285: Reddit's internal after-action report following the 2020 election that 
i11cludes areas of suggested improvement around centralizing content moderation and 
includes an analysis of the subreddits where disinformation was most active. 

• JAN6_0279: Inte1nal email chain from Reddit. showing the nature of its deliberations 
dt1ring January 6th itself. While this email shows that Reddit was not seeing a n1assive 
uptick in violent content during the attack, it also shows how its user-1nediated content 
moderation scl1eme was insufficient, and also co11trasts with Twitter's stonewalli11g. 

• JAN6_07.56: Email between Ory Rinat chief digital strategist at the White House, and 
Reddit asking abou·t attempts to regulate hateful content on r/The_Donald, which 
underscore the Adini11istration s i11terest in the e far-right forums throughout run1p 
tenure. 

Parler 

• CTRL0000007 435: An, intern,al email from a Parler e~mployee to tl1e FBI about 
concerning content on Ja11. 2, 2,02,l, saying 'concerned about Wednesday.' 

• CT·RL0000007468 and CTRL0000007469: Internal e1nail. from Parler showing 
011going discussions with tl1e Tru1np Organization (cc'ing Eric Tlu1np) for tl1e purchase 
of Parler in late December 2020,. while the platform was simultaneously the site of 
coordinated calls for violence on Jan. 6. 

Discord 

• CTRL0000028919: Discord's after-action review that shows how its Janu.ary 6th 
response benefited fro1n a teai11 that was already devoted to violent extremism and the 
ability to remove erver quickly bt1t that the attack still cat1ght the platform off-guard. 
The retrospective also discusses how Trump's Dec. 19 tweet was a pivotal mo1nent. 

• CTRL0000062532: Case study of pro-Trump Di cord serv r that was , hut down after 
increased violent organizing following Trump's Dec. 19 tweet. 

Zello 

• CTRL0000007646: A list. of over 2,000 militia-related channels removed by Zello after 
January 6th, which is an indicator of the vast u e of the platfor1n by far-right extremist . 

• CTRL0000062532 and CTRL,0000034886: Internal after-action, reviews from Discord. 
showing its decision to ·hut down pro-Trump ervet • after increa es in violent organizing 
targeting January 6th in tl1e wake of Trump's Dec. 19 tweet. 

Twitch 

• CTRL0000007943: Internal discus 'ion of po t-J 6 Incitement to Violence Policy that is 
an explicit response to Presid.ent Ttump' s calls for action in earry 2021. 

• CT·RL0000007942: Internal emails from Twitch about their decision to su pend Donald 
Tru1np s stream an"d the gap hjs incitem_ent revealed in theLr policies. 
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